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Abstract

X-ray spectroscopy provides a great deal of information for analyzing reactivity and

characteristic properties of matter by probing the interactions of molecules with their

local chemical environment. The nature of core orbitals and elemental specificity of

core-level transitions provide an advantage for resolving spectroscopic signatures

with continually advancing experimental X-ray techniques. Computational modeling

of X-ray processes can be achieved with ab initio methods for describing the electronic

structure of core-excited states. This dissertation explores quantum chemical models

for simulating X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAS), and X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES). Specifically, the following research

examines the applicability of ∆-based self-consistent-field (∆SCF) and Møller-Plesset

(MP) perturbation theory (∆MP) methods and introduces different composite models

coupling these techniques with electron propagator theory (EPT) for studying

element-specific K-shell transitions.

Firstly, as a practical approach, vertical core excitation energies are obtained using

a combination of the ∆SCF method and the diagonal second-order self-energy

approximation with the inclusion of relativistic effects. For core excitations involving

delocalized symmetry orbitals, the applied method improves upon the overestimation

of ∆SCF by providing approximate values close to experimental K-shell transition

energies.

Furthermore, spin projected ∆UHF and ∆UMPn (n = 2, 2.5, 3) methods are also

used to calculate vertical core excitation energies. These methods are applied to a

set of symmetrical molecules with equivalent atoms. The role of core localization,

SCF orbital relaxation, pair correlation, and different relativistic corrections on the

accuracy and reliability of the results is examined. Additionally, the limitations

of using core-hole reference determinants and complications that may arise in

perturbative calculations are addressed.

Lastly, a practical ab initio composite method for modeling X-ray absorption and

non-resonant X-ray emission is presented. Vertical K-edge excitation and emission

energies are obtained from core-electron binding energies calculated with spin-

projected ∆HF/∆MP and outer-core ionization potentials/electron affinities calcu-

lated with electron propagator theory. An assessment of the combined methodologies
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against experiment is performed for a set of small molecules containing second-row

elements. Methods for obtaining transition intensities are applied for reconstructing

non-resonant X-ray emission spectra.

Results from the various ab initio models examined indicate that sub-electron-volt

accuracy can be obtained for core-level energetics while maintaining a satisfactory

balance between accuracy and computational cost.
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Introduction 1
„. . . [O]ne might argue that the explanatory success of quantum

chemistry throughout successive developmental stages rested on the

degree of interlocking among constitutive elements—chemical concepts,

mathematical notions, numerical methods, pictorial representations,

experimental measurements, virtual experiments—to such an extent

that it was not the relative contribution of each component that

mattered, but the way in which the whole was reinforced by the cross

linking and cross-fertilization of all elements.

— Kostas Gavroglu and Ana Simões

Neither Physics nor Chemistry: A History of Quantum Chemistry

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory

The ever-growing wealth of chemical research is now routinely complemented

and accelerated by computer-driven molecular modeling. Atomistic simulation of

chemical reactivity and molecular structure is made possible through the application

of the principles of quantum mechanics to many-electron systems. This research

enterprise is known as quantum chemistry. The major utility of ab initio (from first

principles) quantum chemical methodologies is the capacity to abstract information

about the electronic structure of a chemical system and to obtain quantities with

direct connections to experimental observables. Thus, the ultimate goal of quantum

chemistry is to make predictions about natural phenomena by providing physical

insight into bonding and many-particle interactions.

Ab initio quantum chemistry methods are typically concerned with finding approxi-

mate solutions to the non-relativstic Schrödinger equation.1 In one dimension, the

partial differential wave equation for a single particle reads

iℏ
∂

∂t
Ψ(x, t) =

[
− ℏ

2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ V (x, t)

]
Ψ(x, t) (1.1)
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where i is the imaginary unit, Ψ is the wavefunction of the quantum system, ℏ is the

reduced Planck constant, and m is the particle mass.

If the potential does not explicitly depend on time (V (x, t) → V (x)), one may invoke

the separation of variables to simplify the task of finding solutions for Ψ(x, t). The

wavefunction can then be expressed as a product of independent functions of position

x and time t

Ψ(x, t) = È(x)ϕ(t). (1.2)

Using Eq. 1.2, the functions of x and t are isolated on either side of Eq. 1.1 as

follows

iℏ
dϕ(t)

dt
È(x) = − ℏ

2

2m

d2È(x)

dx2
ϕ(t) + V (x)È(x)ϕ(t). (1.3)

Dividing both sides of Eq. 1.3 by È(x)ϕ(t) yields

iℏ
dϕ(t)

dt

1

ϕ(t)
= − ℏ

2

2m

d2È(x)

dx2

1

È(x)
+ V (x). (1.4)

The left- and right-hand sides of Eq. 1.4 are equal by means of a separation constant

E, the energy. This expression can be separated and rearranged into two ordinary

differential equations

iℏ
dϕ(t)

dt
= Eϕ(t) (1.5)

− ℏ
2

2m

d2È(x)

dx2
+ V (x)È(x) = EÈ(x). (1.6)

The solution of Eq. 1.5 is ϕ(t) = e−iEt/ℏ with constants of integration absorbed.

The solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is a stationary state
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represented by the total wavefunction Ψ(x, t) = È(x)e−iEt/ℏ. Depicted in Eq. 1.6 is

the time-independent Schrödinger equation. It has general form of

HÈ = EÈ. (1.7)

where H is the non-relativistic, time-independent Hamiltonian that accounts for the

kinetic and potential energies of the system. If the wavefunctions È are cast in a

finite basis representation, then Eq. 1.7 may be solved with matrix algebra. Since H

is a Hermitian (self-adjoint) operator, its eigenvalues are real. The eigenvalues that

belong to the spectrum of H correspond to the energies assigned to the eigenvectors

È.

The Hamiltonian for a molecular system is written as

H = −
Nelec∑

i=1

ℏ
2

2me
∇2

i −
Nnuc∑

A=1

ℏ
2

2MA
∇2

A −
Nelec∑

i=1

Nnuc∑

A=1

ZAe
2

4Ãϵ0riA
+

Nelec∑

i=1

Nelec∑

j>i

e2

4Ãϵ0rij

+
Nnuc∑

A=1

Nnuc∑

B>A

ZAZBe
2

4Ãϵ0RAB
(1.8)

where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, me is the mass of an electron, ∇2 is the

Laplacian operator, MA is the mass of a nucleus, ZA is the atomic number of a

nucleus, riA = |ri −RA| is the distance between an electron and nucleus, rij =

|ri − rj | is the distance between two electrons, RAB = |RA −RB| is the distance

between two nuclei, e is the elementary charge , and 4Ãϵ0 is the inverse of the

Coulomb constant, with ϵ0 as the vacuum permittivity. Further simplification is

achieved when expressing Eq. 1.8 in atomic units (a.u) or Hartrees (Ha), viz.:

H = −
Nelec∑

i=1

1

2
∇2

i −
Nnuc∑

A=1

1

2MA
∇2

A −
Nelec∑

i=1

Nnuc∑

A=1

ZA

riA
+

Nelec∑

i=1

Nelec∑

j>i

1

rij

+
Nnuc∑

A=1

Nnuc∑

B>A

ZAZB

RAB
(1.9)

Like the molecular Hamiltonian, the molecular wavefunction will depend on the

positions of the electrons and nuclei. However, note that the mass of a nucleus is

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory 3



many times greater than the mass of an electron (i.e. → MA k me). Because kinetic

energy is inversely proportional to mass, we can say that the nuclei move at vastly

different timescales than electrons and are considered to be nearly motionless with

respect to the electrons. Therefore we can decouple the molecular wavefunction

into electronic and nuclear parts

Ψmol (r,R) = Ψelec (r; R) Ψnuc (R) . (1.10)

This invocation is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.2 Under this

bold (albeit practical) assumption, the electronic wavefunction only depends para-

metrically on the nuclear coordinates. The object of interest is then Ψelec, which

should contain all the information pertaining to the electronic structure located

within a given set of nuclear coordinates. This is valid reasoning provided one

adopts an interpretation of quantum mechanics where the Born rule3 for obtaining

probabilities of observed eigenstates is essential. Since the nuclei appear fixed,

we can simplify the Hamiltonian further by setting the nuclear kinetic energy to

zero. The nuclear-nuclear repulsion term VNN remains constant for each stationary

state.

H = −
Nelec∑

i=1

1

2
∇2

i −
�
�

�
�

�
�
�*

0
Nnuc∑

A=1

1

2MA
∇2

A −
Nelec∑

i=1

Nnuc∑

A=1

ZA

riA
+

Nelec∑

i=1

Nelec∑

j>i

1

rij

+

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�*
VNN

Nnuc∑

A=1

Nnuc∑

B>A

ZAZB

RAB
(1.11)

We now have what is known as the electronic Hamiltonian plus VNN :

H = −
Nelec∑

i=1

1

2
∇2

i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Telec

−
Nelec∑

i=1

Nnuc∑

A=1

ZA

riA
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Velec−nuc

+
Nelec∑

i=1

Nelec∑

j>i

1

rij
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Velec−elec

+VNN (1.12)

H then becomes the sum of the electronic kinetic energy term Telec, the electron-

nucleus attraction term Velec−nuc, the electron-electron repulsion term Velec−elec, and

the nuclear-nuclear repulsion term VNN .
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For many-electron systems, analytic solutions to the Schrödinger equation become in-

accessible due to the electron-electron interaction term which requires knowledge of

all electron pair coordinates. Without complete information of the initial conditions,

the wavefunction, and, subsequently, the probability distribution function (from the

density), numerical approximations aided by computational implementations are

required to accurately model many-electron interactions or correlations. Decades of

research have culminated in development of many methods of addressing electron

correlation and its significance in field of chemistry. The following sections will

briefly highlight the quantum chemical methods relevant to the work featured in

this dissertation.

1.1.1 Hartree-Fock

The Hartree-Fock method4–6 (HF) is an approximate approach to solve Eq. 1.7.i It

includes Fermi correlation, or the effect of exchange interactions that arise due to

the antisymmetry principle. This is a quantum mechanical effect with no classical

analogue. As a rule for indistinguishable fermions, the wavefunction must be

antisymmetric under the exchange of two electrons

Ψ (x1,x2, . . . ,xN ) = −Ψ (x2,x1, . . . ,xN ) . (1.13)

If two electrons were to possess the same spatial and spin coordinates (i.e. x1 = x2)

the wavefunction would vanish and the probability of two electrons being of the

same quantum state (orbital) would be zero. Specifically, for many-electron atoms,

no two electrons can share the same quantum numbers. Thus, the Pauli exclusion

principle is said to be a direct consequence of the antisymmetry principle.

An antisymmetric N -electron wavefunction |Ψð, expressed in Dirac notation, can be

generated using a Slater determinant9

iSection 1.1.1 is based on a set of notes written by the author, notes by C. D. Sherrill7, and the
textbook Modern Quantum Chemistry8

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory 5



|Ψð =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Ç1(x1) Ç2(x1) · · · ÇN (x1)

Ç1(x2) Ç2(x2) · · · ÇN (x2)

...
...

. . .
...

Ç1(xN ) Ç2(xN ) · · · ÇN (xN )ð

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(1.14)

where the spin-orbital Ç is a function of spin É and spatial r coordinates

Ç(x) = È(r)Ã(É). (1.15)

Ç can be expanded in terms of an ”approximately" complete basis set. The atomic

orbital (AO) representation of the single particle functions can take the mathematical

form of a Slater-type orbital10 (STO) with the Kato’s cusp condition11

ϕST O
abc (x, y, z) = Nxaybzce−ζr (1.16)

or a Gaussian-type orbital12 (GTO) with a convenient product theorem

ϕGT O
abc (x, y, z) = Nxaybzce−ζr2

(1.17)

where N is a normalization constant and a+b+c give the orbital angular momentum

l. The exponent is composed of ·, an orbital width parameter, and a radial variable

r2 (or
√
r2) that is related to the equation of a sphere with an origin centered at

Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. In molecules, a linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO) gives rise to molecular orbitals (MOs)

|ið =
∑

µ

cµi |µð . (1.18)
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Greek letters (µ, ¿, ¼, . . .) denote functions in the AO basis {|µð} and Latin letters

(i, j, k, . . .) to denote functions in the MO basis {|ið}.

Coefficients cµi and orbital energies ϵi can be obtained from the Hartree-Fock

method. Moving forward, we refer to the Roothaan-Hartree-Fock method13 for

single configuration wavefunctions as, simply, HF since it is important to distinguish

it from the multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method for atomic structure

calculations.14

In molecular electronic structure theory, variational optimization of the orbitals is

achieved through iterative solution of the Roothaan-Hall equations

FC = SCϵ. (1.19)

Here, F is the Fock matrix, C is the coefficient matrix, S is the AO overlap matrix,

and ϵ is the set of orbital energies. The HF wavefunction, orbital energies, and total

energy are invariant to unitary transformation or rotation of the occupied orbital

subspace. We can employ Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization to transform Eq.

1.19 into a proper eigensystem.

The transformation matrix X is Hermitian and is built from the unitary transforma-

tion that diagonalizes the inverse square root of the AO overlap matrix S
−1/2.

X = Us
−1/2

U
 (1.20)

The matrix s
−1/2 is a diagonal matrix whose elements are inverse square roots of

overlap integrals. Since S is Hermitian, S
−1/2 is also Hermitian. Due to the properties

of unitary matrices, the transformation matrix X becomes conveniently equal to

S
−1/2

X = S
−1/2. (1.21)

The following definitions based on Eq. 1.21 are used to define how the MO coefficient

matrix is orthogonalized

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory 7



C
′ = X

−1
C = (S−1/2)−1

C and C = XC
′ = S

−1/2
C

′. (1.22)

We substitute the new expression of C in the Roothaan-Hall equations

FS
−1/2

C
′ = SS

−1/2
C

′ϵ. (1.23)

Left multiplying by S
−1/2 yields

S
−1/2

FS
−1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F′

C
′ = S

−1/2
SS

−1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

C
′ϵ (1.24)

and the canonical HF equations

F
′
C

′ = C
′ϵ (1.25)

The transformed Fock matrix F
′ and coefficient matrix C

′ that diagonalizes it yields

the unchanged MO energies ϵ. The Fock operator, for a closed-shell system, is

F = h+

Nocc/2∑

i

[2Ji − Ki] . (1.26)

Here, h is the one-electron Hamiltonian containing the Telec and Velec−nuc terms.

Representing the Velec−elec potential are the Coulomb operator J and the exchange

operator K. The action of these operators on a spin-orbital Çi(x1) is shown below

Jj(x1) |Çi(x1)ð = ïÇj(x2)| 1

r12
|Çj(x2)ð |Çi(x1)ð (1.27)

=

∫ [
Ç∗

j (x2)
1

r12
Çj(x2) dx2

]
Çi(x1), (1.28)

8 Chapter 1 Introduction



Kj(x1) |Çi(x1)ð = ïÇj(x2)| 1

r12
|Çi(x2)ð |Çj(x1)ð (1.29)

=

∫ [
Ç∗

j (x2)
1

r12
Çi(x2) dx2

]
Çj(x1). (1.30)

The local interaction in J represents the potential from the average charge distribu-

tion of spin orbitals Çj(x2) experienced by Çi(x1). The non-local interaction in K
lacks a classical interpretation of a potential defined at some specific coordinate x1

and appears due to the antisymmetric nature of the wavefunction. Note that these

operators must also remain invariant under unitary transformation.

In HF, two-electron interactions are modeled with effective one-electron operators

describing the average interaction of each electron with average potential of the

other electrons in the system. As such, HF is often regarded as a mean-field theory

since the interactions concerning other electronic degrees of freedom are averaged.

Explicit electron-electron correlation terms other than exchange are left out of HF

formalism an can be recovered with post-HF methods, some of which are detailed in

later in this chapter.

Turning back to Eq. 1.26, one can obtain a Fock matrix element representation by

projecting onto a basis {|µð}

ïµ| F |¿ð = ïµ|h |¿ð + ïµ|
Nocc/2∑

i

[
2Ji − Ki

]
|¿ð (1.31)

and expanding further, using Eqs. 1.27 and 1.29, gives

Fµν = hµν +

Nocc/2∑

i

[
2(µ¿|ii) − (µi|i¿)

]
(1.32)

where the spatial electron repulsion integrals (ERI) are in chemists’ notation. Each

MO i is expanded as a linear combination of AOs, leading to

Fµν = hµν +
Nbasis∑

λσ

[
Nocc/2∑

i

c∗σicλi

][
2(µ¿|¼Ã) − (µÃ|¼¿)

]
. (1.33)

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory 9



The charge density matrix in the AO basis Pλσ is:

Pλσ = 2

Nocc/2∑

i

c∗σicλi (1.34)

and is inserted into Eq. 1.33

Fµν = hµν +
Nbasis∑

λσ

Pλσ

[
(µ¿|¼Ã) − 1

2
(µÃ|¼¿)

]
. (1.35)

The two-electron part of Eq. 1.35 is sometimes bundled into a single term Gµν ,

leading to

Fµν = hµν +Gµν . (1.36)

An expectation value for the electronic energy is obtained by contraction with the

density matrix

Eelec =
1

2

Nbasis∑

µν

Pµν


hµν +

Nbasis∑

λσ

Pλσ

[
(µ¿|¼Ã) − 1

2
(µÃ|¼¿)

]
 (1.37)

or simply

EHF =
1

2

Nbasis∑

µν

Pµν

[
hµν +Gµν

]
. (1.38)

The total energy is the sum of the electronic energy and VNN

E =
1

2

Nbasis∑

µν

Pµν

[
hµν +Gµν

]
+ VNN . (1.39)

10 Chapter 1 Introduction



Fig. 1.1.: Flowchart for a Hartree-Fock SCF procedure

enter SCF

input:
basis set {χµ},
geometry {rAB},
atomic #′s {ZA}

compute & store:
AO overlap Sµν ,

transformation matrix X,
core Hamiltonian hµν ,

molecular integrals (µν|λσ)

compute & store:
intial density Pn

µν using
guess MO coefficients

{cnµi}

compute:
Gµν using density Pn

µν

and ERIs (µν|λσ)

build:
Fock matrix Fµν using

hµν and Gµν

transform:
F′ = X†FX

diagonalize:
F′ to obtain C′ and ε

store:
MO energies ε

transform & store:
C = XC′

compute & store:
new density Pn+1

µν using
new MO coefficients

{cn+1

µi }

is Pn+1
µν ≈ Pn

µν?set Pn+1
µν = Pn

µν
self-consistency
is achieved

exit SCF

output:
EHF and

other properties

compute:
EHF using the

converged density

yes
no

The HF equations are solved in an iterative manner via the self-consistent-field (SCF)

procedure. Self-consistency is achieved when a certain threshold criteria is met for

the changes in the total energy and density. Satisfying the commutator relation

[F,P] = 0 between the Fock matrix F and density matrix P is also an indication of

self-consistency. A workflow for the SCF process is depicted in Fig. 1.1

Using a trial wavefunction |Ψ̃ð, say a HF determinant, an approximation to the

ground state energy can be obtained with the variational method guided by the

variational principle,

1.1 Molecular Electronic Structure Theory 11



ïΨ̃| Ĥ |Ψ̃ð
ïΨ̃|Ψ̃ð

g E0 (1.40)

which states that the approximate energy, a functional of |Ψ̃ð, is an upper bound to

the true ground state energy E0.

There are versions of the HF method that vary the types of restrictions made on

the orbital basis. Designations for HF methods with varying symmetry constraints

for achieving different levels of variational flexibility have been established.15,16

So far, in the formulations above, it is assumed that the spatial components for

electrons with either up ³ and down ´ spin are the same. This constraint on the

SCF procedure leads to the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method for closed-shell

systems. RHF maintains perfect electron pairing and good intrinsic spin quantum

numbers. For systems with unpaired electrons, there are restricted open-shell

(ROHF) approaches that conserve total spin through the preservation of proper S2

eigenvalues.17 There are many discussions on the physical meaning of stand-alone

ROHF solutions, ambiguity of ROHF orbital energies, and methods of improving

ROHF.18–22

The use of different orbitals for different spins is a feature of the unrestricted

Hartree-Fock (UHF) scheme,

Èα
i (r) =

N∑

µ

cα
µiϕµ(r) Èβ

i (r) =
N∑

µ

cβ
µiϕµ(r) (1.41)

which requires the solution of a pair of HF equations called the Pople–Nesbet

equations23,24

F
α
C

α = SC
αϵα F

β
C

β = SC
βϵβ. (1.42)

UHF relieves the constraint that the wavefunction should be an eigenstate of S2. At

the Coulson-Fischer point25, the RHF solution can break symmetry and collapse to

a lower energy UHF solution. In the closed-shell case of single bond dissociation,

the UHF solution will be a mixture of singlet and triplet states, resulting in spin

contamination. The presence of such a solution is determined by an instability
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identified in the orbital Hessian.26 The UHF method is often employed to obtain a

qualitatively improved potential energy surface PES topology in the bond-breaking

regime.

The general Hartree-Fock (GHF) method27,28 avoids satisfying the conditions of

proper spin symmetry by adopting a spinor basis

Çi(x) = Èα
i (r) + Èβ

i (r) (1.43)

where

Èα
i (r) =

N∑

µ

cα
µiϕµ(r) and Èβ

i (r) =
N∑

µ

cβ
µiϕµ(r) (1.44)

Confinement to the Sz quantization axis is then lifted in GHF. When either set of cα
µi

or cβ
µi is zero for all µ of each orbital Çi, the UHF scenario is recovered and, if cα

µi

and cβ
µi happen to be the same, one gets the RHF scenario. Hence, RHF and UHF

are regarded as special cases of GHF.

GHF thus allows for noncollinear spin, which is useful for modeling magnetic

properties of strongly correlated materials such as (geometrically) spin frustrated

systems. Greater variational flexibility is achieved by switching from real (r) to

complex (c) orbitals, which increasing the degrees of freedom in the SCF solution.

S2
Sz

RHF " "

ROHF " "

UHF $ "

GHF $ $

Fig. 1.2.: Table of spin symmetry constraints for RHF, ROHF, UHF, and GHF.

Deciding whether or not to break symmetry in the pursuit of finding global minima is

a hallmark of the so-called symmetry dilemma.29 The extended Hartree-Fock (EHF)

method was developed to find the optimal orbitals that minimize the SCF energy

corresponding to a spin-pure wavefunction.30–32 Such a wavefunction is obtained

with projection operators and related techniques30,33–39. Details on the construction

of spin eigenfunctions and related quantities are presented in Appendix A. Basic

techniques from the EHF method are introduced in Chapter 3.
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The HF method is a practical foundation for quantum chemical modeling, yet requires

much improvement due to its deficiencies in capturing the effects of instantaneous

correlated movement of electrons (dynamic correlation) and multiconfigurational

character of an electronic state for which a single HF determinant is insufficient

(static correlation). An accurate description of electronic structure beyond the HF

approximation requires a more explicit treatment of electron correlation found in

correlated wavefunction and many-body methods.

Fig. 1.3.: A Pople diagram for computational quantum chemistry

∞

FCI

HF

—

—

STO-3G

|

Exact Φ

Accuracy

&

Cost

Basis

Level of Theory

1.1.2 Configuration Interaction

The method of configuration interaction40–44 (CI) is a linear variational approach

for solving the Schrödinger equation where the wavefunction is a superposition of

configurations.

HΦCI = EΦCI (1.45)

The CI wavefunction |ΦðCI may be a linear combination of configuration state

functionsii (CSF) or Slater determinants. In the basis of determinants, |ΦðCI is

represented, in cluster form45, by the ground state |Ψ0ð and substituted (or “excited")

electronic configurations

iiSee Appendix A
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|ΦCIð = d0 |Ψ0ð +
∑

ia

da
i |Ψa

i ð +
∑

i<j
a<b

dab
ij |Ψab

ij ð +
∑

i<j<k
a<b<c

dabc
ijk |Ψabc

ijkð + . . . (1.46)

where i, j, k, . . . are occupied orbital indices and a, b, c, . . . are unoccupied (virtual)

orbital indices. The components |Ψa
i ð (singles), |Ψab

ij ð(doubles), |Ψabc
ijkð(triples),

. . . are the substituted determinants. The inclusion of all possible configurations in

the expansion of |ΦCIð in Eq. 1.45 is called full CI (FCI). An approximation to the

ground state wavefunction |Ψ0ð is usually a HF determinant, which can be obtained

via SCF theory. Then, a ground state CI wavefunction |Φ0ð can be normalized with

ïΨ0|Φ0ð = 1 (intermediate normalization). The exact, non-relativistic ground state

energy E0 is given by the following expectation value

ïΦ0|H |Φ0ð = E0. (1.47)

The difference between this energy and the HF energy at the basis set limit is what

is known as the correlation energy41

ecorr = E0 − EHF . (1.48)

The value of ecorr is simply the electronic interaction energy that is absent in mean-

field approximations such as HF. If |Ψ0ð is a HF wavefunction, then expectation

values of the class ïΦ0|H |Ψa
i ð will be zero according to Brillouin’s theorem. Similarly,

expectation values between the reference |Ψ0ð and substituted determinants that

differ by three or more orbitals go to zero in accordance with the Slater-Condon

rules. The correlation energy ecorr is then dependent on the amplitudes of the doubly

substituted determinants dab
ij of a CI wavefunction that has undergone intermediate

normalization. However, linear variation of the doubles amplitudes are affected

by the amplitudes of other determinants in the wavefunction expansion. To get

the “exact" energy E0, all configurations or a special selection44,46–57 of important

configurations must be included.

A conventional FCI wavefunction expanded over all substituted determinants would

grow factorially with the number of electrons and basis functions. The incredibly

steep scaling of such an approach can be cost-prohibitive for large molecular systems
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and high-dimensional electronic structure problems. The desire to approach the

accuracy of FCI is the impetus for the development of post-SCF quantum chemistry

methodologies.

1.1.3 Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory58,59 is used to improve upon the HF ap-

proach by incorporating electron correlation effects. MP theory is a specific applica-

tion of Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory where the exact time-independent

Hamiltonian H is represented by an unperturbed zeroth-order Hamiltonian H0 with

an additional small perturbation V controlled by a parameter ¼ between 0 and 1

H = H0 + ¼V. (1.49)

Inserting the perturbed Hamiltonian into Eq. 1.7 gives

(H0 + ¼V )Ψi = EiΨi (1.50)

for i eigenstates Ψi with energies Ei. Assuming Ψi and Ei are functions of ¼ starting

at ¼ = 0, we expand these as a power series to nth order

Ψi = Ψ
(0)
i + ¼Ψ

(1)
i + ¼2Ψ

(2)
i + ¼3Ψ

(3)
i + . . . (1.51)

Ei = E
(0)
i + ¼E

(1)
i + ¼2E

(2)
i + ¼3E

(3)
i + . . . (1.52)

Rewriting Eq. 1.50 using Eqs. 1.51 and 1.52 gives

(H0 + ¼V )
[
Ψ

(0)
i + ¼Ψ

(1)
i + ¼2Ψ

(2)
i + ¼3Ψ

(3)
i + . . .

]

=
[
E

(0)
i + ¼E

(1)
i + ¼2E

(2)
i + ¼3E

(3)
i + . . .

]

×
[
Ψ

(0)
i + ¼Ψ

(1)
i + ¼2Ψ

(2)
i + ¼3Ψ

(3)
i + . . .

]
. (1.53)
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Equating the ¼ factors lead to the following perturbative expansions for each order:

n = 0 H0Ψ
(0)
i = E

(0)
i Ψ

(0)
i (1.54)

n = 1 H0Ψ
(1)
i + VΨ

(0)
i = E

(0)
i Ψ

(1)
i + E

(1)
i Ψ

(0)
i (1.55)

n = 2 H0Ψ
(2)
i + VΨ

(1)
i = E

(0)
i Ψ

(2)
i + E

(1)
i Ψ

(1)
i + E

(2)
i Ψ

(0)
i (1.56)

n = 3 . . .

...

Using intermediate normalization ïΨ(0)
i |Ψið = 1, with ïΨ(0)

i |Ψ(0)
i ð = 1, begets the

orthogonality relation ïΨ(0)
i |Ψn

i ð = 0. The energy using the zeroth-order unperturbed

Hamiltonian H0 is

E
(0)
i = ïΨ(0)

i |H0 |Ψ(0)
i ð (1.57)

and the contributions to the total perturbed energy up to nth order (n > 0) are

E
(n)
i = ïΨ(0)

i |V |Ψ(n−1)
i ð . (1.58)

The zeroth-order energy and the first-order energy correction depend just on Ψ
(0)
i ,

which can be known. The first-order wavefunction is seemingly unknown but can be

written in terms of a linear expansion of known eigenstates of H0

|Ψ(1)
i ð =

∑

Q

c
(1)
Q |Qð (1.59)

with amplitudes

c
(1)
Q = ïQ|Ψ(1)

i ð . (1.60)
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Recall the orthogonality between normalized eigenstates of H0 and (intermediate

normalized) perturbed wavefunction corrections. One can use the resolution of the

identity for a change of basis representation

|Ψ(1)
i ð =

∑

Q̸=i

|Qð ïQ|Ψ(1)
i ð (1.61)

Taking Eq. 1.55 and applying ïQ|

ïQ|V |Ψ(0)
i ð = (E

(0)
i − E

(0)
Q ) ïQ|Ψ(1)

i ð (1.62)

then using Eq. 1.58 for n = 2, an expression for the second-order energy correction

is produced

E
(2)
0 =

∑

Q̸=i

ïΨ(0)
i |V |Qð ïQ|V |Ψ(0)

i ð
(E

(0)
i − E

(0)
Q )

. (1.63)

Higher-order energy contributions require knowledge of the previous (n − 1)

wavefunction corrections and the preceding general approach can be applied to

non-degenerate eigenstates.

One can partition H using the Fock operator (H0 ≡ F ) and a perturbationiii

V = r−1
12 − vHF . (1.64)

where V is defined as the Coulomb operator minus the HF potential. This is called

Møller-Plesset partitioning.

Since a HF wavefunction Ψ0 is an eigenfunction of F , following Eq. 1.54, the

zeroth-order correction for the ground state energy is

iiiThe term fluctuation potential is also used describe deviations or perturbations away from the
average electrostatic potential
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E
(0)
0 =

occ∑

p

ϵp (1.65)

which are the molecular orbital energies. Following Eq. 1.55 and Eq. 1.64, the

first-order correction for the ground state energy is

E
(1)
0 = −1

2

occ∑

pq

ïpq| |pqð (1.66)

where the “double-bar” integral for Coulomb and exchange interactions is in the MO

basis {p}. Combining the zeroth- and first-order corrections

EHF = E
(0)
0 + E

(1)
0 (1.67)

gives the HF electronic energy. The correlation energy through MPn is then

ecorr = E
(2)
0 + E

(3)
0 + E

(4)
0 + E

(5)
0 + . . . (1.68)

Correlation corrections to the Hartree-Fock energy thus begins at second-order

E
(2)
0 =

1

4

∑

ijab

| ïij| |abð |2
ϵi + ϵj − ϵa − ϵb

. (1.69)

The correction E(2)
0 accounts for pair correlations through interaction terms between

uncoupled doubles substitutions and the ground state. This approach is known as

MP2 and is the most basic many-body method to include dynamical correlation ef-

fects with a HF reference. MP2 is an affordable method to employ since conventional

implementations only require an overhead of AO to MO integral transformation with

a computational complexity of ∼ O(N5).
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1.1.4 Electron Propagator Theory

The electron propagator formalism60–67 provides a systematic framework for the

inclusion of correlation in the one-electron picture of molecular electronic structure.

EPT calculations generate Dyson orbitals as well as correlated binding and detach-

ment energies without the need for determining wavefunctions and eigenvalues of

total electronic states. The electron propagator, or one-electron Green’s function,

provides an approach for obtaining both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of

chemical bonding and interpretation of spectra. In this section, we will briefly cover

the basics of EPT.

Beginning with the Møller–Plesset partitioning of the non-relativistic molecular

Hamiltonian H

H = H0 + V (1.70)

where H0 is taken to be the Fock operator and the fluctuation potential V is

approximated as an energy dependent effective potential Σ(E), coined the “self-

energy”, which can be expanded as a perturbative series to arbitrary order. We aim

to solve the inverse Dyson equation for the electron propagator matrix G(E)

(G(E))−1 = (G0(E))−1 − Σ(E) (1.71)

By taking the Fock operator resolvent G0(E) (the HF Green’s function), in a spin-

orbital basis,

G0(E) = (E1 −H0)−1 (1.72)

one can obtain the real-valued simple poles of the propagator. The poles, or energies

where the singularities of one-electron Green’s function G0(E) lie, occur at the HF

eigenvalues ϵ. By requiring (G(E))−1 = 0, we can recast the problem into a system

of linear equations and solve
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det ((E1 − ϵ− Σ(E)) = 0 (1.73)

Since the lowest-order corrections to the orbital energies ϵi involve only the diagonal

elements of the self-energy matrix, the above simplifies to

∏

i

((E − ϵi − Σii(E)) = 0 (1.74)

For each correction to ϵi, we solve for E

E = ϵi + Σii(E) (1.75)

This is done iteratively by first evaluating Σii(E) at a guess pole E = ϵi. The

corrected HF orbital energies are thus

É = ϵi + Σii(E) (1.76)

Σii(E) is evaluated at É and Eq. (1.76) is solved iteratively until the convergence

criteria is met. When the ith orbital is occupied, É is an electron detachment energy;

when it is unoccupied, É is an electron attachment energy. The energies obtained

arise from the diagonal quasiparticle equation

[F + Σii(Ei)]C
Dyson
i = CDyson

i Éi (1.77)

The minimum approximation to the self-energy that recovers the qualitative cor-

relation correction to Koopmans’ theorem is performed at diagonal second-order,

Σ
(2)
ii (E). Explicit matrix elements of Σ

(2)
ii (E) are generated through electron field

operator couplings. The manifold, h, of elements from the linear space of field

operators separated into two orthogonal subspaces, a
 (primary) and f (secondary),

is applied to superoperator energy matrix H using Löwdin’s partitioning method.68

The elements of G(E) for the primary space are then
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G(E) ≡ ïïa; a
 ððE =

(
a
 |(E1 − H)−1

a
 
)

(1.78)

Through inner projection of h, we obtain another form of the propagator matrix

G(E) =
(
a
 |h

)
(h|(E1 − H)h)−1

(
h|a 

)
(1.79)

The partitioned form of the propagator matrix becomes

G(E) =
[(

a
 |a 

) (
a
 |f

)]



(
a
 |(E1 − H)a 

) (
a
 |(E1 − H)f

)
(
f |(E1 − H)a 

)
(f |(E1 − H)f)



−1 


(
a
 |a 

)
(
a
 |f

)



(1.80)

Given the orthogonality conditions
(
a
 |f

)
= 0, this simplifies to

G(E) =
[
1 0

]

E1 −

(
a
 |Ha

 
)

−
(
a
 |Hf

)

−
(
f |Ha

 
)

(f |Hf)



−1 [

1

0

]
(1.81)

The poles of the electron propagator, occurring at values E = É, are determined

through the following eigensystem

UÉ = HU (1.82)

Here, H is the superoperator Hamiltonian matrix and U contain the residues

connected to the jth pole Éj . The matrix elements of U can be used to compute the

Dyson orbitals of a particular pole

ϕDyson
j =

∑

i

ϕiU
∗
ij (1.83)

The probability factor, or pole strength, is given by
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Ãj =
∑

i

|Uij |2 (1.84)

In the diagonal approximation, a value of Ã g 0.85 is typically taken as an indication

that the HF orbitals are a good reference for the Dyson orbitals.69

Again, due to the orthogonality between primary and secondary spaces, the diagonal

of (h|(E1 − H)h)−1 is needed. The inverse propagator matrix is given by

(G(E))−1 =
(
a
 |(E1 − H)a 

)
−

(
a
 |Hf

)
(f |(E1 − H)f)−1

(
f |Ha

 
)

(1.85)

which reduces further to

(G(E))−1 = E1a − Haa − Haf (E1a − Hff )−1
Hfa (1.86)

The set {fn} represent vectors of length n containing creation operators exceeding

annihilation operators by one for either particles (p) or holes (h). For example, with

general orbital indices p, q, r, s, t, . . ., we have f1 ≡ a p (h/p), f3 ≡ a pa
 
qar (2hp/2ph),

f5 ≡ a pa
 
qa

 
rasat (3h2p/3p2h), and so on. These operator “strings” generate the

N ± 1 states in a type of configuration interaction expansion in Hilbert space.

The set of field operators in the primary subspace a
 can be taken to be the creation

operator product f1 acting on the HF vacuum to generate a HF reference. Because

one can choose the basis representation of the primary subspace, the first two terms

in Eq. (1.86) result in the inverse HF Green’s function (G(E))−1
0 . The final term

is thus the energy dependent part of the self-energy matrix Ã(E) and the total

self-energy is

Σ(E) = Ã(E) + Σ(∞) (1.87)

As E −→ ∞, Ã(E) vanishes to leave the constant, or energy independent, form of

the self-energy
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Σ(∞)pq =
∑

rs

ïpr| |qsð Äc
rs (1.88)

where Äc is the correction to the HF one-particle density ÄHF .

The simplest approximation to the self-energy within EPT selects the f3 operators to

constitute the secondary space. This first-order approximation leads to the second-

order self-energy matrix

Σ
(2)(E) = (a|Hf3)(1)

(
E1 − (f3|Hf3)(0)

)−1
(f3|Ha)(1) (1.89)

The superscripts represent the nth order correction to the self-energy. The first

correction n = 1 thus begins at second-order perturbation theory. Diagonalizing the

superoperator Hamiltonian, H

H
(1) =

[
(a|Ha)(0) (a|Hf3)(1)

(f3|Ha)(1) (f3|Hf3)(0)

]
(1.90)

gives the poles of Σ
(2)(E). Note that the matrix elements (a|Ha)(0) and (f3|Hf3)(0)

rely on just the Fock operator. Terms in the primary-secondary coupling blocks

that also rely on the Fock operator are omitted to preserve the Hermiticity of H
(1);

otherwise, these spurious terms will vanish as the reference configuration is improved

to a sufficient order. Algebraic or diagrammatic derivation of the second-order self

energy-matrix elements yields

Σ
(2)
pq (E) =

1

2

∑

aij

ïij| |qað ïpa| |ijð
E + ϵa − ϵi − ϵj

+
1

2

∑

iab

ïpi| |abð ïab| |qið
E + ϵi − ϵa − ϵb

(1.91)

The hole indices {i, j, . . .} represent occupied spin-orbitals and particle indices

{a, b, . . .} represent virtual spin-orbitals. The first and second summations of

Eq. (1.91) are the 2hp and 2ph terms. If the canonical HF orbitals are sufficient

approximations to the Dyson orbitals, we only need to evaluate the diagonal of

Σ
(2)(E) by requiring pole index p = q
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Σ
(2)
pp (E) =

1

2

∑

aij

|ïpa| |ijð|2
E + ϵa − ϵi − ϵj

+
1

2

∑

iab

|ïpi| |abð|2
E + ϵi − ϵa − ϵb

(1.92)

If we take the second sum in Eq. (1.91) and separate terms with no dependency

on E and set either a or b equal to i, we recover the contribution of single-particle

excitations in the second-order energy. These singles substitutions are meant to

improve the occupied space of the N − 1 system towards a more optimal set of

one-electron orbitals. This amounts to the orbital relaxation term

Σ
R(2)
pp =

∑

ai

|ïap| |ipð|2
ϵa − ϵi

(1.93)

Note that a ̸= i. The relaxation term Σ
R(2)
pp is the second–order contribution to the

ionization energy of orbital p from a ∆SCF calculation

− Ip(∆SCF) = EHF (N) − Ep
HF (N − 1) (1.94)

A generalization of relaxation contribution to the binding energy of orbital p at the

∆SCF level is presented as a correction to the HF eigenvalue ϵp

− Ip(∆SCF) ≃ ϵp − Σ
R(2)
pp (1.95)

Additionally, the correlation part of the diagonal second-order self-energy can be

extracted as follows

Σ
C(2)
pp (E) = Σ

(2)
pp (E) − Σ

R(2)
pp (1.96)

which can be rewritten as
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Σ
C(2)
pp (E) =

1

2

∑

a

∑

i̸=p

∑

j ̸=p

|ïpa| |ijð|2
E + ϵa − ϵi − ϵj

+
1

2

∑

i̸=p

∑

a

∑

b

|ïpi| |abð|2
E + ϵi − ϵa − ϵb

(1.97)

The first term in Eq. (1.97) describes the correlation contribution of pair interactions

of occupied i, j orbitals with unoccupied orbital a and the new virtual p, which

is analogous to orbital relaxation but for the N − 1 state. The second term in

Eq. (1.97), related to typical second-order HF perturbation theory for the N -particle

system, contains the correlation effects of losing pairwise interactions due to the

removal of orbital p.8,60 Turning to Eq. 1.92, we see that the second term in the

diagonal second-order self-energy approximation (D2) leads to an arithmetic scaling

of O(OV 2) for each pole search after performing the integral transformation to the

MO basis.

1.2 Computational X-ray Spectroscopy

High resolution X-ray spectroscopy is widely used to obtain insights into the elec-

tronic and geometric structure of condensed and gaseous matter.70–77 Advances in

experimental techniques, such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and inner-shell electron energy loss spectroscopy

(ISEELS), have facilitated analysis of atom-specific core-level ionizations and excita-

tions, both of which provide information relevant for “molecular fingerprinting” and

probing the photophysics of materials. The spectroscopic signatures of an inner-shell

photodetachment or excitation is dependent on the nature of the core-hole state, its

sensitivity to the local environment, and the electronic structure of the final states.

Growing research in X-ray science has led to the increasing availability of high

resolution experimental data. This has motivated the development of theoretical and

computational approaches for simulating X-ray spectroscopy. Thus, in corroboration

with experiment, the identification of chemical shifts and potential mechanisms for

ultra-fast reactivity drives the need for accurate and predictive models.

Detailed accounts of many successful ab initio methods for modeling excitations

and ionizations of core electrons are present in the literature.78–86 Early studies

on core-ionizations of small molecules utilized the difference of self-consistent-

field solutions (∆SCF) obtained with the Roothaan-Hartree-Fock (HF) method.87–91

Developed around the same time, Slater’s X³ method92 gave reasonable results for

optical transitions by X-ray absorption in molecules and solids. Slater’s X³ became
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the progenitor of transition potential and transition operator methods through its

use of fractional orbital occupation numbers.93–103 Methods based on Kohn-Sham

density functional theory (DFT), modified extensions of time-dependent density

functional theory (TD-DFT), and variations of the static-exchange (STEX) method

have shown viability for accurate, low-cost computation of core spectra.104–120 More

recent examples of single determinant DFT methods include the restricted open-

shell Kohn–Sham (ROKS) approach121,122 and the direct application of ionization

potential (IP) corrected exchange correlation functionals.123–125 State-of-the-art,

systematically improvable approximations based on many-body response theories

offer highly accurate intensities and energies for assignments of X-ray spectra. Under

this description spans variations of the GW approximation126–133, the algebraic

diagrammatic construction134–139 (ADC), the class of equation-of-motion coupled

cluster (EOM-CC) methods140–146, and related propagator methods.147,148 Methods

for combining ∆SCF with quasiparticle corrections for orbital eigenvalues have been

tested recently.149,150

Wavefunction theories have also been tailored for X-ray spectroscopy. These include

multireference configuration interaction151–154 (MRCI), Monte Carlo configuration

interaction155 (MCCI), excited state mean field (ESMF) theory156,157, non-orthogonal

configuration interaction158–160 (NOCI), restricted open configuration interaction

with singles161–163 (ROCIS), and multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF)

methods.164–168

For most post-SCF calculations, core-excited states are accessed by limiting the exci-

tation space of substituted determinants or by employing the core-valence separation

(CVS) approximation.134,169–171 Weak electrostatic interactions between core and

valence electrons justify the exclusion of certain types of configurations or Coulomb

repulsion integrals, resulting in very minor effects on K-edge excitation energies

for light atoms.172 Due to the nuclear proximity of core electrons, scalar relativistic

and perturbative spin-orbit treatments are typically performed.173–177 Additionally,

relativistic multicomponent methods have been applied to core-excitations.178–183

Development of theories and computational models for X-ray spectroscopy is ongoing

and bountiful as evidenced by the vast buffet of methodologies available. When

perusing through the assortment of the different flavors of methods, one may be

inclined to seek out an à la carte selection of methods that are cost-effective, accurate,

and conceptually accessible. The work featured in Chapters 2-4 will examine low-to-

modest scaling mean-field and many-body approaches simulating for single particle

X-ray transitions.
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Calculating Vertical

Core-Excitation Energies

Using ∆SCF + ∆Σ

2

„...[W]e define the correlation energy as the difference between the

energy calculated in the Hartree-Fock approximation and that

calculated using any better approximation.

— D. Pines

Electron Interaction in Metals.

Solid State Physics 1, 367-450 (1955)

This chapter is based on the following:

A.Y. Zamani and H.P. Hratchian. “Assessing the performance of ∆SCF and the diago-

nal second-order self-energy approximation for calculating vertical core excitation

energies” J. Chem. Phys. 157, 084115 (2022)

2.1 Motivation

X-ray spectroscopy is a powerful experimental technique for elucidating the excited-

state physics of materials.73,184–192 The features of the observed spectral profile

create a “fingerprint” characteristic of the atom or molecule under optical excitation.

In particular, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is used to probe element specific

core-excited state properties in the soft X-ray region. Interpretations of X-ray

spectra often rely on calculations based on ab initio quantum chemical methods. As

such, approaches based on density functional and wavefunction theories have been

developed for the accurate simulation of various X-ray spectroscopies.78

The nature of a core-hole state generated by the excitation of a K-shell electron

must be described by dynamical quantum many-body effects within the local

electronic structure. The challenge for accurate and predictive simulation of these

core-excited states is properly accounting for orbital relaxation and correlation.
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State-of-the-art methods for the direct computation of core excitation energies

such as the algebraic diagrammatic construction134,139,193 (ADC) and coupled

cluster143,194 (EOM-CC,CCn), in the core-valence separation (CVS) approximation,

can reproduce X-ray spectra to a high degree of accuracy. Recent developments

of excited state mean field theory156 (ESMF) and non-orthogonal configuration

interaction singles158 (NOCIS) have produced viable results for K-edge excitation

energies at reasonable cost. Multireference configuration interaction calculations

have been used to accurately describe core excitations in small molecules.151–153

Additionally, the multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) class of methods

along with perturbative spin-orbit treatments has also seen successful application

in this area.195–197 However, the steep computational scaling involved with such

methods often limits their applicability to a small set of modest sized systems. For

this reason, the computational cost of self-consistent field (SCF) methods is especially

attractive and ∆SCF based models remain quite popular in computational studies of

core-excited states.

Historically, the ∆SCF approach with Hartree-Fock (HF) had been employed in

the computation of ionization energies.88,91,198,199 In recent years, ∆SCF has been

used in conjunction with maximum overlap methods for computing core excitation

energies and core binding energies due to the simplicity of separately optimizing the

MOs of two reference states.200,201 For weakly correlated systems, SCF determinants

are often a good approximation for the ground electronic state. The reference orbitals

of a good HF wavefunction are a viable guess basis for an excited SCF calculation.

Through ∆SCF, much of the orbital relaxation is accounted for—quite evidently

so with localized core ionizations and excitations.60,202,203 What remains to be

accounted for is the many-body correlation via two (or more) particle interactions.

With HF lacking correlation one may be inclined to use Kohn-Sham DFT. How-

ever, the sensitivity to the approximate functional makes it difficult to control the

inclusion of correlation in a ∆DFT calculation—possibly leading to inconsistent

results. Systems involving degenerate configurations and transitions beyond a

non-degenerate HOMO-LUMO gap can also be challenging for DFT. The restricted

open-shell Kohn-Sham (ROKS) approach has been employed by Hait and Head-

Gordon for obtaining accurate vertical core excitation energies.204,205 Alternatively,

we propose the adoption of Hartree-Fock solutions as a fundamental, parameter-free

starting point for computing excitation gaps.

This work presents a composite model for computing vertical core excitation en-

ergies with ∆HF and diagonal second-order correlation corrections to Koopmans’

theorem for ionization potentials using electron propagator theory (EPT). For a
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brief overview of EPT, see Chapter 1 Section 1.1.4. The combination of ∆SCF

and post-HF methods in the context of core-excited states is seldom explored.

However, an analogous method for computing binding energies was developed

and tested some time ago.206,207 It was proposed that the total relaxation effects

contained within the ∆SCF result between the N and N − 1 determinants and that

the correlation contributions are contained in the second-order self-energy for an

electron detachment. With that observation in mind, this work explores the potential

for a similar reasoning applied to N -conserving electronic excitations. As shown

below, the quality of excitation energies using this compound model chemistry

approach depends on the quality of EPT results for the core orbital. It is also shown

that the locality of core orbitals and non-equivalency of neighboring atoms often

lead to accurate results using only ∆HF.

2.2 Methods

To compute core excitation energies, we propose a composite model combining

quantum chemical methods with ∆SCF that treat dynamical correlation, corrected

spin state energetics from an approximate spin projection method, and relativistic

effects.

2.2.1 ∆SCF + ∆Σ Approach

Following the detailed protocol by Pickup and Goscinski60 together with develop-

ments in EPT206,207 by Öhrn, Ortiz, and others, one can recover an expression for

the lowest-order correction to Koopmans’ theorem

− I = −Ip(∆SCF) + Σ
C(2)
pp (E) (2.1)

This interpretation of the true binding energy retains a complete second-order

description of relaxation and correlation contributions.

What has yet to be explored in great detail is the application of this concept to

excitation energies for one-electron transitions. Following from the discussion above,

we propose an approximation of the excitation energy ÉX given by
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ÉX ≃ E(∆SCF) + ∆Σ
C(2)(E) (2.2)

≃ [Ep→r(N) − E0(N)] +
[

Σ
C(2)
rr (EN+1) − Σ

C(2)
pp (EN+1)

]

(2.3)

where E(∆SCF) is the difference between the excited (Ep→r) and ground state (E0)

HF energies. ∆Σ
C(2)(E) is the difference between the correlation corrections to

ϵr and ϵp. These terms are computed for the N + 1 determinant, the propagator

reference, where orbitals p and r are both occupied. This anionic species is used to

provide a model configuration for obtaining correlation energy gaps.

Since core-hole configurations are often subject to variational collapse in the SCF

procedure, we make use of a maximum overlap algorithm to obtain representative

single determinant excited-state solutions of the desired configuration. Here, we

have chosen the projected initial maximum overlap method (PIMOM).208 The

SCF excited-states are unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) solutions obtained after

an occupied-virtual orbital rotation.

As a consequence of the symmetry dilemma,209 these excited-state solutions often

break spin and electronic state symmetry in exchange for a lower energy. For closed-

shell initial states, the core excitation process should involve a linear combination

of open-shell configurations, since either the up-spin or down-spin electron can

be substituted. With a single unrestricted determinant, an estimate for the energy

of a proper spin eigenstate for the excited state is computed using approximate

projection (AP) according to210–212

EAP = aELS + (1 − a)EHS (2.4)

where the weight or single annihilation parameter a is

a =
ïS2

HSð − Sz,LS(Sz,LS + 1)

ïS2
HSð − ïS2

LSð (2.5)

ELS is the energy of the spin contaminated core-hole configuration and EHS is

the energy of its S + 1 counterpart. AP is then applied for excited-state ∆SCF

calculations.
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2.2.2 Relativistic Corrections

To attain a proper description of core electron physics, relativistic effects need to

be considered. Bethe and Salpeter defined the relativistic shift in the ionization

potential for a two-electron atom as213

EJ = α
2

[

−1

8
Z4 +

1

4
ïp4

1ð − ÃZï¶(3)(r1)ð − Ãï¶(3)(r12)ð
]

− E2. (2.6)

Extensions of this model to higher Z and formulas for the expectation values above

have been provided by Perekis, Silverman, and Scherr.214,215 For consistency, EJ for

a particular atom is included in our model in an ad hoc fashion to the computed

non-relativistic core excitation energy to obtain ÉX . Following this protocol, our

calculated corrections for C, N, O, and F are 0.1 eV, 0.2 eV, 0.4 eV, and 0.7 eV

respectively. We note that these values agree with those previously reported.134,216

2.3 Results

A test set has been selected from the CGB data set, which has been reported in

prior publications.217,218 These structures were optimized using the CCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pVTZ model chemistry. Additional molecules were selected from the NIST

CCCBDB219 and were optimized using the same level of theory. All calculations were

performed with a development version of GAUSSIAN.220 Reference single-point SCF

calculations used the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. Diagonal second-order (D2) calculations

used the cc-pVTZ basis with a full MO integral transformation window. Neutral and

anion reference determinants were generally eigenstates of the total spin-squared

operator S2, except for the heterocyclic molecules. Furan, imidazole, tetrazine,

pryidine, and thiophene anions possess ïS2ð values that deviate from S(S + 1) by ∼
10% to 18%. Mean pole strengths for core and valence electron detachments are

0.73 and 0.92 respectively.

Table 2.1 reports the vertical excitation energies obtained with only ∆SCF. The

absence of degenerate or quasi-degenerate core orbitals for a particular atom tends

to minimize the interactions of configurations relevant for describing the excited

state, meaning the correlation contribution to the energy is much less than the

orbital relaxation in these cases. As such, it is not surprising that the computed

∆SCF energies with relativistic corrections are well in the vicinity of experimental
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values (see Table 2.2) since the atomic cores of interest are unique and other

core orbitals belonging to atoms of the same bonding class are not present. The

differences in the measure of errors between excitation energies computed with

(MAE: 0.6 eV, RMSE: 0.8 eV) and without relativistic effects (MAE: 0.6 eV, RMSE:

0.7 eV) are shown to be minimal for this data set.

Systems for which core excitations are poorly described using ∆SCF are thus

candidates for treatment with EPT based models. To avoid double counting of

orbital relaxation recovered with ∆SCF, ∆ΣR(2) must be removed from the self-

energy correction to binding energies obtained with Koopmans’ theorem. Results

using the ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) method are given in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. ∆SCF results for

core excitations in the set of molecules with equivalent atoms highly overestimate

experimental values—with errors exceeding 10 eV. Significant improvements are

made when ∆ΣC(2) is added along with relativistic corrections for each atom type

(MAE: 1.3 eV, RMSE: 1.7 eV). Errors here slightly increase when relativistic effects

are ignored.

Although the ∆SCF method is satisfactory for the molecules in Table 2.1, an

evaluation of changes in the data with the introduction of D2 self energy corrections

is performed for completeness and summarized in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. The addition

of ∆ΣC(2) consistently underestimates experiment and overcorrects ∆SCF energies.

This is a residual, nonphysical effect of using the difference in the correlation terms

of the D2 approximation for two independent ionizations in the anions.

Reducing point group symmetry or applying effective core potentials (ECP) can

localize the core orbital and improve estimates to ÉX . Table 2.7 contains energies

computed with ∆SCF alone for the data set in Table 2.3 but with broken molecular

symmetry. For molecules with D∞h, D3d, or D2h symmetry, multi-electron Wood-

Boring ECPs (MWB2) are applied to all atoms except hydrogen and the atom

of interest. For all other molecules, the symmetries are reduced to C1. With

this pragmatic approach, errors (see Table 2.8) are reduced to about half of an

electron volt (MAE: 0.5 eV, RMSE: 0.5 eV). This remarkable, but well-known effect

ameliorates the problems that arise from quasi-degeneracy and delocalization at

the cost of losing symmetry and its usefulness for theoretical assignment spectral

signatures.

A qualitative effect of adding correlation corrections to Hartree-Fock energy gaps is

apparent. However, quantitative predictions of vertical core excitation energies with

this method can vary as there are multiple factors at play. For example, modeling

excited states of neutral molecules through electron detachments within the N + 1

configurations lacks a one-to-one correspondence with respect to the relaxation of
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the target N electron core-hole state. For errors that manifest in ∆SCF calculations,

different non-Aufbau SCF solutions representing an excited state configuration

can be obtained depending on basis projections, overlap metrics, and convergence

criteria—all of which can alter the ∆SCF result. Since the quality of the poles is

dependent on the quality of the reference determinant, it is important to note an

additional layer of error is present when there is spin contamination in the anions.

Whenever possible, propagator references with good intrinsic spin quantum numbers

are preferred.221,222

Lastly, the choice of relativistic correction may vary the magnitude of ÉX significantly

with increasing atomic number and heightened many-electron correlation in the

core region. In addition to the technique applied in this study, there many other

methods in relativistic quantum chemistry to choose from.173–175 Nonetheless, the

composite model introduced here provides a reasonable estimate to core excitation

energies and appears to balance static and dynamic correlation effects well with

affordable computational cost.

The qualitative utility of the ∆SCF + ∆Σ model for predicting vertical core excitation

energies is reflected in the moderate deviations from experimental values. The

“relaxation error” is pronounced for K-shell ionizations or excitations, more so when

the core orbitals are delocalized, and the relative importance of relaxation Σ
R and

correlation Σ
C contributions varies between the core and valence regimes.242,243 For

ionizations of local, non-equivalent cores, ∆SCF recovers the bulk of the relaxation

effects.90,244

Lone pairs and double bonds between equivalent atoms (which give rise to degener-

ate orbitals) enhance the correlation effects involving the interaction of degenerate

configurations. In cases of strong correlation, ∆HF tends to overestimate the

excitation energy. Cederbaum and Domcke245 have explained that when there are

no degenerate or closely degenerate core orbitals, the correlation energy becomes

very small in comparison to the relaxation energy found in Σ
(2)
pp (E). In the case

of homonuclear diatomics (e.g. N2), they have shown that the degeneracy of the

delocalized orbitals with gerade and ungerade symmetry, Ãg and Ãu, causes the

correlation contribution to the self energy to become competitive in magnitude to

the relaxation component. With two delocalized, symmetry orbitals close in energy,

∆HF results will not include the now increased correlation effects.

If one lifts the symmetry constraints (i.e. reduce the molecular symmetry) and

localizes the basis for the cores, the total SCF relaxation energy becomes a mixture

of orbital relaxation and pair correlation in the relaxed N−1 state. This explains why

∆SCF for K-shell electron detachments often yields good agreement with experiment
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when the core orbitals are localized. However, by breaking symmetry, the admixture

of orbital relaxation and correlation effects in the excited SCF solutions obtained with

HF or KS-DFT limits systematic improvements with perturbation theory. More recent

studies have further explored the errors that arise from using localized/delocalized

core orbitals with a variety of methods for modeling x-ray spectroscopies.246

Computing core excitation energies using ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) requires a balanced

treatment of orbital relaxation and correlation effects. Correlation corrections to

∆SCF are heavily modulated by the quality of the pole of the excited core orbital.

Higher-order approximations to the self-energy beyond D2 may be needed to obtain

accurate core binding energies. Computing self-energy gaps with electron affinities

starting from a core-hole cation reference state may be an alternative to an ionization-

based approach. Although, some precautions must be taken to deal with numerical

instabilities that may accompany a non-Aufbau core-hole reference with post-HF

methods.247 Additionally, varying the occupation number of the target core orbital

via the transition operator method93,96 may also be a relevant approach towards

increasing the quality of the self-energy.

2.4 Conclusion

We have presented computational results for core excitation energies using ∆HF

and the diagonal second-order self-energy approximation. The efficacy of obtaining

accurate excitation energies with only ∆HF when core orbitals are localized is

reaffirmed. Without reducing molecular symmetry, the results calculated with the

proposed ∆SCF + ∆Σ composite method for chemical species with degenerate

C, N, O, and F core orbitals are in good agreement with experimental energies.

Separating the orbital relaxation energy recovered with ∆SCF and correlation

energy gaps determined with the D2 self-energy approximation provides a step

towards a systematic approach for estimating vertical core excitation energies. With

a limiting step of generating the MO integrals, the O(OV 2) arithmetic scaling of

diagonal second-order EPT is indeed a low-cost choice as a post-HF method to be

used with ∆SCF for calculating core-excitation energies.

Studies of K- and L-edge transitions beyond second period elements and computa-

tion of cross-sections for simulating spectra will be important diagnostics for this

model and will be examined in future work. Further exploration of practical, low-

scaling composite models for computing excitation energies with different electron

propagator methods is also underway.
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Tab. 2.1.: ∆SCF vertical excitation energies ÉX for the lowest symmetry-
allowed core to valence transition.

Molecule Core ∆SCF (eV) ωX (eV) Exp. (eV)

Acetone C (C-O) 287.3 287.4 286.4223

Acetone O 531.0 531.4 531.4223

Acrolein C (C-O) 286.7 286.8 286.1224

Acrolein O 530.2 530.6 530.6224

CH4 C 289.8 289.9 288.0225

CO C 288.4 288.5 287.4226

CO O 533.7 534.1 534.2226

Furan O 535.1 535.5 535.2227

H2CO C 286.5 286.6 285.6228

H2CO O 530.6 531.0 530.8228

H2O O 534.3 534.7 534.0225

HF F 687.3 688.0 687.4229

NH3 N 401.1 401.3 400.8225

Pyridine N 398.8 399.0 398.8230

CO2 C 292.4 292.5 290.8231

Imidazole N (N-H) 403.2 403.4 402.3232

Imidazole N 400.4 400.6 399.9232

N2O N (N-N) 401.2 401.4 401.0231

N2O N (N-O) 404.7 404.9 404.6231

N2O O 534.1 534.5 534.6231

HCN C 286.9 287.0 286.4233

HCN N 400.0 400.2 399.7233

CF2O C 292.2 292.3 290.9234

CF2O O 532.7 533.1 532.7234

NO N 400.0 400.2 399.7235

NO O 532.2 532.6 532.7235

CH3OH C 289.0 289.1 288.1236

CH3OH O 534.3 534.7 534.1223

CH3NH2 C 288.2 288.3 287.5236

CH3NH2 N 401.2 401.4 400.6236

Tab. 2.2.: Mean absolute error (MAE) and
root-mean-square error (RMSE)
in eV.

∆SCF with rel. ∆SCF

MAE 0.6 0.6

RMSE 0.8 0.7
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Tab. 2.3.: ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) vertical excitation energies ÉX for the lowest symmetry-allowed
core to valence transition.

Molecule Core ∆SCF (eV) ∆ΣC(2) (eV) ωX (eV) Exp. (eV)

C2H2 C 294.0 -9.3 284.8 285.9237

C2H4 C 293.0 -9.2 283.8 284.7237

C2H6 C 294.5 -8.6 286.0 286.9237

C2N2 C 293.3 -8.5 284.9 286.3233

C2N2 N 410.4 -11.6 398.9 398.9233

F2 F 695.2 -13.5 682.3 682.2229

N2 N 410.5 -10.5 400.2 400.9238

O2 O 542.0 -11.9 530.5 530.8235

Pyridine C 294.6 -9.7 285.0 285.3230

Tetrazine N 413.6 -14.4 399.4 398.8239

Tetrazine C 293.8 -7.6 286.3 285.2239

Thiophene C (C-S) 294.4 -8.5 286.0 285.4240

CO2 O 546.6 -14.4 532.6 535.4231

Furan C 295.8 -8.2 287.7 286.6227

CF2O F 700.9 -16.4 685.3 689.2234

C2F4 C 298.7 -10.8 287.9 290.1241

C2F4 F 708.4 -21.8 687.3 690.7241

Tab. 2.4.: Mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) in
eV.

∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) with rel. ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) ∆SCF with rel. ∆SCF

MAE 1.3 1.4 10.6 10.4

RMSE 1.7 1.9 11.0 10.7
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Tab. 2.5.: ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) vertical excitation energies ÉX for the lowest symmetry-allowed
core to valence transition.

Molecule Core ∆SCF (eV) ∆ΣC(2) (eV) ωX (eV) Exp. (eV)

Acetone C (C-O) 287.3 -3.5 283.9 286.4223

Acetone O 531.0 -1.6 529.8 531.4223

Acrolein C (C-O) 286.7 -3.4 283.5 286.1224

Acrolein O 530.2 -2.2 528.4 530.6224

CH4 C 289.8 -3.5 286.3 288.0225

CO C 288.4 -3.5 285.1 287.4226

CO O 533.7 -2.5 531.6 534.2226

Furan O 535.1 -2.4 533.1 535.2227

H2CO C 286.5 -4.5 282.1 285.6228

H2CO O 530.6 -3.1 527.8 530.8228

H2O O 534.3 -5.2 529.5 534.0225

HF F 687.3 -5.5 682.6 687.4229

NH3 N 401.1 -2.7 398.6 400.8225

Pyridine N 398.8 -3.6 395.3 398.8230

CO2 C 292.4 -5.3 287.2 290.8231

Imidazole N (N-H) 403.2 -1.4 402.0 402.3232

Imidazole N 400.4 -2.5 398.1 399.9232

N2O N (N-N) 401.2 -1.5 399.9 401.0231

N2O N (N-O) 404.7 -2.4 402.5 404.6231

N2O O 534.1 -1.4 533.1 534.6231

HCN C 286.9 -3.2 283.8 286.4233

HCN N 400.0 -2.6 397.6 399.7233

CF2O C 292.2 -4.7 287.6 290.9234

CF2O O 532.7 -4.7 528.4 532.7234

NO N 400.0 -3.2 397.0 399.7235

NO O 532.2 -2.1 530.4 532.7235

CH3OH C 289.0 -3.6 285.4 288.1236

CH3OH O 534.3 -4.6 530.1 534.1223

CH3NH2 C 288.2 -3.1 285.1 287.5236

CH3NH2 N 401.2 -3.7 397.7 400.6236

Tab. 2.6.: Mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) in
eV.

∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) with rel. ∆SCF + ∆ΣC(2) ∆SCF with rel. ∆SCF

MAE 2.6 2.9 0.6 0.6

RMSE 2.8 3.1 0.8 0.7
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Tab. 2.7.: ∆SCF vertical excitation energies ÉX for the lowest symmetry-
allowed core to valence transition with core localization.

Molecule Core ∆SCF (eV) ωX (eV) Exp. (eV)

C2H2 C 286.0 286.1 285.9237

C2H4 C 285.0 285.1 284.7237

C2H6 C 287.2 287.3 286.9237

C2N2 C 286.3 286.4 286.3233

C2N2 N 398.6 398.8 398.9233

F2 F 680.7 681.4 682.2229

N2 N 400.7 400.9 400.9238

O2 O 530.9 531.3 530.8235

Pyridine C 285.9 286.0 285.3230

Tetrazine N 398.2 398.4 398.8239

Tetrazine C 286.2 286.3 285.2239

Thiophene C (C-S) 286.1 286.2 285.4240

CO2 O 535.1 535.5 535.4231

Furan C 287.0 287.1 286.6227

CF2O F 689.2 689.9 689.2234

C2F4 C 290.5 290.6 290.1241

C2F4 F 690.4 691.1 690.7241

Tab. 2.8.: Mean absolute error
(MAE) and root-mean-
square error (RMSE) in
eV.

∆SCF with rel. ∆SCF

MAE 0.5 0.4

RMSE 0.5 0.6
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Calculating Vertical

Core-Excitation Energies

Using ∆MP with Spin

Projection

3

„One of the big difficulties which was still remaining after one

understood the single electron problem was that when you considered a

problem concerning two or more electrons, you had to assume that the

spins all set themselves parallel or anti-parallel, so that one had a

definite value for the total spin. Then one found that the energy levels

depended very much on the value of the total spin.

— P.A.M. Dirac

An Historical Perspective of Spin. Proceedings of the Summer Studies

on High-energy Physics with Polarized Beams. Argonne National

Laboratory (1974)

This chapter is based on the following:

A.Y. Zamani and H.P. Hratchian. “Estimating vertical core-excitation energies from

Møller-Plesset theory with spin projection” in prep (2023)

3.1 Motivation

The formation of a core-hole is accompanied by a significant reorganization of the

atomic or molecular electronic structure. In quantum chemistry, this particular

effect can be characterized by orbital relaxation (ORX). It is known that ∆SCF with

HF is able to capture ORX effects for core-level transitions when the core orbital

is localized on one atom.60,202,203,244,248 However, when molecular symmetry is

present, core orbitals are delocalized over equivalent atoms as symmetry adapted

linear combinations. One prototypical example is the 1sÃ−1
g or 1sÃ−1

u hole-state
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of N2. The reorganization or relaxation energy is then representative of the

screening potential induced by the charge distribution of valence electrons in the

presence of a vacant core.249,250 Picturing this case as a simple two-site point

charge model, the screened interaction energy of a delocalized core-hole is half of

what it would be with a localized core-hole. ∆SCF calculations for ionizations in

diatomics from either Ãg or Ãu produce only about half of the ORX energy245, but

when the core orbitals are strongly localized (i.e. as a 1s orbital on either atom),

most of the ORX energy is recovered. It follows that the ORX energy is inversely

proportional to number of equivalent atomic sites that the core-hole orbitals are

delocalized over.244 If one chooses not to abandon orbital symmetry, correlation

energy contributions describing pair interactions involving the delocalized core-holes

must be incorporated. By using many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) to construct

a response function8 that contains information about the hole state, one will find

that fluctuation potential/self-energy expressions contain terms corresponding to

correlation that will become competitive, energetically, with terms for relaxation

when symmetry is present.60,206,245,248 With localization, the position of the core-

hole is inherently correlated with the coordinates of the redistributed electron

charge density that contributes to the screening potential, and thus, the “concepts of

relaxation and correlation become inseparable”.251,252 The accurate performance

of ∆SCF calculations on local core-holes is a direct result of effectively mixing ORX

and correlation effects.245

We have merely stated simple, historically established ideas on the physical effects

that must be incorporated in theoretical models for understanding molecular X-ray

physics. One can take the approach of explicit orbital optimization of two reference

determinants to model ORX.253 Alternatively, one can adopt a variational coupled

cluster ansatz to include infinite order relaxation effects.254 Similarly, correlation

effects can be added arbitrarily through ∆DFT or systematically with MBPT(n) to

nth order. In this study, we opt for a spin-conserving composition of both SCF and

Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory with scalar relativistic corrections. The

performance of these methods on the computation vertical K-edge excitation energies

is assessed.

3.2 Methods

Spin-projected UHF and UMPn (n = 2, 2.5, 3) calculations are performed with

different basis sets, pseudopotentials, and relativistic corrections. A protocol for

orbital index restrictions according to specified thresholds for suppressing errors due
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to small denominators is applied. This section is composed of largely self-contained

explanations of the theoretical and computational procedures herein.

3.2.1 Spin Projection

For generating an initial SCF wavefunction, HF is selected as fundamental, parameter-

free starting point in order to mitigate delocalization errors, self-interaction errors,

and the task of curating of density functional approximations.255–259 The maximum

overlap method208,260–263 (MOM) is used to locate a non-Aufbau, unrestricted

Hartree-Fock (UHF) solution representing a core-hole state. This method avoids

variational collapse to the ground state, although other efficient algorithms are

also applicable.122,264,265 The excited state singlet is ideally a linear combination of

open-shell configurations since the promotion of either an up-spin ³ or down-spin ´

electron from the same core orbital to some virtual orbital is equally probable. Since

the chosen model is constrained to a monodeterminantal framework, the core-hole

UHF solution will suffer from artificial spin contamination as a consequence of

breaking spin-symmetry in exchange for a lower energy.209,266–268

To obtain correct spin-state energetics starting from a broken-symmetry solution, one

can employ projection-after-variation techniques. One such method is approximate

projection (AP).210–212 A limitation of AP is that calculation of additional (s + 1)

spin states (themselves susceptible to spin contamination) is required if more than

one contaminant is present—highlighting an insufficiency in the two-state model.

Another drawback is that AP alone does not correct the wavefunction.

Furthermore, a UHF wavefunction after a single annihilation may exhibit an anoma-

lous increase269 in the value of the total spin-squared expectation value ïS2ð away

from its true s(s+ 1) eigenvalue or, in some circumstances, ïS2ð can even become

negative.270 As such, it may become necessary to remove multiple contaminants

of higher spin. Determining the weighted contributions from higher spin states

will require information about higher moments m of ïS2ð—the values of ïS2mð. To

initiate spin purification of the broken-symmetry UHF solution, the wavefunction

must be corrected.

Projected HF (PHF) wavefunctions are constructed by re-coupling intrinsic electronic

spin using projection operator30,33–35 or group-theoretical36,271–274 techniques. PHF

wavefunctions are multiconfigurational spin eigenfunctions and include the nec-

essary nondynamical correlation in the many-electron system. Here, we employ

Löwdin’s spin projection operator Ok
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Ok =
∏

s ̸=k

S2 − s(s+ 1)

k(k + 1) − s(s+ 1)
(3.1)

.

where k is the spin of the target spin state and s is the spin of the higher state

to project out. The operator Ok can resolve a vector in Hilbert space into its

component along the axis for k spin via orthogonal projection.275 In addition to

its commutation with the spin-free non-relativistic Hamiltonian H, this projector

satisfies characteristic properties of idempotency and completeness. Ok is a product

of annihilation operators Ak, which are not idempotent.276 Applying all possible

annihilators for obtaining the entire manifold of configuration state functions (CSF)

is analogous to performing full CI (FCI), so truncation becomes necessary.

The many-electron total spin-squared operator40 is then

S2 = −
N(N − 4)

4
+

∑

i>j

Pζ
ij · =

N !

2!(N − 2)!
(3.2)

where · is the number of unique two-index spin transposition generators Pij of the

symmetric group SN containing N particles.277 Application of Ok on some reference

wavefunction Ψ0 gives a CSF Φk that is a linear combination of Slater determinants

Dj that span the subspace of basis vectors with Mk quantum numbers

|Φkð =
∑

j

cj |Djð (3.3)

such that

S2 |Φkð = k(k + 1) |Φkð . (3.4)

The configuration weights cj are sometimes referred to as the Sanibel coefficients.278

The PHF wavefunction, its energy, and spin properties should correspond to an

electronic state of a particular multiplicity. The solution of the PHF equations

constitutes a variation-after-projection (VAP) approach if the projected wavefunction
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itself variationally optimized at the beginning.279,280 This kind of approach is a

hallmark of the extended Hartree-Fock (EHF) method.30,31 Projection-after-variation

(PAV) assumes one optimizes a UHF determinant and subsequently performs spin-

projection. This is known as projected UHF or PUHF32,281,282 which falls under

the category of EHF schemes.283 We take advantage of the robustness of modern

SCF solvers and fast convergence of single reference SCF densities to optimize UHF

wavefunctions for subsequent spin projection. What is absent from the PUHF model

is dynamical correlation.

3.2.2 Projected Hartree-Fock and Møller-Plesset Theory

To introduce information about electron-electron correlations, we treat many-body

interactions perturbatively via Møller-Plesset partitioning58 of H into the zeroth-

order Hamiltonian H0 and perturbation operator V:

H = H0 + V. (3.5)

At second order, a minimal description of pair correlation corrections to the HF

energy are brought about through connected doubles substitution operators X ab
ij .

The set of X ab
ij correlators are said to have isolated effects in that there is no coupling

between double substitutions. In the context of core-hole states, the second-order

ïOO| |VVð terms allow for pairwise core-core, core-valence, and valence-valence

Coulomb and exchange interactions. Brumboiu and Fransson have performed

MP2 energy decomposition analysis for core IPs.246 Their findings indicate very

large energy contributions from core-valence corrections with delocalized symmetry

orbitals (see Fig. 7 of Ref. [246]). This is significant in regards to the SCF picture of

an ionization of a delocalized core orbital because, in a sense, one is removing only

“half” the core electron density. In N2, for example, the ORX energy of a core-ionized

state formed by a detatchment of 1sÃu must be complemented by the correlation

energies that describe pair-removal and pair correlations that involve both 1sÃu

and 1sÃg—quantities that ∆SCF lacks. This reasoning translates to core-excitations

as well. Take a single orbital rotation of 1sÃu and 2pÃg. ∆SCF does not have

the very large core-valence corrections involving 1sÃ−1
u or the remaining occupied

1sÃg. Another interesting point in the study of Brumboiu and Fransson is the large

contributions of opposite spin ³´ and same spin ´´ terms in the core-valence MP2

corrections for the ionization of a delocalized ³ core orbital. An earlier work by
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Kosugi284 also signifies the occurrence of large core-valance exchange integrals for

core-hole states in diatomics (see Table 2 of Ref. [284]). The physical basis of

this observation along with the considerable ´ ORX discourages the use of spin-

component-scaled MP methods. The spin polarization in the final state will result

in a high degree of spin contamination in the UHF reference, which is a cause for

severe errors in the UMPn series.285 We propose, quite simply, that PUMP2 and

PUHF can be chosen to remedy spin-symmetry breaking.

Because MP2 usually exaggerates the pair correlation energy, MP3 is said to offer a

more realistic description of that energy.59 It may be reasonable to suggest roughly

extrapolating the perturbation series by adding some fraction of the third-order

correction to the second-order total energy. Methods that rely on the arithmetic

mean of second- and third-order corrections have shown promising results for

modeling non-covalent interactions286,287, reactivity288, and spectroscopy289. Since

we are concerned with excitation gaps, we desire more direct information about

total energies through ∆PUHF, ∆PUMP2, and ∆PUMP3. In this paper, we adopt the

formulations for spin projection outlined by Schlegel.290

The energy for some projected reference wavefunction Ψ is given by

ïOkΨ| H |OkΨð

ïOkΨ|OkΨð
. (3.6)

Since

[H,Ok] = 0, (3.7)

the following matrix elements are equivalent:

ïΨ| Ok
 HOk |Ψð

ïΨ| Ok
 Ok |Ψð

=
ïOkΨ| H |OkΨð

ïOkΨ|OkΨð
. (3.8)

To formulate projected energy expressions, Löwdin suggested that expectation values

be evaluated for a composite Hamiltonian30,283
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Ω = Ok
 HOk (3.9)

which can be reduced to

Ok
 HOk = HOk (3.10)

because

Ok = Ok
 Ok Ok

 = Ok. (3.11)

The projected energy is then

ïOkΨ| H |OkΨð

ïOkΨ|OkΨð
=

ïΨ| HOk |Ψð

ïΨ|OkΨð
. (3.12)

The PUHF energy expression using a zeroth-order wavefunction Ψ0 is

EPUHF =
ïΨ0| HOk |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0|OkΨ0ð
. (3.13)

To incorporate systematic, order-by-order correlation effects, a projection operator68

that spans the subspace of substituted determinants Èq is inserted in Eq. 3.13

Q =
∑

q

|Èqð ïÈq| (3.14)

This secondary orthogonal space couples to the primary model space represented

by a HF wavefunction. This provides CI-like matrix elements in the perturbative

expansion pertinent to nth order wavefunction and energy corrections.

Using Q, we resolve the identity:
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EPUHF =
∑

q

ïΨ0| H|Èqð ïÈq|Ok |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0|OkΨ0ð
. (3.15)

By Brillouin’s theorem, ïΨ0| H |Èa
i ð = 0 and since H contains at most two-electron

operators, only ïΨ0| H |Èab
ij ð elements are needed. Expanding Eq. 3.15 gives

EPUHF = ïΨ0| H0 |Ψ0ð +

∑

i<j
a<b

ïΨ0| V|Èab
ij ð ïÈab

ij |Ok |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0|OkΨ0ð
. (3.16)

Determination of EPUHF is straightforward since Ψ0 can be readily computed a with

a known set single-particle basis functions. The projected wavefunction with the Q

basis is:

Ok |Ψ0ð = |Ψ0ð +
∑

q

|Èqð ïÈq|Ok |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0|OkΨ0ð
(3.17)

= |Ψ0ð + |Ψ̃0ð . (3.18)

The correction to the UHF wavefunction from spin projection is then

Ψ̃0 =
∑

i<j
a<b

|Èab
ij ð ïÈab

ij |Ok |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0|OkΨ0ð
. (3.19)

However, for the nth order projected energy, the wavefunction corrections up to Ψn−1

will involve substitutions beyond singles Èa
i and doubles Èab

ij due to the evaluation

of ïS2ð by modified Slater-Condon rules.291,292

The projected UMPn energy is
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EPUMPn = ïΨ0| H0 |Ψ0ð +

∑

q

ïΨ0| V|Èqð ïÈq|Ok |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + . . .+ Ψn−1ð

ïΨ0| Ok |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + . . .+ Ψn−1ð
. (3.20)

Allowing Ok and H to commute, we get expressions for EPUMP2 and EPUMP3:

EPUMP2 =

(

ïΨ0| Ok |Ψ0ð ïΨ0| H0 |Ψ0 + Ψ1ð +

∑

q

ïΨ0| Ok|Èqð ïÈq|V |Ψ0 + Ψ1ð

)/

ïΨ0| Ok |Ψ0 + Ψ1ð (3.21)

EPUMP3 =

(

ïΨ0| Ok |Ψ0ð ïΨ0| H0 |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + Ψ2ð +

∑

q

ïΨ0| Ok|Èqð ïÈq|V |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + Ψ2ð

)/

ïΨ0| Ok |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + Ψ2ð. (3.22)

Equations 3.21 and 3.22 are advantageous since one can directly control of the

number Ak operators. Typically, spin purification is achieved after applying Ak+1

and Ak+2, but projection of s > 3 spins may still be necessary.293 If there is only

one spin contaminant, the approximation Ok ≈ Ak+1 holds and Èq would contain

only Èa
i and ³´ Èab

ij excitations. For each Ak, there is an instance of S2. Thus, m

projections requires matrix elements for ïS2mð that involve Ψ0, Èab
ij , and higher

excitations in Eq. 3.20. The less-sparse S2m matrix for more than one annihilator

reaches a spatial complexity of ∼ O4V 4. This approach is not very practical beyond

MP2. In Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22, one only needs ïΨ0| S2 |Èqð where Èq runs over Èa
i and

Èab
ij , but at the cost of computing ïÈq| H |Ψn−1ð with Èq going up to quadruples for

PUMP2 and hextuples for PUMP3.290
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In either forms of EPUMPn, the computation of S2m and H matrix elements is similar

to that of a FCI approach. Approximations to the spin projected projected energies

can be made via Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization of perturbative corrections Ψn.

Ψ̃n = Ψn −
Ψ̃0ïΨn|Ψ̃0ð

ïΨ̃0|Ψ̃0ð
. (3.23)

The contributions of spin projection and configurations already contained in Ψn

are removed from the spin-projection correction of the UHF reference Ψ̃0 to avoid

double counting. We require, for annihilating m higher spins s,

As+m =
S2 − (s+m)(s+m+ 1)

ïΨ0| S2 |Ψ0ð − (s+m)(s+m+ 1)
(3.24)

to ensure intermediate normalization: ïΨ0|As+mΨ0ð = 1.294 Here, we see that

Ok is not directly applied to each Ψn. Rather, Ψ̃n are found using the overlaps of

ïΨn|Ψ̃0ð.

For the limit as the set of Ψn and its corrections Ψ̃n approaches the exact wavefunc-

tion Ψ, the projected energy is

EPUMPn = ïΨ0| H |Ψ0 + Ψ̃0 + Ψ1 + Ψ̃1 + · · · + Ψn−1ð

= ïΨ0| H |Ψ0 + Ψ1 + · · · + Ψn−1ð +

ïΨ0| H |Ψ̃0ð

(

1 − ïΨ1 + Ψ2 + . . .+ Ψn−1|Ψ̃0ð

ïΨ̃0|Ψ̃0ð

)

(3.25)

The projected energies can be written in terms of UMPn energies combined with

projected wavefunction correction terms

EPUMPn = EUMPn+

¶EPUHF

(

1 − ïΨ1 + Ψ2 + . . .+ Ψn−1|Ψ̃0ð

ïΨ̃0|Ψ̃0ð

)

(3.26)
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where

¶EPUHF =
∑

i<j
a<b

ïΨ0| V|Èab
ij ð ïÈab

ij |S2 |Ψ0ð

ïΨ0| S2 |Ψ0ð − (s+m)(s+m+ 1)
(3.27)

is obtained from Eq. 3.16. The expressions for this estimation at second and third

order are

ẼPUMP2 ≃ EUMP2 + ¶EPUHF

(

1 − ïΨ1|Ψ̃0ð

ïΨ̃0|Ψ̃0ð

)

(3.28)

and

ẼPUMP3 ≃ EUMP3 + ¶EPUHF

(

1 − ïΨ1 + Ψ2|Ψ̃0ð

ïΨ̃0|Ψ̃0ð

)

. (3.29)

The approximation to PUMP3, in the Q space of singles, doubles, and quadruples,

conventionally scales O(M6) for M basis with the additional overhead of generating

ïS2ð for each annihilation. Results for UMP4 also accompany those for projected

third order, but with the omission of Èabc
ijk terms.295 Contributions from three-body

correlations would otherwise present a steep cost of O(M7). In this work, we make

use of implementations based on Eqs. 3.16 and 3.28-3.29.

3.2.3 Relativistic Corrections

Scalar relativistic effects for C, N, O, and F atoms are included as a post hoc correction

to ∆HF and ∆MP excitation energies. We examine two procedures. The first is

based on the relativistic shift in the ionization potential for a two-electron atom

defined by Bethe and Salpeter.213

EJ = α
2

[

−
1

8
Z4 +

1

4
ïp4

1ð − ÃZ ï¶(3)(r1)ð − Ã ï¶(3)(r12)ð

]

− E2 (3.30)

Expectation values in EJ for atomic number Z > 2 are available in works by Perekis,

Silverman, and Scherr.214,215 A different correction scheme for C, N, O, and F was

developed by Chong and coworkers296–298, leading to the following formula
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Crel = AIBnr (3.31)

where the correction Crel (in eV) is found with A = 2.198 × 10−7, B = 2.178, and

the calculated non-relativistic core IP Inr (in eV). The corrections of Perekis CPerekis

for atomic ions isoelectronic to helium lack valence screening present in molecules.

The values of CPerekis are then larger than those of CChong by a factor of ∼ 2. In

lieu of performing ∆SCF calculations for Eq. 3.31, we abide by this heuristic. The

relativistic corrections used in this work for C, N, O, and F are 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 eV

under CPerekis and 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35 eV under CChong, respectively.

3.2.4 Denominator Control

The MP2 energy denominator with a core-hole reference (ϵi + ϵj − ϵa − ϵb) may

become very small. The addition of a core-hole orbital ϵa with a large negative

eigenvalue with a lower-lying occupied valence ϵi may nearly cancel the addition

of another valence ϵj with a high-lying virtual ϵb that possesses a large, positive

eigenvalue. Similarly, a core-hole ϵa plus another negative, high-energy core orbital ϵi
combined with a valence orbital ϵj plus a low-lying virtual ϵb can lead to a very small

denominator. In these cases, identical atoms can lead to greater instances of coupling

between core-holes and occupied cores. Also, basis sets with many polarization

functions of high angular momentum spawn the presence of higher-lying virtual

orbitals with eigenvalues that are similar in magnitude but opposite in sign to the

core-orbitals. These small denominators introduce numerical instabilities in the

perturbation series.142,246,299 A recent protocol by Dreuw and Fransson247, suggests

a denominator threshold of 0.1 a.u. for freezing orbital indices for correlation. We

adopt this threshold ÄL and switch on a tighter (0.02 a.u. ) threshhold ÄT when the

frozen orbital window with ÄL still exceeds 5% of the total orbital count.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Computational Details

Vertical K-edge excitation energies ÉX for symmetry-allowed transitions are com-

puted using ∆UHF and ∆UMPn (n = 2, 2.5, 3) with and without spin projection
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Tab. 3.1.: Set of symmetrical molecules and experimental core-excitation energies
at the C, N, O, and F K-edge.

Mol. Exp. Mol. Exp. Mol. Exp.

C2H2 285.9300 N2 400.9301 F2 682.2302

C2H4 284.7300 cis-Diazene 398.4303 C2F4 690.7304

C2H6 286.9300 C2N2 398.9305 CF2O 689.2306

C2N2 286.3305 Hydrazine 401.5307 CH2CF2 690.3304

Cyclopropane 287.7308 Urea 402.0309 cis-CH2CF2 689.3304

C2F4 290.1304 N−

3 (N=N=N) 399.6303 OF2 683.8310

Furan (C-O) 286.6227 Tetrazine 398.8230,311 NF3 687.4312

Allene (C=C=C) 285.4313 O3 (O=O-O) 529.1314

Cyclobutane 287.4308 H2O2 533.0315

C2 285.9300,316 CO2 535.4317

Acetone (C-C=O) 288.4318 O2 530.8319

Pyridine (C-N) 285.3230

Tetrazine 285.2311

Benzene 285.2320

Pyrrole (C-NH) 286.3321

for various combinations of basis sets. Relativistic corrections for C, N, O, and F

are added to the individual energy differences. The Pople and Dunning basis sets

are taken from the Basis Set Exchange.325 Multi-electron Wood-Boring (MWB2)

effective core potentials (ECP) on non-target atoms sans hydrogen are used for

core-localization. The basis sets for second-row atoms are also 1s uncontracted for a

more optimal core orbital. Redundant functions in the core-uncontracted Dunning

basis are removed.

An assortment of symmetrical molecules with equivalent atoms listed in Table 3.1

were taken from the Chong-Gritsenko-Baerends (CGB) dataset218 and the NIST

CCCBDB.219 Optimized geometries with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ are reported in a

prior publication217 and in the CCCBDB. The structure for OF2 was optimized locally

at the same level of theory. Molecules in the test set are closed shell except O2.

All calculations were performed with a development version of Gaussian.220 For

calculations without ECPs, integral symmetry with Abelian groups is used.

3.3.2 ∆PUHF and ∆PUMPn

The mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) between

calculated ÉX values and experimental values are reported. Histograms with the
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MAE for ∆PUHF and ∆PUMPn using CChong are provided in this section. Detailed

information about the overall data, ïS2
UHFð and the measure of errors are available

in the Supplementary Material. Spin contamination is removed from core-excited

states after annihilation of spin states up to s+ 3 or s+ 4.

The performance of ∆UHF and ∆PUHF is shown in Figure 3.1. As ∆SCF methods,

there is a stark difference of ∼ 10 eV in the MAE between basis sets with and without

core localization by ECP. The results for ∆PUHF are similar to ∆UHF without ECPs

across the standard contracted basis sets. A notable decrease in MAE occurs when

going from (u)6-311G(d) to (u)6-311+G(2df) and from (u)cc-pVTZ to (u)aug-cc-

pVTZ—owing to the increased variational flexibility in the SCF solutions. Localized

core ∆UHF and ∆PUHF calculations offer a MAE ∼ 0.5–1.0 eV and RMSE ∼ 1 eV.

No significant difference between contracted or uncontracted basis sets are observed

for this data. We observe that ∆PUHF+ECP energies are equal to or slightly higher

than ∆UHF+ECP. This may be due to the non-variational nature of the correction to

the excited state EUHF, quality of the SCF+ECP solution, or simply a consequence

of the symmetry dilemma.

In Figure 3.2, we have results for ∆UMP2 and ∆PUMP2. We find that second-order

energies underestimate experiment by a range of ∼ 1 − 5 eV (see Supplementary

Material). This is not unexpected as MP2 usually overestimates the correlated two-

body corrections. The results for ∆UMP2+ECP and ∆PUMP2+ECP are slightly lower,

more varied and less uniform than the same results without ECPs. Uncontracting

the 1s basis function in this dataset appears to slightly increase the deviation from

experiment, except for (u)cc-pvtz+ECP where it decreases considerably.

Figure 3.3 shows results for ∆UMP3 and ∆PUMP3. The third order ÉX values

generally overestimate experiment. For calculations on delocalized cores, the MAE

and RMSE can reach up to ∼ 4 eV and ∼ 5 eV respectively. The MAE for ∆PUMP3

at 6-311G(d) that is about two times smaller than the others in its class is merely

coincidental. The errors for ∆UMP3+ECP and ∆PUMP3+ECP are generally equal to

or lower than their second-order counterparts. The behavior of uncontracted versus

contracted results in this dataset is inconsistent: slightly higher in some cases or

slightly lower in others. The energies of both the second- and third-order methods

coupled with ECPs are essentially lower than those without across basis sets.

The results for ∆UMP2.5 and ∆PUMP2.5 are featured in Figure 3.4. For the retention

of molecular symmetry, the inclusion of 50% third-order corrections ameliorates some

of the deficiencies of MP2 and MP3 energies by providing ÉX values approximately

halfway between. Cancellation of errors becomes less fortuitous here as ECP

calculations are generally higher than the delocalized core dataset. The projected
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energies are typically lower across all bases except ucc-pVTZ+ECP in the core-

localized set and 6-311+G(2df) in the delocalized set. What is noteworthy is the

good cost-performance of just (u)6-311+G(2df) (Tables 3.10–3.11) and (u)cc-pVTZ

(Tables 3.12–3.13) without breaking the orbital symmetry. The method statistics for

these basis sets are depicted in Tables 3.4–3.7. The overall data suggests no cost-

benefit preference for the larger diffuse Dunning basis sets. In benzene, for example,

the dimensions of M basis reaches beyond 400 with (u)aug-cc-pVTZ. Additional

results for (u)6-311G(d) and (u)aug-cc-pVTZ can be viewed in the Supplementary

Material. Finally, there appears to be very little difference in the effect of CPerekis

versus CChong except for the F 1s results. For the F K-edge, CPerekis is nearly a half

of an eV larger than CChong. The smaller corrections by Chong are probably more

realistic for molecules.

The first core-excitation, particularly those to orbitals of Ã character, do not typically

require spatially expansive basis functions. Higher transitions to Rydberg orbitals,

aptly described in a one-electron picture, would require at least doubly augmented

diffuse functions to yield accurate energies.194 Demonstrative calculations for the

first few core-level transitions in N2 are featured in Table 3.14. ∆PUMP2.5 produces

viable results for these states.

When applied to K-edge ionizations and excitations, the Pople basis sets augmented

with additional polarization and diffuse functions are known to offer a balance

between accuracy and computational cost.326,327 This observation is further sub-

stantiated in this work. The optimal performance u6-311+G(2df) is exemplified

for ∆PUMP2.5 results with symmetry retained. Core-localized ∆PUHF results are

sufficient with (u)6-311+G(2df)+ECP. Other basis sets designed for improved

core orbitals could have be chosen.328 Instead, we sought to examine the effect of

decontracting standard basis sets.

Considering the modern-day experimental precision in spectral measurements, the

∆PUMP2.5 method for estimating vertical excitation energies is very useful since

spin, ORX, and quasi-extrapolated correlation corrections are accounted for. The

validity of ∆SCF is also once again apparent for when one adopts a localized

picture of core orbitals. To ensure that energies correspond to states with good

spin quantum numbers, spin projection is necessary if the UHF wavefunction breaks

symmetry. For chemical species with multireference character, such as C2 and O3,

single determinant ∆-methods are inadequate. This is reflected in the notable

deviations of ∆PUHF from experiment. Additionally, when molecules undergo an

adiabatic transition, the vertical ÉX values will normally be larger than what is

observed. In the assortment of molecules selected, allene and CO2 experience
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Jahn-Teller/Renner-Teller distortions329,330, so vertical ÉX values for the principle

transition are also expected to be less accurate. Transitions associated with fine

vibrational structure in core spectra are not accounted for either.

The mixed portrait of ORX and correlation inherent in a localized core-hole reference

makes ∆SCF a satisfactory approach—especially for molecules with nonequivalent,

asymmetrical atomic sites. The parallel approach of delegating the labor of modeling

ORX to ∆SCF and separately recovering correlations through n = 2, 3 or 2.5 order MP

perturbation theory is also a theoretically sound model for symmetrical molecules.

Preserving the orbital symmetry and applying the latter method would assist with

spectral assignments. One can also break symmetry, use ∆SCF, and rely on visual

inspection of the orbitals involved if the spatial character of said orbitals are

known a priori. In both approaches, spin projection is necessary for obtaining

an approximately right answer for the right reason.

Fig. 3.1.: Mean absolute errors (eV) of UHF and PUHF for various basis set combinations.a

aResults obtained with tight threshold τT , relativistic correction B (CChong), and with outlier cases removed.
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Fig. 3.2.: Mean absolute errors (eV) of UMP2 and PUMP2 for various basis set
combinations.a

aResults obtained with tight threshold τT , relativistic correction B (CChong), and with outlier cases removed.

Fig. 3.3.: Mean absolute errors (eV) of UMP3 and PUMP3 for various basis set
combinations.a

aResults obtained with tight threshold τT , relativistic correction B (CChong), and with outlier cases removed.
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Fig. 3.4.: Mean absolute errors (eV) of UMP2.5 and PUMP2.5 for various basis set
combinations.a

aResults obtained with tight threshold τT , relativistic correction B (CChong), and with outlier cases removed.

Although the quantum chemistry problem is established clearly and addressed quite

well with the methods introduced, there are numerical complications and idiosyn-

crasies that accompany the use of single determinant core-hole with perturbation

theory. The issues are delineated as follows:

1. The PUHF and PUMPn variants employed here involve PAV, so the projected en-

ergies and wavefunctions do not necessarily correspond to a proper eigenstate

of H. Alternatively, VAP spin projection methods can be applied for locating

PUHF stationary states along with extensions thereof to include dynamic

correlation.331,332

2. The monodeterminantal non-Aufbau reference is not an excited state wave-

function that transforms under the proper molecular electronic symmetry

operations. It is an SCF solution that can only provide a representative

charge density that, in principle, corresponds to a single target non-Aufbau

configuration. With solutions found with guided SCF solvers (e.g. MOM), there

is no guarantee the particle-hole pair orbitals will resemble the ones of the

ground state. The SCF orbital optimization process will attempt to converge

any solution given the overlap metric or level-shifting directive. The core-hole

solution may then give a meaningful energy with respect to the ground state,

but its core-hole and/or newly occupied valence orbitals may be distorted.

A deformed core-hole density can lead to poor ∆MP energies and loss of an

intuitive molecular orbital picture. We encounter this problem in C2N2 and

C2F4 for calculations using some basis sets in tandem with ECPs. At times,

these “excited-state” solutions can only converge with basis set projections
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from other calculations. This situation can give rise to multiple SCF solutions

with similar energies that are difficult to distinguish by orbital shape and

occupation.

3. The use of the MWB2 ECPs seems to interfere with the correlation consistency

of the Dunning basis, so different pseudopotentials could prove to be more

viable.333 Another possibility is to apply the Edmiston-Ruedenberg334 or

Boys335 localization to break the core orbital symmetry. Localization lacks the

advantage ECPs have for reducing the number of non-target occupied core

orbitals that may contribute to occurrence of small denominators.

4. The convergence behavior of the MP series is mainly understood for ground

state references. For references other than the ground state, the situation is less

predictable.336,337 The most prominent errors in the perturbative calculations

with core-hole references comes from (a) divergence in MP3 and (b) different

orbital correlation windows between the ground and excited states due to

index freezing. Orbitals indices are only frozen in the core excited-state to

mitigate the small denominators. Divergence at third-order may be avoided,

but the correlation corrections are not summed over the same indices of the

ground state. This leads to an imbalanced treatment of correlation. These

errors are most pronounced in the ÉX computed with ∆MP3 and ∆MP2.5 as

the third-order correction is not stable. Often, the presence of basis sets with

higher angular momentum functions or nearly degenerate orbitals eventually

lead to a greater amount of frozen indices. The tighter threshold ÄT reduces

this amount and improves the energies but, in some cases, ∼ 40 − 60% of

the orbital window remains frozen. This problem doesn’t appear to correlate

with the size of the molecule, as benzene with uaug-cc-pVTZ required just two

orbitals to be removed at ÄL. It is unclear how to maintain a 1:1 mapping

between ground and excited SCF orbitals due to the large relaxation that

occurs. To resolve this, perhaps a reduced set of compact, local virtual orbitals

can be found and passed to the ground and excited state MP calculations.

Conventional implementations of projected MP can be cost-prohibitive for very large

molecules. Density-fitting or resolution of the identity methods could be used to

accelerate the evaluation of UMPn contributions to the projected energy.338,339 Even

though the methods are well-grounded for single reference molecules, the results in

this study have proven to be very sensitive to calculation setup.
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3.4 Conclusion

Vertical core-excitation energies at the C, N, O, and F K-edge are obtained with

∆PUHF and ∆PUMPn for a set of symmetrical molecules with equivalent atoms.

The methods employed inherit old quantum chemistry concepts for modeling the

electronic structure of core-holes. The historical foundations of the validity and

efficiency of ∆SCF with core-localization is reaffirmed. Second-order Møller-Plesset

perturbation theory recovers a large fraction of the missing correlation in ∆SCF

for molecules with equivalent atomic sites. Averaged corrections from PUMP2 and

PUMP3 combined with PUHF, for a select assortment of basis sets, provides the

best performance when molecular symmetry is present. The results are heavily

influenced by the quality of the SCF solutions and the number of indices removed to

avoid divergences in the MP energies. The effect of the scalar relativistic corrections

incorporated in this work on the overall statistics do not vary between corrections

schemes except in F 1s excitations. The relativistic IP shift in the two-electron

atomic model is too high for F and atoms with higher Z. For the K-edge ÉX values

computed here, CChong is preferred. A more complete relativistic description of

molecules with heavier atoms is needed. Single reference ∆-based approaches are

probably not widely applicable to L-edge due to high degeneracy and multiplet

structure of the final states.

Nevertheless, for an excitation defined by a canonical particle-hole pair, the quanti-

tative performance of ∆PMP2.5 or ∆PUHF limits the need for significant empirical

shifting. Step-wise reproduction and assignment of spectra is doable provided

transition dipole strengths are obtained using the projected UHF or PUMP density

corrections. Data from each calculation could be concatenated to generate the

spectra up to the IP. Auger cascading and shake-related processes involve the

correlated, physical motion of two- or many- electrons not described in single

configuration mean-field theory. One must then turn to more accurate methods

that contain information on the two-particle density matrix and Feynman-Dyson

amplitudes for computing energies and transition strengths.340,341
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Tab. 3.2.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed without spin projection using different
combinations of the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5

6-311G(d,p)d 1.040

τT -A-MAE 10.9 (11.0) 1.6 (1.6) 3.9 (3.8) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-A-MAE 10.9 (11.0) 1.7 (1.7) 4.3 (4.0) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 11.2 (11.2) 2.0 (2.1) 4.3 (4.2) 1.6 (1.5)
τL-A-RMSE 11.2 (11.2) 2.1 (2.1) 4.9 (4.6) 2.4 (2.1)

τT -B-MAE 10.8 (10.8) 1.7 (1.8) 3.8 (3.6) 1.1 (1.0)
τL-B-MAE 10.8 (10.8) 1.8 (1.8) 4.2 (3.9) 1.5 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 11.0 (11.0) 2.2 (2.2) 4.2 (4.0) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-B-RMSE 11.0 (11.0) 2.2 (2.2) 4.8 (4.5) 2.3 (2.0)

6-311G(d,p) & ECPe 0.215

τT -A-MAE 0.8 (0.8) 2.0 (1.9) 1.6 (1.7) 1.8 (1.8)
τL-A-MAE 0.8 (0.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.5 (1.5) 1.6 (1.6)

τT -A-RMSE 1.0 (1.0) 2.4 (2.4) 2.0 (2.1) 2.2 (2.2)
τL-A-RMSE 1.1 (1.0) 2.2 (2.2) 1.8 (1.9) 2.0 (2.0)

τT -B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.8 (1.8) 1.5 (1.6) 1.6 (1.6)
τL-B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.7 (1.7) 1.4 (1.4) 1.5 (1.5)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.3 (2.3) 1.9 (2.0) 2.1 (2.1)
τL-B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.1 (2.1) 1.7 (1.7) 1.9 (1.9)

u6-311G(d,p)d 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.7 (10.7) 2.1 (2.1) 3.6 (3.5) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.7 (10.7) 2.1 (2.0) 4.0 (3.7) 1.2 (1.0)

τT -A-RMSE 10.9 (10.9) 2.5 (2.5) 4.0 (3.8) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-A-RMSE 10.9 (10.9) 2.5 (2.4) 4.6 (4.2) 2.0 (1.7)

τT -B-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.2 (2.2) 3.5 (3.3) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.5 (10.5) 2.2 (2.2) 3.8 (3.5) 1.2 (1.0)

τT -B-RMSE 10.8 (10.8) 2.7 (2.7) 3.8 (3.7) 1.2 (1.1)
τL-B-RMSE 10.8 (10.8) 2.6 (2.6) 4.4 (4.1) 1.9 (1.6)

u6-311G(d,p) & ECPd 0.216

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.3 (2.3) 1.9 (1.9) 2.1 (2.1)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.3 (2.3) 1.9 (2.0) 2.1 (2.1)

τT -A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.6 (2.6) 2.2 (2.2) 2.4 (2.4)
τL-A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.6 (2.6) 2.2 (2.2) 2.4 (2.4)

τT -B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.2 (2.5) 1.8 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0)
τL-B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.2 (2.2) 1.8 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.2 (2.4) 2.1 (2.1) 2.3 (2.2)
τL-B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.5 (2.4) 2.1 (2.1) 2.3 (2.3)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð

for singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL. eUp to two outliers excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.3.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed with spin projection using different
combinations of the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5

6-311G(d,p)d 1.040

τT -A-MAE 10.9 (11.0) 1.6 (1.6) 1.7 (1.7) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-A-MAE 10.9 (11.0) 1.7 (1.7) 4.3 (4.0) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 11.2 (11.2) 2.0 (2.0) 2.1 (2.1) 1.6 (1.5)
τL-A-RMSE 11.2 (11.2) 2.1 (2.0) 5.0 (4.6) 2.4 (2.1)

τT -B-MAE 10.8 (10.8) 1.7 (2.2) 1.8 (1.8) 1.1 (1.0)
τL-B-MAE 10.8 (10.8) 1.8 (1.8) 4.2 (3.9) 1.5 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 11.0 (11.0) 1.7 (2.2) 2.2 (2.2) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-B-RMSE 11.0 (11.0) 2.2 (2.1) 4.8 (4.5) 2.3 (1.9)

6-311G(d,p) & ECPe 0.215

τT -A-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.7 (1.7) 1.4 (1.5) 1.5 (1.6)
τL-A-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.6 (1.5) 1.3 (1.4) 1.4 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.1 (2.2) 1.9 (1.9) 2.0 (2.0)
τL-A-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.9 (1.9) 1.7 (1.7) 1.7 (1.8)

τT -B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.6 (1.6) 1.4 (1.4) 1.4 (1.5)
τL-B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.4 (1.4) 1.3 (1.3) 1.3 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.0 (2.0) 1.8 (1.8) 1.9 (1.9)
τL-B-RMSE 1.1 (0.9) 1.8 (1.8) 1.6 (1.6) 1.6 (1.7)

u6-311G(d,p)d 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.6 (10.6) 2.1 (2.1) 3.6 (3.5) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.7 (10.6) 2.1 (2.0) 3.6 (3.4) 1.2 (1.0)

τT -A-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.5 (2.5) 4.0 (3.8) 1.2 (1.1)
τL-A-RMSE 10.9 (10.9) 2.4 (2.4) 4.0 (3.7) 2.0 (1.7)

τT -B-MAE 10.5 (10.7) 2.2 (2.2) 3.5 (3.3) 0.8 (0.7)
τL-B-MAE 10.5 (10.5) 2.2 (2.6) 3.5 (3.2) 1.1 (0.9)

τT -B-RMSE 10.5 (10.7) 2.7 (2.7) 3.8 (3.7) 1.1 (1.1)
τL-B-RMSE 10.7 (10.7) 2.2 (2.6) 3.8 (3.5) 1.9 (1.6)

u6-311G(d,p) & ECPd 0.216

τT -A-MAE 0.8 (0.8) 1.9 (1.9) 1.6 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)
τL-A-MAE 0.8 (0.8) 1.9 (1.9) 1.6 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)

τT -A-RMSE 1.1 (1.0) 2.2 (2.2) 1.9 (1.9) 2.0 (2.0)
τL-A-RMSE 1.1 (1.0) 2.2 (2.2) 1.9 (1.9) 2.0 (2.0)

τT -B-MAE 0.9 (0.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.5 (1.5) 1.6 (1.6)
τL-B-MAE 0.9 (0.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.5 (1.5) 1.6 (1.7)

τT -B-RMSE 1.2 (1.0) 2.1 (2.0) 1.8 (1.7) 1.9 (1.9)
τL-B-RMSE 1.2 (1.0) 2.1 (2.1) 1.8 (1.7) 1.9 (1.9)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð for

singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL. eUp to two outliers excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.4.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed without spin projection using different
combinations of the 6-311+G(2df) basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5

6-311+G(2df)d 1.043

τT -A-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.0 (2.0) 3.7 (3.5) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-MAE 10.4 (10.5) 1.9 (1.8) 4.2 (4.0) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 10.8 (10.8) 2.3 (2.3) 4.1 (4.0) 1.4 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.3 (2.1) 4.8 (4.6) 2.3 (2.0)

τT -B-MAE 10.3 (10.3) 2.1 (2.1) 3.5 (3.4) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.3 (10.3) 2.0 (1.9) 4.1 (3.8) 1.5 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 10.6 (10.6) 2.4 (2.5) 4.0 (3.8) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.4 (2.2) 4.7 (4.5) 2.2 (1.9)

6-311+G(2df) & ECPd 0.217

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.0 (1.0) 0.9 (0.8) 0.8 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.4 (1.3) 0.9 (0.9) 1.1 (1.0)

τT -A-RMSE 0.8 (0.7) 1.3 (1.2) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-RMSE 0.8 (0.6) 1.7 (1.6) 1.1 (1.1) 1.4 (1.3)

τT -B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.0 (0.9) 0.9 (0.9) 0.8 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.3 (1.2) 0.9 (0.8) 1.0 (0.9)

τT -B-RMSE 0.9 (0.7) 1.2 (1.1) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-B-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.6 (1.5) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.2)

u6-311+G(2df)d 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.2 (10.2) 2.4 (2.4) 3.4 (3.2) 0.8 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.2 (10.3) 2.2 (2.1) 4.0 (3.8) 1.4 (1.2)

τT -A-RMSE 10.6 (10.6) 2.8 (2.8) 3.8 (3.7) 1.1 (1.1)
τL-A-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.6 (2.4) 4.6 (4.4) 2.2 (1.9)

τT -B-MAE 10.1 (10.1) 2.6 (2.6) 3.2 (3.1) 0.8 (0.7)
τL-B-MAE 10.1 (10.2) 2.3 (2.2) 3.8 (3.6) 1.3 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 10.5 (10.5) 2.9 (2.9) 3.7 (3.5) 1.1 (1.0)
τL-B-RMSE 10.5 (10.6) 2.7 (2.5) 4.5 (4.3) 2.1 (1.7)

u6-311+G(2df) & ECPd 0.218

τT -A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.6 (1.6) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)
τL-A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.6 (1.6) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)

τT -A-RMSE 0.7 (0.5) 2.2 (2.2) 1.4 (1.4) 1.8 (1.8)
τL-A-RMSE 0.7 (0.5) 2.2 (2.2) 1.4 (1.4) 1.8 (1.8)

τT -B-MAE 0.5 (0.5) 1.5 (1.5) 1.0 (1.0) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-MAE 0.5 (0.5) 1.5 (1.5) 1.1 (1.0) 1.2 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 0.8 (0.6) 2.1 (2.1) 1.4 (1.4) 1.7 (1.7)
τL-B-RMSE 0.8 (0.6) 2.1 (2.1) 1.4 (1.4) 1.7 (1.7)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð for

singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.5.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed with spin projection using different
combinations of the 6-311+G(2df) basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5

6-311+G(2df)d 1.043

τT -A-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.0 (2.0) 3.7 (3.5) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-MAE 10.4 (10.5) 1.9 (1.8) 4.2 (3.9) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 10.8 (10.8) 2.3 (2.3) 4.1 (4.0) 1.4 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.3 (2.0) 4.8 (4.6) 2.3 (2.0)

τT -B-MAE 10.3 (10.2) 2.1 (2.2) 3.5 (3.4) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.3 (10.3) 2.0 (1.9) 4.0 (3.8) 1.4 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 10.6 (10.6) 2.4 (2.5) 4.0 (3.8) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.4 (2.2) 4.7 (4.5) 2.2 (1.8)

6-311+G(2df) & ECPd 0.217

τT -A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.3 (1.3) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.0 (1.0) 0.8 (0.8) 0.8 (0.8)

τT -A-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.6 (1.6) 1.2 (1.2) 1.3 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 0.8 (0.7) 1.3 (1.3) 1.0 (1.0) 1.1 (1.0)

τT -B-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.2 (1.2) 0.9 (0.9) 1.0 (0.9)
τL-B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.0 (0.9) 0.8 (0.8) 0.8 (0.8)

τT -B-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.5 (1.5) 1.2 (1.2) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-RMSE 0.9 (0.7) 1.2 (1.2) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)

u6-311+G(2df)d 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.2 (10.2) 2.5 (2.5) 3.4 (3.2) 0.8 (0.7)
τL-A-MAE 10.2 (10.3) 2.2 (2.1) 3.9 (3.7) 1.4 (1.1)

τT -A-RMSE 10.6 (10.6) 2.8 (2.8) 3.8 (3.7) 1.1 (1.1)
τL-A-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.6 (2.4) 4.6 (4.4) 2.2 (1.8)

τT -B-MAE 10.1 (10.1) 2.6 (2.6) 3.2 (3.1) 0.7 (0.6)
τL-B-MAE 10.1 (10.1) 2.3 (2.2) 3.8 (3.6) 1.3 (1.0)

τT -B-RMSE 10.4 (10.5) 3.0 (3.0) 3.6 (3.5) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-B-RMSE 10.5 (10.5) 2.7 (2.5) 4.5 (4.3) 2.1 (1.7)

u6-311+G(2df) & ECPd 0.218

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.2 (1.2) 0.9 (0.8) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 0.9 (0.8) 0.9 (0.8) 1.0 (1.0)

τT -A-RMSE 1.0 (0.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.1 (1.1) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 1.1 (1.1) 1.1 (1.1) 1.5 (1.5)

τT -B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.1 (1.1) 0.9 (0.8) 1.0 (0.9)
τL-B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 0.9 (0.8) 0.9 (0.8) 1.0 (1.0)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.7 (1.8) 1.1 (1.1) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.1 (1.1) 1.1 (1.1) 1.4 (1.4)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character. bMAE
and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð for singlets.

dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.6.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed without spin projection using different
combinations of the cc-pVTZ basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5

cc-pVTZd 1.038

τT -A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.2 (2.1) 3.7 (3.5) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.5 (10.5) 2.1 (2.0) 4.3 (4.0) 1.7 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 10.9 (11.0) 2.6 (2.5) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 10.9 (10.9) 2.6 (2.4) 5.0 (4.7) 2.7 (2.3)

τT -B-MAE 10.4 (10.5) 2.3 (2.3) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.2 (2.1) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -B-RMSE 10.7 (10.8) 2.8 (2.7) 3.9 (3.7) 1.5 (1.2)
τL-B-RMSE 10.7 (10.7) 2.7 (2.5) 4.9 (4.5) 2.6 (2.2)

cc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.4 (2.4) 1.9 (2.0) 2.2 (2.2)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 2.4 (2.4) 2.0 (2.0) 2.2 (2.2)

τT -A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.7 (2.7) 2.2 (2.2) 2.4 (2.4)
τL-A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.7 (2.7) 2.2 (2.2) 2.5 (2.5)

τT -B-MAE 0.6 (0.6) 2.3 (2.2) 1.8 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0)
τL-B-MAE 0.6 (0.6) 2.3 (2.6) 1.8 (1.8) 2.1 (2.1)

τT -B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.5 (2.5) 2.1 (2.1) 2.3 (2.3)
τL-B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.3 (2.6) 2.1 (2.1) 2.3 (2.3)

ucc-pVTZd 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.3 (2.3) 3.7 (3.5) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.3 (2.2) 4.3 (4.1) 1.6 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 11.0 (11.1) 2.8 (2.7) 4.2 (4.0) 1.7 (1.4)
τL-A-RMSE 11.0 (11.1) 2.7 (2.5) 5.1 (5.0) 2.7 (2.5)

τT -B-MAE 10.4 (10.5) 2.5 (2.4) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.4 (10.5) 2.4 (2.3) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -B-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.9 (2.8) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.3)
τL-B-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.8 (2.6) 4.9 (4.8) 2.6 (2.4)

ucc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.6 (1.6) 1.9 (1.9) 1.7 (1.7)
τL-A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.6 (1.6) 1.9 (2.0) 1.7 (1.7)

τT -A-RMSE 0.8 (0.7) 2.1 (2.1) 2.2 (2.2) 2.0 (2.1)
τL-A-RMSE 0.8 (0.7) 2.2 (2.2) 2.3 (2.3) 2.1 (2.2)

τT -B-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (1.8) 1.5 (1.5)
τL-B-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.6 (1.5) 1.8 (1.8) 1.6 (1.6)

τT -B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.0 (2.0) 2.1 (2.1) 1.9 (1.9)
τL-B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 2.1 (2.1) 2.2 (2.2) 2.0 (2.0)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state
ïS2

UHF
ð for singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.7.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed with spin projection using different
combinations of the cc-pVTZ basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5

cc-pVTZd 1.038

τT -A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.2 (2.1) 3.6 (3.4) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.5 (10.5) 2.1 (2.0) 4.3 (4.0) 1.7 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 10.9 (11.0) 2.6 (2.5) 4.1 (3.8) 1.6 (1.2)
τL-A-RMSE 10.9 (10.9) 2.6 (2.4) 5.0 (4.7) 2.7 (2.3)

τT -B-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.4 (2.3) 3.5 (3.3) 0.9 (0.7)
τL-B-MAE 10.4 (10.3) 2.2 (2.1) 4.1 (3.8) 1.5 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 10.7 (10.8) 2.8 (2.7) 3.9 (3.7) 1.5 (1.1)
τL-B-RMSE 10.7 (10.7) 2.7 (2.5) 4.9 (4.5) 2.6 (2.2)

cc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.7) 2.0 (2.0) 1.6 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.7) 2.0 (2.0) 1.6 (1.7) 1.8 (1.8)

τT -A-RMSE 1.0 (0.8) 2.3 (2.3) 1.9 (1.9) 2.1 (2.1)
τL-A-RMSE 1.0 (0.8) 2.3 (2.4) 1.9 (2.0) 2.1 (2.2)

τT -B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.9 (2.2) 1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (1.7)
τL-B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.9 (1.9) 1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (1.7)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.9 (2.2) 1.8 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0
τL-B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.2 (2.2) 1.8 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0)

ucc-pVTZd 1.039

τT -A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.4 (2.3) 3.6 (3.4) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.5 (10.6) 2.3 (2.2) 4.2 (4.0) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 10.9 (11.1) 2.8 (2.7) 4.2 (4.0) 1.7 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 11.0 (11.1) 2.7 (2.5) 5.1 (5.0) 2.7 (2.4)

τT -B-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.5 (2.4) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.4 (10.4) 2.4 (2.3) 4.1 (3.9) 1.5 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.9 (2.8) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.3)
τL-B-RMSE 10.8 (10.9) 2.8 (2.6) 5.0 (4.8) 2.6 (2.3)

ucc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 2.0 (2.0) 1.6 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)
τL-A-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 2.0 (2.0) 1.6 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)

τT -A-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.3 (2.3) 1.9 (1.9) 2.1 (2.1)
τL-A-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 2.4 (2.4) 2.0 (2.0) 2.2 (2.2)

τT -B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.8 (1.8) 1.4 (1.8) 1.6 (1.6)
τL-B-MAE 0.8 (0.7) 1.9 (1.9) 1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (1.7)

τT -B-RMSE 1.1 (0.9) 2.2 (2.2) 1.4 (1.8) 2.0 (2.0)
τL-B-RMSE 1.1 (0.9) 2.2 (2.2) 1.9 (1.9) 2.0 (2.1)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð

for singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.8.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed without spin projection using different
combinations of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5

aug-cc-pVTZd 1.040

τT -A-MAE 10.3 (10.4) 2.3 (2.2) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.9)
τL-A-MAE 10.3 (10.3) 2.4 (2.3) 4.2 (3.9) 1.7 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 10.7 (10.8) 2.6 (2.5) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.4)
τL-A-RMSE 10.7 (10.7) 2.8 (2.6) 5.2 (4.7) 2.9 (2.4)

τT -B-MAE 10.2 (10.3) 2.4 (2.3) 3.4 (3.2) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.2 (10.1) 2.5 (2.4) 4.1 (3.7) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -B-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.7 (2.7) 4.0 (3.8) 1.5 (1.3)
τL-B-RMSE 10.6 (10.5) 2.8 (2.7) 5.0 (4.6) 2.7 (2.3)

aug-cc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.214

τT -A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.6 (1.6) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)
τL-A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.6 (1.6) 1.0 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)

τT -A-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 2.0 (2.0) 1.4 (1.4) 1.7 (1.7)
τL-A-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.9 (1.9) 1.3 (1.3) 1.6 (1.6)

τT -B-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.5 (1.5) 1.0 (1.0) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.5 (1.5) 0.9 (1.0) 1.2 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.9 (1.9) 1.4 (1.4) 1.6 (1.6)
τL-B-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.8 (1.8) 1.2 (1.2) 1.5 (1.5)

uaug-cc-pVTZd 1.040

τT -A-MAE 9.8 (10.1) 2.4 (2.3) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 9.8 (10.1) 2.7 (2.4) 4.3 (4.0) 1.8 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 2.9 (2.7) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.2)
τL-A-RMSE 10.6 (10.7) 3.3 (2.7) 5.3 (5.0) 3.2 (2.6)

τT -B-MAE 9.7 (9.9) 2.6 (2.5) 3.4 (3.2) 0.9 (0.7)
τL-B-MAE 9.7 (9.9) 2.7 (2.5) 4.1 (3.8) 1.8 (1.5)

τT -B-RMSE 10.4 (10.6) 3.0 (2.9) 3.9 (3.7) 1.5 (1.1)
τL-B-RMSE 10.4 (10.6) 3.3 (2.8) 5.2 (4.9) 3.1 (2.5)

uaug-cc-pVTZ & ECP 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.5 (1.5) 1.0 (1.1) 1.2 (1.3)
τL-A-MAE 0.5 (0.4) 1.6 (1.6) 1.1 (1.2) 1.3 (1.4)

τT -A-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 1.9 (1.9) 1.4 (1.4) 1.6 (1.6)
τL-A-RMSE 0.7 (0.6) 2.1 (2.1) 1.5 (1.6) 1.8 (1.8)

τT -B-MAE 0.5 (0.5) 1.4 (1.4) 1.0 (1.0) 1.2 (1.2)
τL-B-MAE 0.5 (0.5) 1.5 (1.5) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)

τT -B-RMSE 0.8 (0.6) 1.8 (1.8) 1.3 (1.4) 1.5 (1.6)
τL-B-RMSE 0.8 (0.6) 2.0 (2.0) 1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (1.7)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð

for singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.9.: Measure of errors w.r.t. experiment for symmetry-allowed vertical K-edge
excitation energies (eV) computed with spin projection using different
combinations of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.a,b

ïS
2

UHFðS=0c PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5

aug-cc-pVTZd 1.040

τT -A-MAE 10.3 (10.4) 2.3 (2.2) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 10.3 (10.2) 2.4 (2.3) 4.2 (3.8) 1.7 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 10.7 (10.8) 2.6 (2.5) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.3)
τL-A-RMSE 10.7 (10.7) 2.8 (2.6) 5.2 (4.8) 2.8 (2.4)

τT -B-MAE 10.2 (10.2) 2.4 (2.3) 3.4 (3.2) 0.9 (0.8)
τL-B-MAE 10.2 (10.1) 2.5 (2.4) 4.0 (3.7) 1.6 (1.4)

τT -B-RMSE 10.6 (10.6) 2.7 (2.7) 4.0 (3.8) 1.5 (1.2)
τL-B-RMSE 10.6 (10.5) 2.8 (2.7) 5.0 (4.6) 2.7 (2.3)

aug-cc-pVTZ & ECPd 0.214

τT -A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.3 (1.3) 0.9 (0.9) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-A-MAE 0.6 (0.5) 1.3 (1.3) 0.9 (0.9) 1.0 (1.0)

τT -A-RMSE 0.8 (0.7) 1.7 (1.7) 1.2 (1.3) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-A-RMSE 0.9 (0.7) 1.6 (1.6) 1.1 (1.1) 1.3 (1.3)

τT -B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.2 (1.2) 0.9 (0.9) 1.0 (1.0)
τL-B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.1 (1.1) 0.8 (0.8) 0.9 (0.9)

τT -B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 1.6 (1.6) 1.2 (1.2) 1.3 (1.3)
τL-B-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 1.5 (1.5) 1.1 (1.1) 1.2 (1.2)

uaug-cc-pVTZd 1.040

τT -A-MAE 9.6 (9.9) 2.5 (2.3) 3.5 (3.3) 1.0 (0.8)
τL-A-MAE 9.8 (10.0) 2.7 (2.4) 4.2 (3.9) 1.8 (1.5)

τT -A-RMSE 10.5 (10.7) 2.9 (2.7) 4.1 (3.9) 1.6 (1.2)
τL-A-RMSE 10.5 (10.7) 3.3 (2.7) 5.3 (5.0) 3.2 (2.5)

τT -B-MAE 9.5 (9.7) 2.6 (2.5) 3.3 (3.1) 0.9 (0.7)
τL-B-MAE 9.6 (9.9) 2.7 (2.5) 4.1 (3.8) 1.7 (1.4)

τT -B-RMSE 10.3 (10.5) 3.0 (2.8) 3.9 (3.7) 1.5 (1.1)
τL-B-RMSE 10.4 (10.6) 3.3 (2.7) 5.2 (4.8) 3.1 (2.4)

uaug-cc-pVTZ & ECP 0.213

τT -A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.3 (1.3) 1.0 (1.0) 1.1 (1.1)
τL-A-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.4 (1.4) 1.1 (1.1) 1.2 (1.2)

τT -A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 1.6 (1.6) 1.2 (1.2) 1.4 (1.4)
τL-A-RMSE 0.9 (0.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.4 (1.4) 1.6 (1.6)

τT -B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.2 (1.5) 1.0 (1.0) 1.1 (1.1)
τL-B-MAE 0.7 (0.6) 1.3 (1.3) 1.1 (1.1) 1.1 (1.2)

τT -B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.2 (1.5) 1.2 (1.2) 1.3 (1.3)
τL-B-RMSE 1.0 (0.9) 1.7 (1.8) 1.4 (1.4) 1.5 (1.5)

aEntries in parenthesis are statistics for the dataset excluding two species with multireference character.
bMAE and RMSE with relativistic correction A (CPerekis) and B (CChong). cAverage excited state ïS2

UHF
ð

for singlets. dOne outlier excluded for τT and/or τL.
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Tab. 3.10.: Vertical K-edge excitation energies (eV) using u6-311+G(2df) without
spin projection.a

Molecule K-Edge UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5 Exp.

N2 N 409.7 397.6 403.5 400.5 400.9301

cis-Diazene N 407.6 396.1 400.5 398.3 398.4303

C2H2 C 293.4 283.9 287.3 285.6 285.9300

C2H4 C 292.5 283.6 285.7 284.7 284.7300

C2H6 C 294.8 285.5 287.9 286.7 286.9300

F2 F 694.1 678.3 684.8 681.5 682.2302

O3 (O=O-O) O 540.0 525.7 533.6 529.6 529.1314

H2O2 O 543.8 529.4 535.6 532.5 533.0315

CO2 O 546.5 531.8 540.0 535.9 535.4317

O2 O 542.0 526.8 534.2 530.5 530.8319

C2N2 C 293.6 286.2 287.8 287.0 286.3305

C2N2 N 409.8 393.1 403.5 398.3 398.9305

Cyclopropane C 295.4 285.9 288.7 287.3 287.7308

C2F4 C 297.9 293.2 294.2 293.7 290.1304

C2F4 F 708.6 685.1 697.2 691.2 690.7304

CF2O F 701.0 688.2 694.7 691.4 689.2306

CH2CF2 F 701.5 687.8 694.4 691.1 690.3304

cis-CH2CF2 F 700.9 685.3 692.4 688.9 689.3304

Hydrazine N 411.4 399.0 404.0 401.5 401.5307

Furan (C-O) C 295.3 285.3 289.0 287.2 286.6227

OF2 F 696.6 680.1 688.9 684.5 683.8310

Urea N 411.9 400.4 406.0 403.2 402.0309

N−

3 (N=N=N) N 410.3 394.4 405.5 399.9 399.6303

Allene (C=C=C) C 286.8 286.6 286.5 286.6 285.4313

Cyclobutane C 299.3 286.0 288.4 287.2 287.4308

C2 C 295.4 284.3 292.1 288.2 285.9300,316

Acetone (C-C=O) C 295.8 286.0 289.3 287.6 288.4223

Pyridine (C-N) C 294.4 283.8 288.0 285.9 285.3230

Tetrazine C 295.0 284.2 289.0 286.6 285.2311

Tetrazine N 413.1 396.6 404.1 400.3 398.8230,311

Benzene C 297.6 283.2 286.9 285.0 285.2320

Pyrrole (C-NH) C 295.2 284.7 288.7 286.7 286.3321

NF3 F 700.6 684.3 692.7 688.5 687.4312

aResults using τT and CChong.
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Tab. 3.11.: Vertical K-edge excitation energies (eV) using u6-311+G(2df) with spin
projection.a

Molecule K-Edge PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5 Exp.

N2 N 410.0 397.9 403.8 400.8 400.9301

cis-Diazene N 407.9 396.3 400.8 398.5 398.4303

C2H2 C 293.5 284.0 287.4 285.7 285.9300

C2H4 C 292.6 283.7 285.9 284.8 284.7300

C2H6 C 294.7 285.4 287.8 286.6 286.9300

F2 F 694.7 678.9 685.4 682.2 682.2302

O3 (O=O-O) O 539.9 525.5 533.4 529.4 529.1314

H2O2 O 544.3 530.0 536.1 533.0 533.0315

CO2 O 546.5 531.8 540.0 535.9 535.4317

O2 O 541.9 526.7 534.2 530.5 530.8319

C2N2 C 292.9 285.5 287.1 286.3 286.3305

C2N2 N 409.7 393.0 403.4 398.2 398.9305

Cyclopropane C 295.3 285.8 288.6 287.2 287.7308

C2F4 C 298.2 293.5 294.5 294.0 290.1304

C2F4 F 708.4 685.0 697.1 691.0 690.7304

CF2O F 700.9 688.0 694.5 691.2 689.2306

CH2CF2 F 701.3 687.5 694.2 690.8 690.3304

cis-CH2CF2 F 700.8 685.2 692.2 688.7 689.3304

Hydrazine N 411.4 398.9 403.9 401.4 401.5307

Furan (C-O) C 295.3 285.3 289.0 287.1 286.6227

OF2 F 696.8 680.2 689.0 684.6 683.8310

Urea N 411.9 400.4 406.0 403.2 402.0309

N−

3 (N=N=N) N 410.2 394.2 405.3 399.8 399.6303

Allene (C=C=C) C 286.4 286.2 286.1 286.1 285.4313

Cyclobutane C 299.2 285.9 288.3 287.1 287.4308

C2 C 295.6 284.5 292.3 288.4 285.9300,316

Acetone (C-C=O) C 295.7 285.9 289.2 287.5 288.4223

Pyridine (C-N) C 294.1 283.5 287.7 285.6 285.3230

Tetrazine C 295.0 284.2 289.0 286.6 285.2311

Tetrazine N 412.9 396.4 403.9 400.2 398.8230,311

Benzene C 297.4 283.0 286.7 284.8 285.2320

Pyrrole (C-NH) C 295.2 284.6 288.7 286.7 286.3321

NF3 F 700.7 684.4 692.8 688.6 687.4312

aResults using τT and CChong.
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Tab. 3.12.: Vertical K-edge excitation energies (eV) using ucc-pVTZ without spin
projection.a

Molecule K-Edge UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5 Exp.

N2 N 409.7 397.6 403.4 400.5 400.9301

cis-Diazene N 407.6 396.1 400.5 398.3 398.4303

C2H2 C 293.4 284.0 287.3 285.7 285.9300

C2H4 C 292.4 283.7 285.8 284.7 284.7300

C2H6 C 295.5 286.2 288.6 287.4 286.9300

F2 F 694.2 678.5 684.8 681.6 682.2302

O3 (O=O-O) O 540.1 525.8 533.5 529.7 529.1314

H2O2 O 543.8 529.6 535.6 532.6 533.0315

CO2 O 546.5 531.8 540.1 535.9 535.4317

O2 O 542.0 526.9 534.2 530.5 530.8319

C2N2 C 293.6 286.0 287.6 286.8 286.3305

C2N2 N 409.8 394.7 404.8 399.7 398.9305

Cyclopropane C 296.1 286.3 289.3 287.8 287.7308

C2F4 C 297.9 294.9 296.4 295.6 290.1304

C2F4 F 708.6 683.9 695.8 689.9 690.7304

CF2O F 701.2 688.6 694.5 691.6 689.2306

CH2CF2 F 701.6 686.8 693.5 690.2 690.3304

cis-CH2CF2 F 700.9 685.3 692.3 688.8 689.3304

Hydrazine N 411.7 399.2 404.3 401.7 401.5307

Furan (C-O) C 295.3 285.3 289.0 287.1 286.6227

OF2 F 696.7 680.3 688.9 684.6 683.8310

Urea N 412.5 402.7 407.8 405.3 402.0309

N−

3 (N=N=N) N 410.3 394.8 405.1 400.0 399.6303

Allene (C=C=C) C 286.9 286.7 286.6 286.6 285.4313

Cyclobutane C 300.3 286.6 289.3 287.9 287.4308

C2 C 295.4 284.4 292.1 288.2 285.9300,316

Acetone (C-C=O) C 296.5 285.8 289.2 287.5 288.4223

Pyridine (C-N) C 294.4 283.7 287.9 285.8 285.3230

Tetrazine C 295.0 283.6 288.4 286.0 285.2311

Tetrazine N 413.1 399.2 406.3 402.7 398.8230,311

Benzene C 297.5 283.2 287.0 285.1 285.2320

Pyrrole (C-NH) C 295.3 284.6 288.6 286.6 286.3321

NF3 F 705.4 684.5 696.6 690.5 687.4312

aResults using τT and CChong.
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Tab. 3.13.: Vertical K-edge excitation energies (eV) using ucc-pVTZ with spin
projection.a

Molecule K-Edge UHF UMP2 UMP3 UMP2.5 Exp.

N2 N 410.0 397.9 403.7 400.8 400.9301

cis-Diazene N 407.9 396.4 400.7 398.5 398.4303

C2H2 C 293.5 284.1 287.4 285.8 285.9300

C2H4 C 292.5 283.8 285.9 284.8 284.7300

C2H6 C 295.4 286.1 288.5 287.3 286.9300

F2 F 694.8 679.1 685.4 682.3 682.2302

O3 (O=O-O) O 539.9 525.6 533.3 529.5 529.1314

H2O2 O 544.3 530.1 536.1 533.1 533.0315

CO2 O 546.5 531.8 540.0 535.9 535.4317

O2 O 542.0 526.8 534.2 530.5 530.8319

C2N2 C 292.9 285.2 286.8 286.0 286.3305

C2N2 N 409.9 394.7 404.8 399.8 398.9305

Cyclopropane C 296.0 286.2 289.2 287.7 287.7308

C2F4 C 298.2 295.2 296.7 296.0 290.1304

C2F4 F 708.4 683.7 695.6 689.6 690.7304

CF2O F 701.0 688.5 694.4 691.4 689.2306

CH2CF2 F 701.5 686.7 693.3 690.0 690.3304

cis-CH2CF2 F 700.7 685.1 692.0 688.6 689.3304

Hydrazine N 411.6 399.2 404.2 401.7 401.5307

Furan (C-O) C 295.3 285.3 289.0 287.1 286.6227

OF2 F 696.9 680.5 689.1 684.8 683.8310

Urea N 412.5 402.8 407.9 405.3 402.0309

N−

3 (N=N=N) N 410.2 394.7 405.0 399.8 399.6303

Allene (C=C=C) C 286.4 286.2 286.2 286.2 285.4313

Cyclobutane C 300.2 286.5 289.2 287.8 287.4308

C2 C 295.6 284.6 292.3 288.4 285.9300,316

Acetone (C-C=O) C 296.4 285.7 289.1 287.4 288.4223

Pyridine (C-N) C 294.0 283.3 287.5 285.4 285.3230

Tetrazine C 295.1 283.6 288.4 286.0 285.2311

Tetrazine N 413.0 399.0 406.1 402.6 398.8230,311

Benzene C 297.3 283.0 286.8 284.9 285.2320

Pyrrole (C-NH) C 295.2 284.5 288.5 286.5 286.3321

NF3 F 705.3 684.5 696.6 690.5 687.4312

aResults using τT and CChong.
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Tab. 3.14.: Core-level valence and Rydberg transitions (eV) of N2.a

State Excitation PUHF PUMP2 PUMP3 PUMP2.5 Exp.c Exp.d

1Πu (1sσ−1
u ) (2pπg)1 410.0b 397.8 403.6 400.9 400.9 400.8

1Σ+
u (1sσ−1

u ) (3sσg)1 415.7 400.9 410.8 406.0 406.2 405.6

1Πu (1sσ−1
g ) (3pπu)1 416.6 401.8 411.8 407.0 407.1 406.5

1Σ+
u (1sσ−1

g ) (3pσu)1 416.8 402.0 412.1 407.2 407.3 406.7

K-Edge IP 419.1 404.6 414.4 409.7 409.9 409.5

audaug-cc-pVTZ, CChong, full orbital window. bUp-projected from ucc-pVTZ. cRef.322 dRefs.323,324
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„...[W]e believe that the results of theoretical computations are going to

compete more and more strongly with experiment from now on.

— R.S.Mulliken and C.C.J.Roothaan

Broken Bottlenecks and the Future of Molecular Quantum Mechanics.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 45 (3) 394-398 (1959)

This chapter is based on the following:

A.Y. Zamani and H.P. Hratchian. “Assessing the performance of ∆SCF and the diago-

nal second-order self-energy approximation for calculating vertical core excitation

energies” J. Chem. Phys. Accepted (2023)

4.1 Motivation

Spectroscopic analysis using X-ray and electron sources provides rich information on

the characteristic properties of materials.342–344 Techniques such as X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS) probe the valence and core-level energy signatures for a

local chemical environment via ionization. Core-excited states are accessed with X-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and inner-shell electron energy loss spectroscopy

(ISEELS). Non-resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) measures the radiative

decay of an outer-core electron into a core-hole formed upon ionization. Advances

in X-ray techniques such as these have seen ancillary development of theoretical

methods for interpreting core spectra, which is critical for studying ultrafast chemical

reactivity and dynamics.72–75
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Historically, quantum chemical methods for modeling core-ionization often used

the difference of self-consistent-field solutions (∆SCF) for the N and N − 1 states

(where N is the number of electrons).88,89 Early computation of X-ray emission

energies used a two-step model involving the difference between the detachment

energy, or ionization potential (IP), of the K-shell electron and the valence IPs of

the neutral species.147 The formula for the non-resonant emission energy EX is

EX = IPcore − IPf (4.1)

where IPf is the energy to reach a particular final state configuration in which a

higher occupied orbital reoccupies the ionized core (see Figure 4.1). Specialized

methods using equation of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-

CCSD), algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) schemes, GW+BSE, and time-

dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) have been applied to studies of

XES.108,138,345,346 Similarly, the X-ray absorption energy is obtained through the

difference of IPcore and the electron affinity (EA) of a virtual orbital in the core-

ionized system. The excitation energy ÉX is

ÉX = IPcore − EAf
core (4.2)

where EAf
core is the energy to attach an electron, in the presence of the core-

hole, to an orbital that is occupied in the final neutral excited state configuration

(see Figure 4.2). This is analogous to approaches based on the static-exchange

approximation (STEX) where excitation energies are estimated through EAs obtained

from configuration interaction singles (CIS) calculations with an optimized core-hole

reference.119,347,348 Recent extensions of STEX to time-dependent density functional

theory (TD-DFT) are able to produce highly accurate K-edge excitation energies.349

Related approaches for computing core excitation and ionization energies from

coupled cluster (CC) theory such as electron attachment equation-of-motion (EA-

EOM-CC) and ∆-based CC methods are also shown to be very accurate and amenable

to systematic improvements.145,146,299,350,351

It is well-known that ∆SCF captures the orbital relaxation (ORX) effects that

accompany the formation of the core-hole state.60,200,244,352 This reasoning supports

its viability for obtaining good estimates for IPcore which can be further refined with

Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory. The values for outer-valence IPs in addition

to EAs of unoccupied levels can be accurately computed with one-particle Green’s

function methods.67,353–355

In this study, we propose and examine composite models that incorporate ∆SCF

and ∆MP methods with self-energy Σ(E) corrections to the eigenvalues of the Fock
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operator F. The computational protocol for obtaining representative single-reference

solutions is delineated and results for vertical K-edge excitation and emission

energies are presented.

4.2 Methods

In this section, we describe the individual procedural components of the composite

models. These include SCF reference calculations, computation of core-hole inter-

mediates, spin projection schemes, determination of IPs and EAs with a post-SCF

response method, and additional capabilities for estimating emission intensities.

The value of IPcore can be approximated by subtracting the N and N − 1 total

energies obtained from Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations. The representative core-hole

state can be generated by applying projection operators or level-shifting in a modified

SCF algorithm.261,264 In this work, the non-Aufbau solutions are converged using

the projected initial maximum overlap method.208 To include correlation effects in

the initial neutral the final ionized states not contained in ∆HF, a series of ∆MPn

(n = 2, 2.5, 3) methods are employed. Numerical issues may arise when using core-

hole reference determinants with MP expansions. Certain orbital indices coupled

to the core-hole can lead to near-zero denominators and instabilities reflected in

divergent MP energies. Procedures described in recent literature247 are adopted to

mitigate this effect. This involves removing orbital indices contributing to second-

order energy denominators below a 0.02 a.u. threshold.

For ionization in closed-shell species, the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) result

for the core-hole doublet typically exhibits minor spin polarization due to the

spatial contraction of the electronic structure influenced by the increased effective

nuclear charge. The spin contamination is typically low but not always negligible.

Often, conceptual deficiencies of broken-symmetry solutions can be remedied with

spin projection. Spin-projected energies are calculated perturbatively through a

composite Hamiltonian30,283 under a class of approximate projection-after-variation

(PAV) methods.290,291,293 The spin-projected methods are denoted as PUHF and

PUMPn.

Electron propagator theory (EPT) is a formalism for the one-electron Green’s function

that provides a foundation for the direct calculation of IPs, EAs, and Dyson orbitals

from first principles.66 Systematic improvements to self-energy approximations have

been formulated and thoroughly assessed.356–359 Its advantage as a correlated one-

electron theory is reflected in the inclusion of important many-body interactions
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that follow a physical change in particle number while still retaining the intuitive

utility of orbital concepts routinely used in molecular quantum chemistry. The

renormalized partial third-order (P3+) method is a diagonal quasiparticle approxi-

mation for accurate determination of vertical IPs and EAs.360 The overestimation

of correlation contributions typical of second-order corrections and exaggerated

final-state relaxation effects offered at base third-order are ameliorated with P3+.

P3+ is also selected as an optimal, cost-effective approach for its modest arithmetic

bottleneck of O(O2V 3) (where O and V give the number of occupied and virtual

molecular orbitals (MOs)) and for its reduced storage requirements for generating

the largest transformed integral subset of type ïOV | |V V ð needed to calculate IPs.

Symmetry-adapted implementations can then accelerate the time-to-solution for

each pole search. The probability factors or pole strengths (PS) that accompany

the quasiparticle corrections are the norms of the Dyson orbitals. A PS above 0.85

indicates that the Dyson orbital is dominated by a single canonical MO and that

qualitative one-electron concepts for interpreting the N ± 1 states hold.361,362

Since core emission spectra typically resemble the photoelectron spectrum of the

valence electrons that will undergo de-excitation, intensities or photoionization

cross sections can be inferred from the proportional PS values. Relative emission

intensities can also be obtained with transition dipole moments evaluated in the

frozen orbital approximation.363–365 From the assumption that the core orbital is

highly localized and that de-excitations involve valence MOs built from local atomic

contributions, population analysis of the 2p character in the neutral-state valence

MOs can be used to approximate the relative intensities for one-particle core-hole

decay for second-row elements.366–368 The squares of the 2p components of the

MO coefficients are summed over the atomic center(s) to reconstruct main-line

non-resonant emission spectra for N2, H2O, and C2H4.
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Fig. 4.1.: Model schematic for non-resonant XES with a closed shell reference.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

Two sets of molecules are examined for the evaluation of EX . The first test set

contains results for C, N, O, and Ne K-edge. ∆PUHF and ∆PUMPn values for IPcore

are computed using the aug-cc-pCVTZ basis with modification. For hydrogen, the

cc-pVTZ basis is used. For post-SCF denominator control in this set, f-functions are

removed to reduce or remove instances of high-energy virtual MOs spawned from

atomic orbitals with high angular momentum. The second group of molecules is

composed of fluoromethanes, for which IPcore is computed using the full aug-cc-

pCVTZ basis set. The IPcore estimates for a selection of molecules from the first set,

along with H2O2, are used for evaluations of ÉX . When applying ∆-based methods

for ionizations of symmetry-equivalent atomic cores, an effective-core-potential

(ECP) is applied to all other atoms except the target site and any hydrogen atoms.
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Fig. 4.2.: Model schematic for XAS with a closed shell reference.
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The average percent deviation of ïS2ðUHF for the entire set of core-hole doublets is

17%. The two core-hole spin channels for NO consist of a singlet and triplet with

ïS2ðUHF values of 1.241 and 2.578 respectively. Spin contamination is removed

through successive annihilation up to S + 4 with projected MP.

Relativistic effects are incorporated using methodologies previously reported in the

literature. Specifically, molecular relativistic corrections for C, N, O, and F are 0.05,

0.1, 0.2, and 0.35 eV respectively.296 The atomic relativistic correction for Ne is 1.2

eV.214,215

Propagator calculations for IPf using the P3+ method on neutral species are

performed with the cc-pVTZ basis set. Many transitions beyond the lowest unoccu-

pied orbital exhibit Rydberg character and increasing orbital angular momentum

l—requiring additional diffuse and polarization functions for accurate excitation

energies.194 The d-aug-cc-pV6Z basis truncated at l = 3 is then used for computing

bound-state (positive) EAf
core values with P3+. This approach is chosen for consis-

tency and as an expedient approach towards customized basis set saturation. The

core-hole reference for computing EAs is simulated with a Z + 1 model where the

number of electrons is conserved and the atomic number Z of the target atom is

increased by one.369 When the core orbitals of interest are delocalized by symmetry,

the +1 charge is distributed evenly among equivalent atoms.

Geometries are obtained from the NIST CCCBDB219 and Ranasinghe et al.217

Structures are optimized at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level except CF4 which

is optimized at the ÉB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. ∆PUHF, ∆PUMPn and

EPT calculations were performed with a development version of the Gaussian suite

of programs.370 Integral symmetry with Abelian groups is used when applicable.

Basis sets are acquired from the Basis Set Exchange.325

Experimental values for non-resonant valence-to-core emission energies available

in the literature are reported from direct XES measurements or inferred from

differences in photoelectron spectra. Observed excitation energies are taken from

XAS and ISEELS experimental data. Experimental emission spectra are traced using

WebPlotDigitizer.371
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Tab. 4.1.: Vertical C-N-O-Ne K-edge emission energies EX computed with projected, ∆UHF, ∆MPn, and EPT [P3+].

Molecule Core Orbital ∆PUHF[P3+] ∆PUMP2[P3+] ∆PUMP2.5[P3+] ∆PUMP3[P3+] Exp.

CO C 5Ã 281.1 (-1.0) 282.5 (0.4) 282.4 (0.3) 282.4 (0.3) 282.1372

C 1Ã 278.3 (-0.9) 279.7 (0.5) 279.7 (0.5) 279.6 (0.4) 279.2372

O 1Ã 524.3 (-1.2) 525.9 (0.4) 525.7 (0.2) 525.5 (0.0) 525.5372

O 4Ã 521.5 (-1.1) 523.2 (0.6) 523.0 (0.4) 522.8 (0.2) 522.6372

N2 N 3Ãg 393.1 (-1.2) 395.2 (0.9) 394.9 (0.6) 394.5 (0.2) 394.3372

N 1Ãu 391.6 (-1.3) 393.7 (0.8) 393.3 (0.4) 393.0 (0.1) 392.9372

NO N (S=0) 2Ã 402.7 (0.6) 403.0 (0.9) 403.0 (0.9) 403.0 (0.9) 402.1372

N (S=1) 5Ã 392.8 (-1.0) 394.8 (1.0) 394.6 (0.8) 394.4 (0.6) 393.8372

N (S=0) 5Ã 394.8 (1.3) 395.1 (1.6) 395.1 (1.6) 395.1 (1.6) 393.5372

H2O O 1b2 520.3 (-0.1) 521.4 (1.0) 521.4 (1.0) 521.4 (1.0) 520.4373

O 3a1 524.4 (-0.7) 525.5 (0.4) 525.5 (0.4) 525.5 (0.4) 525.1373

O 1b1 526.7 (-0.1) 527.8 (1.0) 527.8 (1.0) 527.7 (0.9) 526.8373

CH3OH C 2a′′ 281.2 (0.0) 281.8 (0.6) 281.7 (0.5) 281.6 (0.4) 281.2374

C 7a′ 279.4 (0.0) 280.0 (0.6) 279.9 (0.5) 279.8 (0.4) 279.4374

C 6a′ 277.1 (-0.3) 277.6 (0.2) 277.5 (0.1) 277.4 (0.0) 277.4374
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O 2a′′ 527.1 (-0.7) 528.4 (0.6) 528.2 (0.4) 528.0 (0.2) 527.8374

O 7a′ 525.3 (-0.9) 526.6 (0.4) 526.4 (0.2) 526.2 (0.0) 526.2374

O 6a′ 522.9 (-0.9) 524.3 (0.5) 524.0 (0.2) 523.8 (0.0) 523.8374

CH4 C 1t2 276.2 (-0.1) 276.6 (0.3) 276.7 (0.4) 276.7 (0.4) 276.3375

CO2 C 1Ãu 280.9 (1.4) 279.2 (-0.4) 279.7 (0.2) 280.3 (0.7) 279.6376

C 3Ãu 280.6 (1.1) 278.9 (-0.7) 279.4 (-0.1) 280.0 (0.4) 279.6376

O 1Ãg 526.8 (-1.5) 528.9 (0.6) 528.1 (-0.2) 527.3 (-1.0) 528.3376

O 1Ãu 522.7 (-1.7) 524.7 (0.3) 524.0 (-0.4) 523.2 (-1.2) 524.4376

O 3Ãu 522.4 (-2.0) 524.5 (0.1) 523.7 (-0.7) 522.9 (-1.5) 524.4376

NH3 N 3a1 394.4 (-0.7) 395.1 (0.1) 395.1 (0.1) 395.2 (0.1) 395.1377

N 1e 388.6 (-0.2) 389.4 (0.6) 389.4 (0.6) 389.5 (0.7) 388.8377

Ne Ne 2p 848.5 (0.0) 849.9 (1.4) 849.8 (1.3) 849.8 (1.3) 848.5378

N2O NN 2Ã 394.4 (-1.2) 395.8 (0.2) 395.7 (0.1) 395.6 (0.0) 395.6377

NO 1Ã 391.9 (-2.9) 394.8 (0.0) 394.4 (-0.4) 393.9 (-0.9) 394.8377

NN 7Ã 390.6 (-1.7) 392.0 (-0.3) 391.9 (-0.4) 391.8 (-0.5) 392.3377

NN 1Ã 388.6 (-2.0) 390.0 (-0.6) 389.9 (-0.7) 389.8 (-0.8) 390.6377

O 2Ã 527.0 (-1.8) 529.4 (0.6) 529.1 (0.3) 528.7 (-0.1) 528.8377

O 1Ã 521.1 (-2.8) 523.6 (-0.3) 523.3 (-0.6) 522.9 (-1.0) 523.9377
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O 7Ã 523.1 (-1.8) 525.6 (0.7) 525.3 (0.4) 524.9 (0.0) 524.9379

O 6Ã 519.8 (-1.3) 522.3 (1.1) 522.0 (0.8) 521.6 (0.4) 521.2379

NO 7Ã 393.9 (-2.2) 396.8 (0.7) 396.4 (0.3) 395.9 (-0.2) 396.1379

NO 6Ã 390.6 (-1.8) 393.5 (1.2) 393.1 (0.7) 392.7 (0.3) 392.4379

NN 6Ã 387.3 (-1.2) 388.7 (0.2) 388.6 (0.1) 388.5 (0.0) 388.5379

C2H4 C 1b3u 279.7 (-0.2) 280.4 (0.5) 280.1 (0.2) 279.7 (-0.2) 279.9380

C 1b3g 277.2 (-0.5) 277.9 (0.2) 277.6 (-0.1) 277.3 (-0.4) 277.7380

C 3ag 275.4 (-0.4) 276.1 (0.3) 275.7 (-0.1) 275.4 (-0.4) 275.8380

C 1b2u 274.1 (-0.4) 274.8 (0.3) 274.5 (0.0) 274.2 (-0.3) 274.5380

C 2b1u 270.7 (-0.6) 271.5 (0.2) 271.1 (-0.2) 270.8 (-0.5) 271.3380

PSmin 0.84 MAE 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.5

PSave 0.90 RMSE 1.3 0.7 0.6 0.6

Tab. 4.2.: Vertical C-F K-edge emission energies EX computed with projected ∆UHF, ∆MPn and EPT [P3+].

Molecule Core Orbital ∆PUHF[P3+] ∆PUMP2[P3+] ∆PUMP2.5[P3+] ∆PUMP3[P3+] Exp.

CF4 C 2t2 261.7 (-0.1) 261.9 (0.1) 261.9 (0.1) 261.9 (0.1) 261.8381
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C 3t2 280.1 (0.6) 280.3 (0.8) 280.3 (0.8) 280.3 (0.8) 279.5381

C 4t2 284.8 (0.4) 285.0 (0.6) 285.0 (0.6) 285.0 (0.6) 284.4381

C 4a1 277.1 (0.1) 277.2 (0.2) 277.2 (0.2) 277.2 (0.2) 277.0375

F 1e 676.4 (-0.2) 676.1 (-0.5) 675.9 (-0.7) 675.7 (-0.9) 676.6382,383

F 4t2 677.3 (-0.3) 677.0 (-0.6) 676.8 (-0.8) 676.6 (-1.0) 677.6382,383

F 1t1 678.5 (-0.3) 678.2 (-0.6) 678.0 (-0.8) 677.8 (-1.0) 678.8382,383

CH3F F 1e 674.5 (-1.1) 676.2 (0.6) 676.1 (0.5) 675.9 (0.3) 675.6375

F 5a1 674.4 (-1.2) 676.0 (0.4) 675.9 (0.3) 675.8 (0.2) 675.6375

F 2e 678.1 (-0.5) 679.7 (1.1) 679.6 (1.0) 679.5 (0.9) 678.6375

F 4a1 667.6 (-1.4) 669.2 (0.2) 669.1 (0.1) 669.0 (0.0) 669.0375

C 1e 276.5 (0.3) 276.9 (0.7) 276.9 (0.7) 276.9 (0.7) 276.2381

C 5a1 276.3 (0.1) 276.7 (0.5) 276.7 (0.5) 276.8 (0.6) 276.2381

C 2e 280.1 (0.1) 280.4 (0.4) 280.5 (0.5) 280.5 (0.5) 280.0381

C 4a1 269.5 (-0.5) 269.9 (-0.1) 269.9 (-0.1) 269.9 (-0.1) 270.0381

CH2F2 F 4a1 668.4 (-1.0) 668.4 (-1.0) 668.1 (-1.3) 667.9 (-1.5) 669.4375

F 1b2 673.5 (-0.9) 673.6 (-0.8) 673.3 (-1.1) 673.0 (-1.4) 674.4375

F 5a1 673.7 (-0.7) 673.7 (-0.7) 673.4 (-1.0) 673.2 (-1.2) 674.4375

F 3b1 673.8 (-0.6) 673.9 (-0.5) 673.6 (-0.8) 673.3 (-1.1) 674.4375
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F 1a2 677.0 (-0.4) 677.1 (-0.3) 676.8 (-0.6) 676.5 (-0.9) 677.4375

F 4b1 677.7 (0.3) 677.8 (0.4) 677.5 (0.1) 677.2 (-0.2) 677.4375

F 6a1 677.3 (-0.1) 677.4 (0.0) 677.1 (-0.3) 676.8 (-0.6) 677.4375

F 2b2 679.2 (-0.8) 679.3 (-0.7) 679.0 (-1.0) 678.7 (-1.3) 680.0375

C 1b2 277.1 (0.0) 277.4 (0.3) 277.4 (0.3) 277.4 (0.3) 277.1381

C 5a1 277.3 (0.2) 277.6 (0.5) 277.6 (0.5) 277.6 (0.5) 277.1381

C 3b1 277.5 (0.4) 277.7 (0.6) 277.7 (0.6) 277.7 (0.6) 277.1381

C 4a1 272.0 (0.0) 272.3 (0.3) 272.3 (0.3) 272.3 (0.3) 272.0381

C 6a1 280.9 (0.3) 281.2 (0.6) 281.2 (0.6) 281.2 (0.6) 280.6381

C 4b1 281.3 (0.7) 281.6 (1.0) 281.6 (1.0) 281.6 (1.0) 280.6381

C 2b2 282.9 (0.5) 283.1 (0.7) 283.1 (0.7) 283.1 (0.7) 282.4381

CHF3 C 4a1 274.5 (0.3) 274.7 (0.5) 274.6 (0.4) 274.6 (0.4) 274.2381

C 5a1 278.2 (0.0) 278.3 (0.1) 278.3 (0.1) 278.3 (0.1) 278.2381

C 3e 278.7 (0.5) 278.9 (0.7) 278.9 (0.7) 278.9 (0.7) 278.2381

C 4e 282.2 (0.4) 282.3 (0.5) 282.3 (0.5) 282.3 (0.5) 281.8381

C 6a1 284.3 (0.0) 284.5 (0.2) 284.5 (0.2) 284.4 (0.1) 284.3381

F 4a1 668.9 (-1.1) 668.8 (-1.2) 668.5 (-1.5) 668.2 (-1.8) 670.0375

F 5a1 672.6 (-1.0) 672.5 (-1.1) 672.2 (-1.4) 671.9 (-1.7) 673.6375
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F 3e 673.2 (-0.4) 673.0 (-0.6) 672.7 (-0.9) 672.4 (-1.2) 673.6375

F 4e 676.6 (-0.1) 676.5 (-0.2) 676.2 (-0.5) 675.9 (-0.8) 676.7375

F 5e 677.7 (-0.5) 677.5 (-0.6) 677.2 (-0.9) 676.9 (-1.2) 678.1375,383,384

F 1a2 678.3 (0.2) 678.2 (0.0) 677.8 (-0.3) 677.5 (-0.6) 678.1375,383,384

F 6a1 678.7 (0.6) 678.6 (0.5) 678.3 (0.2) 678.0 (-0.1) 678.1375,383,384

F2 F 1Ãg 679.3 (-1.6) 681.9 (1.0) 681.4 (0.6) 681.0 (0.1) 680.8385,386

F 1Ãu 676.1 (-1.8) 678.7 (0.8) 678.3 (0.4) 677.8 (-0.1) 677.9385,386

F 3Ãg 673.7 (-1.9) 676.3 (0.7) 675.9 (0.3) 675.4 (-0.2) 675.6385,386

PSmin 0.84 MAE 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7

PSave 0.91 RMSE 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8

Tab. 4.3.: Vertical C-N-O K-edge excitation energies ÉX computed with projected ∆UHF, ∆MPn and EPT [P3+].

Molecule Core Orbital ∆PUHF[P3+] ∆PUMP2[P3+] ∆PUMP2.5[P3+] ∆PUMP3[P3+] Exp.

CO C 2pÃ∗ 285.8 (-1.6) 287.2 (-0.2) 287.1 (-0.3) 287.1 (-0.3) 287.4387

C 3sÃ 291.6 (-0.8) 292.9 (0.6) 292.9 (0.5) 292.9 (0.5) 292.4387

C 3pÃ 292.6 (-0.7) 294.0 (0.7) 293.9 (0.6) 293.9 (0.6) 293.3387
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C 4sÃ 292.7 (-2.1) 294.0 (-0.8) 294.0 (-0.8) 293.9 (-0.9) 294.8388

C 3dÃ 293.6 (-1.2) 295.0 (0.2) 295.0 (0.2) 294.9 (0.1) 294.8388

C 4pÃ 293.9 (-0.9) 295.2 (0.5) 295.2 (0.4) 295.2 (0.4) 294.8387

C 5pÃ 294.1 (-1.2) 295.5 (0.2) 295.5 (0.2) 295.4 (0.1) 295.3387

C 3dÃ 293.9 (-0.7) 295.3 (0.7) 295.2 (0.6) 295.2 (0.6) 294.6387

C 6pÃ 294.9 (-0.7) 296.3 (0.7) 296.3 (0.7) 296.2 (0.6) 295.6387

O 2pÃ∗ 532.7 (-1.5) 534.3 (0.1) 534.1 (-0.1) 533.9 (-0.3) 534.2389

O 3sÃ 537.6 (-1.4) 539.2 (0.3) 539.0 (0.1) 538.8 (-0.1) 538.9390

O 4sÃ 538.7 (-2.1) 540.3 (-0.5) 540.1 (-0.7) 539.9 (-0.9) 540.8390

O 3dÃ 539.6 (-1.4) 541.2 (0.2) 541.0 (0.0) 540.8 (-0.2) 541.0390

O 3pÃ 538.7 (-1.2) 540.3 (0.4) 540.1 (0.2) 539.9 (0.0) 539.9390

O 4pÃ 539.8 (-1.4) 541.5 (0.2) 541.3 (0.0) 541.1 (-0.2) 541.3390

O 5pÃ 540.2 (-1.6) 541.8 (0.0) 541.6 (-0.2) 541.4 (-0.4) 541.8390

O 6pÃ 540.9 (-1.1) 542.5 (0.5) 542.3 (0.3) 542.1 (0.1) 542.0390

O 3dÃ 539.9 (-1.2) 541.5 (0.4) 541.3 (0.2) 541.1 (0.0) 541.0390

N2 N 2pÃg 399.7 (-1.3) 401.7 (0.7) 401.4 (0.4) 401.0 (0.0) 401.0391

N 3sÃg 405.1 (-1.0) 407.2 (1.1) 406.8 (0.7) 406.5 (0.4) 406.1391

N 3pÃu 406.1 (-0.9) 408.2 (1.2) 407.9 (0.9) 407.5 (0.5) 407.0391
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N 3pÃu 406.2 (-1.1) 408.3 (1.0) 407.9 (0.6) 407.6 (0.3) 407.3391

N 3dÃg 407.2 (-0.8) 409.3 (1.3) 408.9 (0.9) 408.6 (0.6) 408.0391

N 3dÃg 407.4 (-0.9) 409.5 (1.2) 409.1 (0.8) 408.8 (0.5) 408.3391

NOa N 2pÃ∗ 398.1 (-1.6) 400.0 (0.3) 399.8 (0.1) 399.7 (0.0) 399.7235

N 3sÃ 405.5 (-1.1) 407.4 (0.8) 407.3 (0.7) 407.1 (0.5) 406.6392

N 3pÃ 406.6 (-1.2) 408.5 (0.8) 408.3 (0.6) 408.2 (0.4) 407.8392

N 3pÃ 406.6 (-1.1) 408.5 (0.9) 408.4 (0.7) 408.2 (0.5) 407.7392

N 4sÃ 408.0 (-0.5) 410.0 (1.5) 409.8 (1.3) 409.6 (1.1) 408.5392

N 3dÃ 407.8 (-0.9) 409.8 (1.0) 409.6 (0.9) 409.5 (0.7) 408.8392

N 4pÃ 408.2 (-0.8) 410.1 (1.2) 410.0 (1.0) 409.8 (0.9) 408.9392

H2O O 3sa1 532.9 (-1.1) 533.9 (-0.1) 533.9 (-0.1) 533.9 (-0.1) 534.0393

O 3pb2 535.1 (-0.8) 536.2 (0.3) 536.2 (0.3) 536.2 (0.3) 535.9393

O 3pa1 536.3 (-0.8) 537.4 (0.3) 537.4 (0.3) 537.4 (0.3) 537.1393

O 3pb1 536.2 (-0.9) 537.3 (0.2) 537.3 (0.2) 537.3 (0.2) 537.1393

CH4 C 3sa1 285.8 (-1.2) 286.2 (-0.8) 286.3 (-0.8) 286.3 (-0.7) 287.0394

C 3pt2 287.7 (-0.7) 288.1 (-0.3) 288.2 (-0.2) 288.2 (-0.2) 288.4394

C 4pt2 288.6 (-1.1) 289.0 (-0.7) 289.1 (-0.6) 289.1 (-0.5) 289.7394

C 4sa1 288.7 (-0.4) 289.1 (0.0) 289.2 (0.1) 289.3 (0.1) 289.1394
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C 5pt2 289.3 (-0.7) 289.7 (-0.3) 289.7 (-0.3) 289.8 (-0.2) 290.0394

C 6pt2 290.2 (-0.1) 290.6 (0.3) 290.7 (0.3) 290.8 (0.4) 290.4394

NH3 N 3sa1 399.6 (-1.0) 400.3 (-0.3) 400.4 (-0.3) 400.4 (-0.2) 400.7394

N 3pe 401.8 (-0.5) 402.6 (0.2) 402.6 (0.3) 402.7 (0.3) 402.3394

N 3pa1 402.4 (-0.4) 403.2 (0.3) 403.2 (0.4) 403.3 (0.4) 402.9394

N 4sa1 403.2 (-0.4) 403.9 (0.3) 403.9 (0.4) 404.0 (0.4) 403.6394

N 4pe 403.2 (-0.9) 403.9 (-0.2) 404.0 (-0.2) 404.0 (-0.1) 404.2394

N 5pe 403.7 (-0.9) 404.4 (-0.2) 404.5 (-0.1) 404.5 (-0.1) 404.6393

N2O NN 2pÃ∗ 399.8 (-1.2) 401.2 (0.2) 401.1 (0.1) 401.1 (0.1) 401.0395

NN 3sÃ 402.4 (-1.5) 403.8 (0.0) 403.7 (-0.1) 403.6 (-0.2) 403.8395

NO 2pÃ 402.4 (-2.2) 405.3 (0.7) 404.9 (0.3) 404.4 (-0.2) 404.6395

NN 3pÃ 404.9 (-0.9) 406.3 (0.6) 406.3 (0.5) 406.2 (0.4) 405.8395

NN 4sÃ 405.2 (-1.1) 406.6 (0.4) 406.5 (0.3) 406.4 (0.2) 406.2395

NN 3dÃ 406.3 (-0.7) 407.7 (0.8) 407.6 (0.7) 407.5 (0.6) 406.9395

NN 4pÃ 406.1 (-1.0) 407.5 (0.4) 407.4 (0.3) 407.3 (0.2) 407.1395

NN 3dÃ 405.3 (-1.9) 406.7 (-0.5) 406.6 (-0.6) 406.5 (-0.7) 407.2395

NO 3sÃ 406.5 (-0.9) 409.5 (2.0) 409.0 (1.5) 408.6 (1.1) 407.5395

O 2pÃ∗ 533.6 (-1.0) 536.1 (1.5) 535.8 (1.2) 535.4 (0.8) 534.6395
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O 3sÃ 534.7 (-1.9) 537.2 (0.6) 536.8 (0.2) 536.5 (-0.1) 536.6395

O 3pÃ 537.5 (-1.3) 540.0 (1.2) 539.7 (0.9) 539.3 (0.5) 538.8395

O 4sÃ 537.7 (-1.4) 540.2 (1.1) 539.8 (0.7) 539.5 (0.4) 539.1395,396

H2O2 O Ã∗ 531.5 (-1.5) 533.0 (0.0) 532.8 (-0.2) 532.6 (-0.4) 533.0397

O Ã∗ 534.8 (-0.5) 536.3 (1.0) 536.1 (0.8) 535.9 (0.6) 535.3397

O Ã∗ 536.1 (0.8) 537.6 (2.3) 537.3 (2.0) 537.1 (1.8) 535.3397

O 3s 537.2 (0.4) 538.7 (1.9) 538.4 (1.6) 538.2 (1.4) 536.8397

O 3p 537.2 (-1.1) 538.7 (0.4) 538.4 (0.1) 538.2 (-0.1) 538.3397

C2H4 C Ã∗ 283.9 (-0.7) 284.6 (0.0) 284.3 (-0.4) 284.0 (-0.7) 284.7387

C 3s 286.6 (-0.7) 287.3 (0.1) 287.0 (-0.3) 286.6 (-0.6) 287.2387

C 3p 287.4 (-0.5) 288.1 (0.2) 287.8 (-0.1) 287.4 (-0.4) 287.9387

C 4p 288.8 (-0.6) 289.5 (0.1) 289.1 (-0.3) 288.8 (-0.6) 289.4387

C 5p 288.9 (-1.0) 289.6 (-0.3) 289.3 (-0.6) 289.0 (-1.0) 289.9387

PSmin 0.89 MAE 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.4

PSave 0.98 RMSE 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.5

a 2∆ – 3Π channel.
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Vertical emission energies at the C, N, O, and Ne K-edge are reported in Table 4.1.

The average pole strength for this set PSave is 0.90 which suggests that the canonical

MOs are a good approximation for the Dyson orbitals. The lowest or minimum value

PSmin for this set is 0.84 and is reflected in low PS values corresponding to inner-

valence electron detachments in N2O and C2H4. It is not unexpected that ionizations

from inner-valence orbitals involve many-body effects of quantitative importance

even though a single MO can be designated in the qualitative picture of electron

detachment. Spin-projection of the UHF states ensures that the total energies used

to determine IPcore correspond to eigenstates of S2. The errors for ∆PUHF with

P3+ imply that additional electron correlation effects can be important in the initial

state, core-hole ion, final state, or all of the these. ∆PUMPn (n = 2, 2.5, 3) should

provide similar estimates for IPcore for localized core orbitals. This is evident in

the consistent measure of errors for each method. We briefly note that NO has an

open-shell ground state with two core-ionization channels: 3Π and 1Π. A removal of

a down-spin ´ electron in the N1s orbital yields a triplet final-state configuration 3Π

whereas a removal of an up-spin ³ electron results in the singlet 1Π. Valence-to-core

decay in either scenario leads to even more electronic states and complex spectral

features.

EX results for the set of fluoromethanes are given in Table 4.2. Similar assessments

for results featured in Table 4.1 can be made for the performance of each composite

method here. PSmin is 0.84 as well and corresponds to the 2t2 detachment in CF4.

Vertical core-excitation energies at the C, N, O K-edge are displayed in Table 4.3.

Beyond transitions into the lowest unoccupied Ã∗ or Ã∗ lie a series of Rydberg states

of increasing principal and azimuthal quantum numbers. A higher-lying orbital is

diffuse and to attach an electron requires a sufficient basis set describing its large

radial extent. High-energy Rydberg states are largely independent from the occupied

electronic structure and appear quasi-hydrogenic. A PSave that is effectively equal to

1 again suggests that the Dyson orbital is sufficiently described by the canonical MO

and the computed value for EAf
core should also be reasonable. In relation to this,

the excited-state Rydberg series can also be directly characterized with molecular

quantum defect analysis and EPT.399,400 The results for C, N, O K-edge excitations

are comparable to those of emission in that the errors for ∆PUMPn are less than 1

eV. ∆PUHF still confers a mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-mean-square-error

(RMSE) that are ∼ 1 eV. The computational results for vertical core-to-valence and

valence-to-core transitions indicate that both self-energy corrections and ∆-driven

recovery of core-hole ORX are jointly modeling the correct physics.
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Fig. 4.3.: Simulated emission spectra for N2. IPcore computed with ∆PUMP3. EPT results
and relative intensities obtained with a HF/cc-pVTZ reference. Experimental
spectrum reprinted from Robert E. LaVilla, J. Chem. Phys. 56, 2345–2349 (1972),
Ref. [398], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Fig. 4.4.: Simulated emission spectra for C2H4. IPcore computed with ∆PUMP3. EPT results
obtained with a HF/cc-pVTZ reference. Relative intensities are obtained with an
extended Hückel reference. Experimental spectrum reprinted from Rolf Manne,
J. Chem. Phys. 52, 5733–5739 (1970), Ref. [366], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.
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Fig. 4.5.: Simulated emission spectra for H2O. IPcore computed with ∆PUMP3. EPT results
and relative intensities obtained with a HF/cc-pVTZ reference. An alignment
shift of -0.9 eV is applied to the simulated spectra. Experimental spectrum
reprinted from Jan-Erik Rubensson, Lennart Petersson, Nial Wassdahl, Mats
Bäckström, Joseph Nordgren, Olav M. Kvalheim, and Rolf Manne, J. Chem.

Phys. 82, 4486–4491 (1985), Ref. [373], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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There are a few important caveats to the types of excited states accessible with

single-reference methods. We again turn to the NO example. The 1s → 2pÃ∗

excitation leads to multiple electronic states: 4Σ−, 2Σ−, 2∆, and 2Σ+. The high-spin

quartet 4Σ− and a 2∆ state in the core open-shell, valence-paired configuration can

be approximated by a single Slater determinant. However, the 2Σ− and 2Σ+ doublet

states with three unpaired spins in 1s and 2pÃ∗ orbitals must be spin-adapted. States

that require the recoupling of spin angular momenta and recovery of opposite-

spin correlation effects are not directly accessible with single determinant SCF.

Determination of excited electronic spin states will require information contained in

multi-configurational wavefunctions.

Additionally, this study only examines vertical transitions from ground state ge-

ometries. Molecular X-ray spectra may exhibit fine vibrational structure for core-

excitations or Jahn-Teller splitting following core-ionization.114,401 Furthermore,

the two-state ∆-based methods employed here are quantitatively valid only for

transitions involving one electron or one particle-hole pair. These approaches are not

immediately applicable for describing two-electron processes inherent in resonant

inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) and Auger spectra. For coherent processes in

molecules with equivalent atoms, the convenient option of core-hole localization

is no longer viable since decay into specific delocalized core orbitals is necessary

guarantee proper final-state symmetries and spectral patterns.402 Koopmans-like

interpretations fail to describe shake-processes and satellite structure in the instance

of strong configuration interaction (CI) and large ORX. Diagonal quasiparticle

methods with uncorrelated HF orbitals fall short in this category, and thus, non-

diagonal self-energy approximations are typically applied.403–405 To capture the

important many-body effects, response theories can be tailored to model X-ray

transitions involving two electrons.340,341,345,406–410

The inadequacies of single-reference methods are also pronounced in molecules with

multi-reference open-shell character. For example, multi-configurational ∆SCF IPcore

estimates90 of the 4Σ− and 2Σ− states of O+
2 with orbital optimization, Slater-type

basis sets, and core-localization still deviate ∼ 1-2 eV from experiment.235 Improved

accuracy is not expected from projected energies beginning with one HF determinant,

especially considering the non-variational nature of the chosen PAV method. Thus,

the limits of mean-field methods become apparent when electron correlation is

strong. Very accurate vertical IPs for open-shell or strongly correlated molecules,

such as O2, can be realized with spin-adapted multi-configurational propagator

methods221,411 and alternative choices of the reference wavefunction.412
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Some demonstrative examples for simulating non-resonant XES are shown in

Figures 4.3-4.5. Peak positions and relative intensities for main-line transitions

are adequately reproduced with P3+ and population analysis of the ground state

MOs. In the theoretical spectra for N2, the low PS (0.608) for the 2Ãg orbital leads

to a shift in the low intensity peak towards the main peak by about 3 eV. This

result is not atypical for inner-valence IPs where considerable relaxation effects are

present and better accounted for in higher-order self-energy approximations. For all

other transitions depicted in the calculated XES spectra of N2, C2H4, and H2O, the

canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals are sufficient representations of the Dyson orbitals

(PS> 0.85) with the selected diagonal method. Characterization of satellite structure

necessitates a more detailed analysis with non-diagonal self-energy approximations

or CI methods.404,413

Oscillator strengths for X-ray absorption, particularly for Rydberg transitions, can

be evaluated through quantum defect analysis with EPT or ∆SCF for reconstruct-

ing spectra.414–416 Alternatively, intensities for N -conserving excitations may be

calculated directly with projected dipole moments between the orbital-optimized

ground state and core-excited state wavefunctions. The scope of these methodologies

warrant a separate study.

The overall results presented here highlight the accuracy of ∆-based models using HF,

MP, and EPT for computing K-shell excitation and non-resonant emission energies

of molecules containing second-row p-block elements. The single-reference models

used here are deemed appropriate within the one-electron portrait of X-ray transi-

tions. Composite methods, like those featured in this work, are advantageous since

they are modular and allow for specific observable quantities to be approximated

independently at the desired levels of theory. Extensions of composite models to

treat two-electron processes and simulate satellite structure can be made possible

with two-electron Green’s functions and non-diagonal self-energy approximations.

Finally, the inclusion of accurate relativistic effects is of greater importance to the

overall spectral profile and shift in IPcore with increasing Z. For describing inner-

shell transitions in heavier elements, the use of relativistic Hamiltonians is preferred

over atom-specific ad hoc corrections based on two-electron ions or semi-empirical

fits used here.85,205,417–419
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4.4 Conclusion

We have examined ∆-based composite models for computing K-edge emission and

excitation energies. The models’ construction and performance are comparable to

modern STEX methods and a practical approach for estimating core-level energetics

for one-electron processes is established. The models employed here appear to

be competitive with ADC, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT for one-particle transitions.

Notwithstanding the additive propagation of errors and reliance on cancellation

of such errors in ∆-based approaches, the combination of projected SCF, MP, and

propagator theories afford accurate results with reasonable computational cost.
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Spin-adapted Configuration

State Functions

A

A.1 Spin Algebra

Let

UU  = U  U = 1 −→
∑

r

U∗
rpUrq = δpq (A.1)

det(UU  ) = det(U  U) = det(1) = 1 (A.2)

det(U  ) · det(U) = det(U) · det(U  ) = 1 (A.3)

Here are unitary matrices that satisfy the conditions above

U =







cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ






U  =







cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ






(A.4)

Using Euler’s formula it is clear that

det(U) = 1 (A.5)

An alternative expression also holds for φ ∈ [0, 2π). Note that it takes the form of a

rotation operator

U = eiφ (A.6)
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Consider an electronic wavefunction Ψ. Let us rotate the spin components about the

z-axis. The unitary operator that generates such a rotation is

Uz(φ) = e−iφ(nz ·Sz
ℏ

) or Uz(φ) = e−i( φ

2
)(nz ·σz) (A.7)

The unit vector in the z-direction is nz and σz is again z Pauli matrix. Using Euler’s

identity we can expand the operator

Uz(φ) = cos

(

φ

2

)

− iσz sin

(

φ

2

)

(A.8)

If we do a full 2π rotation about the z-axis, observe the action of Uz(φ) on |Ψð

Uz(2π) |Ψð = (−1) |Ψð (A.9)

We merely have a global phase change

|Ψ′ð = − |Ψð (A.10)

If we wish to revert back to the original Ψ from the transformed Ψ′, we must perform

another 2π rotation

Uz(2π)Uz(2π) |Ψð = |Ψð (A.11)

After two unitary rotations, we get back Ψ. This is attainable if we restrict the types

of unitary matrices to those with determinants equal to 1. This particular subgroup

of unitary matrices belongs to the special unitary group SU(2). It just so happens

that for fermions, the Pauli matrices are suitable basis representations for SU(2)

symmetry. This defines the algebra we use to study the physics of electron spin.

The Pauli matrices, which are Hermitian and unitary, are useful representations of

spin symmetry operations
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σx =





0 1

1 0



 σy =





0 i

−i 0



 σz =





1 0

0 −1



 (A.12)

The related spin operators (in atomic units) are

Sx =
1

2
σx Sy =

1

2
σy Sz =

1

2
σz (A.13)

With these, the total spin is defined as

S = îSx + ĵSy + k̂Sz (A.14)

For use below, we define the product of total spins for a single particle

S2 = S · S (A.15)

= (̂iSx + ĵSy + k̂Sz) · (̂iSx + ĵSy + k̂Sz) (A.16)

= (̂i · î)SxSx + (̂j · ĵ)SySy + (k̂ · k̂)SzSz (A.17)

= Sx
2 + Sy

2 + Sz
2 (A.18)

The total spin-squared operator is defined in terms of the sum of the total spin of

two particles

S2 = (S1 + S2) · (S1 + S2) (A.19)

= S1
2 + S2

2 + 2S1S2 (A.20)

For the term corresponding to the first particle index, we have

S1
2 = S1 · S1 (A.21)

= Sx1

2 + Sy1

2 + Sz1

2 (A.22)
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Similarly, for the second particle index

S2
2 = S2 · S2 (A.23)

= Sx2

2 + Sy2

2 + Sz2

2 (A.24)

It can be shown for each of the squared terms operating on one given index return a

scalar and the identity matrix

Sx
2 =

1

4





1 0

0 1



 Sy
2 =

1

4





1 0

0 1



 Sz
2 =

1

4





1 0

0 1



 (A.25)

Additionally we have:

2S1S2 = 2(Sx1
Sx2

+ Sy1
Sy2

+ Sz1
Sz2

) (A.26)

Let us apply S2 on a two electron spin function |αβð indexed lexicographically

S2 |αβð = S1
2 + S2

2 + 2S1S2 |αβð (A.27)

= ((Sx1

2 + Sy1

2 + Sz1

2)

+ (Sx2

2 + Sy2

2 + Sz2

2 + 2(Sx1
Sx2

+ Sy1
Sy2

+ Sz1
Sz2

)) |αβð (A.28)

For simplicity, we may expand and evaluate the terms separately

(Sx1

2 + Sy1

2 + Sz1

2) |αβð =
3

4
|αβð (A.29)

(Sx2

2 + Sy2

2 + Sz2

2) |αβð =
3

4
|αβð (A.30)
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2(Sx1
Sx2

+ Sy1
Sy2

+ Sz1
Sz2

) |αβð = 2

[

Sx1
Sx2

|αβð

+ Sy1
Sy2

|αβð + Sz1
Sz2

|αβð
]

(A.31)

= 2

[(

1

2

)(

1

2

)

|βαð +

(

i

2

)(

− i

2

)

|βαð

+

(

1

2

)(

−1

2

)

|αβð
]

(A.32)

= |βαð − 1

2
|αβð (A.33)

After combining terms, we recover the Dirac identity420

S2 |αβð =
3

4
|αβð +

3

4
|αβð + |βαð − 1

2
|αβð (A.34)

=
6

4
|αβð + |βαð − 2

4
|αβð (A.35)

= |αβð + |βαð (A.36)

= (1 + P12) |αβð (A.37)

Observe that the action of S2 on |αβð is linked to the permutation of spin indices

via P12. Using the expressions defined above, we can recast S2 into a more general

form
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S2 =
N
∑

i

S(i) · S(i) + 2
N
∑

i<j

S(i) · S(j) (A.38)

=
3

4
N +

N
∑

i<j

(

−1

2
1 + Pij

)

(A.39)

=
3

4
N +

N
∑

i

(

−1

2
1

)N−1
∑

j

(

1

2
1

)

+
N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.40)

=
3

4
N +

(

−N

2

)(

N − 1

2

)

+
N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.41)

=
3N −N2 +N

4
+

N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.42)

=
−N2 + 4N

4
+

N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.43)

=
−N(N − 4)

4
+

N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.44)

which is a recognizable formula for the S2 operator.40

S2 acts on a reference state vector Θ0

S2 Θ0 =
−N(N − 4)

4
Θ0 +

N
∑

i<j

Pij Θ0 (A.45)

This formula is equivalent to more commonly used ladder operator deductions of

S2.

A.2 Spin Projection

Spin projection operators can be used to construct spin-adapted configuration state

functions (SACSFs).i Take the following spin projection operator

iSee P.O. Löwdin Phys. Rev. 97, 1509 (1955)30 and Elementary Methods of Molecular Quantum
Mechanics421
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Ok =
∏

s ̸=k

S2 − s(s+ 1)

k(k + 1) − s(s+ 1)
(A.46)

where k is the target spin quantum number, s is the higher spin state quantum num-

ber, and S2 is the total spin-squared operator. The number of linearly independent

SACSFs with S spin is given by the Wigner formula

f(N,S) =
(2S + 1)N !

(N
2 − S)!(N

2 + S + 1)!
(A.47)

The total number of SACSFs is then

2N =
∑

S

[2S + 1] f(N,S) (A.48)

Recall that

S2 =
−N(N − 4)

4
+

N
∑

i<j

Pij (A.49)

where

ζ =
n!

r!(n− r)!
(A.50)

and r = 2 for unique pairwise permutations.

Successive application of Ok on a reference configuration can generate the manifold

of normalizable k spin states. When necessary, one can apply Schmidt orthogonal-

ization on the resulting vectors remove to linear dependencies.

For example, take a reference determinant ψ0 defined as |αβð. To reiterate, we

seek to generate the correct linear combinations of spin configurations that are

eigenstates of S2. The one permutation needed is P12, which gives the configuration
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|βαð. Application of S2 will show that the high-spin Ms = ±1 configurations (|ααð
and |ββð) are already triplet eigenstates. The Ms = 0 configurations will be spin-

adapted into a singlet and triplet upon projection. The SACSFs, denoted by 2S+1ΘMs ,

are then

3Θ1 = |ααð (A.51)

1Θ0 =
1√
2

|αβ − βαð (A.52)

3Θ0 =
1√
2

|αβ + βαð (A.53)

3Θ−1 = |ββð (A.54)

For another example, a reference determinant ψ0 is defined as |αβαð.

Each spin eigenfunction is built from components within an Ms block. The 2N

(N=3) different spin configurations are

1. ααα (Ms = +3
2)

2. βαα (Ms = +1
2)

3. αβα (Ms = +1
2)

4. ααβ (Ms = +1
2)

5. αββ (Ms = −1
2)

6. βαβ (Ms = −1
2)

7. ββα (Ms = −1
2)

8. βββ (Ms = −3
2)

The S2 operator for a three electron system is

S2 =
3

4
I + P12 + P23 + P13

Operating Eq. A.46 on |αβαð yields the following SACSFs
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S2 S Ms Spin-Adapated CSFs :: 2S+1ΘMs

3.75 3
2 +3

2
4Θ 3

2

= |αααð

3.75 3
2 +1

2
4Θ 1

2

= 1√
3

(

|βααð + |αβαð + |ααβð
)

3.75 3
2 −1

2
4Θ− 1

2

= 1√
3

(

|αββð + |βαβð + |ββαð
)

0.75 1
2 +1

2
2Θ 1

2

= 1√
6

(

|βααð + |αβαð − 2|ααβð
)

0.75 1
2 −1

2
2Θ− 1

2

= 1√
6

(

|αββð + |βαβð − 2|ββαð
)

0.75 1
2 +1

2
2Θ 1

2

= 1√
2

(

|βααð − |αβαð
)

0.75 1
2 −1

2
2Θ− 1

2

= 1√
2

(

|αββð − |βαβð
)

3.75 3
2 −3

2
4Θ− 3

2

= |βββð

Alternatively, the S2 matrix itself can be constructed. For example, the solution to

the following matrix element is

ïαβα|S2|αβαð = ïαβα|3
4
I + P12 + P23 + P13|αβαð

=
3

4
ïαβα|αβαð + ïαβα|βααð + ïαβα|ααβð + ïαβα|αβαð

=
3

4��
�
�
�
�
�
��:

1
ïα|αðïβ|βðïα|αð +

�
�
�

�
�

�
�
��:

0
ïα|βðïβ|αðïα|αð +

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

��:
0

ïα|αðïβ|αðïα|βð

+
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
��:

1
ïα|αðïβ|βðïα|αð

=
3

4
+ 1

=
7

4

= 1.75

The entire S2 matrix can then be generated in a similar fashion
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S2 =

ααα βαα αβα ααβ αββ βαβ ββα βββ

ααα 3.75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

βαα 0 1.75 1 1 0 0 0 0

αβα 0 1 1.75 1 0 0 0 0

ααβ 0 1 1 1.75 0 0 0 0

αββ 0 0 0 0 1.75 1 1 0

βαβ 0 0 0 0 1 1.75 1 0

ββα 0 0 0 0 1 1 1.75 0

βββ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.75

We can then diagonalize the matrix to obtain the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The

weights for each S2 eigenvector component are essentially modified Clebsch–Gordan

expansion coefficients. Historically, among quantum chemists, these are called

Sanibel coefficients as the constuction of SACSFs was once a popular topic at the

Sanibel Symposium.37,278 A SACSF can be expressed as

Θ(S,M,N) =
N
∑

j=0

Cj(S,M,N)[αµ−jβj ][αjβν−j ]

where [...] is the sum of all αβ permutations of that bracket function. Here is one of

many formulas to generate the Sanibel coefficients

Cj(S,M, n) =
2S + 1

1 + n+ S

S−M
∑

k=0

(−1)j+S−M−k

(

S −M

k

)(

S +M

S −M − k

)(

n+ S

µ− j + k

)−1

where µ is nAlpha, and ν is nBeta and n is N
2 . Furthermore, there is the recursion

relation422

Cj(S,M, n) − Cj+1(S,M, n) = Cj(S,M, n− 1)
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A.3 Density Matrices and Operators for Many-Body

Systems

Density matrices contain information about the probability distributions of many-

body quantum systems. Reduced density matrices for many-electron systems enable

the solution of expectation values for N -body Hermitian operators.40,423–426 Take a

Slater determinant constructed with a set of spin orbitals {χ}.

|Ψð =
1√
N !

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

χ1(x1) χ2(x1) · · · χN (x1)

χ1(x2) χ2(x2) · · · χN (x2)

...
...

. . .
...

χ1(xN ) χ2(xN ) · · · χN (xN )ð

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(A.55)

The one particle density matrix (1PDM) is defined as

γ(x′
1; x1) = N

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x2,x3, . . . , N)Ψ(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx2, . . . , dxN (A.56)

Above, we perform an integration over all coordinates except x1. Note that these

coordinates are separable functions of spin and space

χ(x) = φ(r)σ(ω) (A.57)

The eigendecomposition of the 1PDM gives natural orbitals and natural orbital

occupation numbers between 0 and 1 (inclusive). In this section, we assume binary

occupations.

The two particle density matrix (2PDM) is
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Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) =
N !

2!(N − 2)!

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x3, . . . , N)Ψ(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx3, . . . , dxN

(A.58)

Here, we integrate over all coordinates except x1 and x2 and the primes indicate

different coordinates. Clearly, we are inspecting two particles (N = 2) at a time and

can rewrite the 2PDM in an abbreviated form

Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) = Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2)Ψ(x1,x2) (A.59)

Expanding Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2) and Ψ(x1,x2), we get

Ψ∗ (x′
1,x

′
2

)

=
1√
2

[

χ∗
1(x′

1)χ∗
2(x′

2) − χ∗
1(x′

2)χ∗
2(x′

1)
]

(A.60)

and

Ψ (x1,x2) =
1√
2

[

χ1(x1)χ2(x2) − χ1(x2)χ2(x1)
]

(A.61)

Substitute into Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2)

Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) =
1

2

[

χ∗
1(x′

1)χ∗
2(x′

2) − χ∗
1(x′

2)χ∗
2(x′

1)
]

×
[

χ1(x1)χ2(x2) − χ1(x2)χ2(x1)
]

(A.62)

=
1

2

[

χ∗
1(x′

1)χ1(x1)χ∗
2(x′

2)χ2(x2) − χ∗
1(x′

2)χ1(x1)χ∗
2(x′

1)χ2(x2)

− χ∗
1(x′

1)χ1(x2)χ∗
2(x′

2)χ2(x1) + χ∗
1(x′

2)χ1(x2)χ∗
2(x′

1)χ2(x1)
]

(A.63)

The 1PDM can be written as a general expansion over spin-orbitals with one-particle

coordinates
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γ(x′
1; x1) =

N
∑

i

χ∗
i (x′

1)χi(x1) (A.64)

γ(x′
2; x2) =

N
∑

i

χ∗
i (x′

2)χi(x2) (A.65)

γ(x′
2; x1) =

N
∑

i

χ∗
i (x′

2)χi(x1) (A.66)

γ(x′
1; x2) =

N
∑

i

χ∗
i (x′

1)χi(x2) (A.67)

Using the above expressions, the 2PDM can be written in terms of 1PDMs

Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) =
1

2

[

γ(x′
1; x1)γ(x′

2; x2) − γ(x′
2; x1)γ(x′

1; x2)
]

(A.68)

For spin-restricted methods, the 1PDM is built from identical α and β orbitals. For

example,

γ(x′
1; x1) =

N/2
∑

i

φ∗
i (r′1)φi(r1)σ∗(α′

1)σ(α1) +

N/2
∑

i

φ∗
i (r′1)φi(r1)σ∗(β′

1)σ(β1) (A.69)

For spin-unrestricted methods, we use different orbitals for different spins (DODS)

to build the 1PDM

γ(x′
1; x1) =

Nα
∑

i

φ∗
i (r′1)φi(r1)σ∗(α′

1)σ(α1) +

Nβ
∑

j

φ∗
j
(r′1)φj(r1)σ∗(β′

1)σ(β1) (A.70)

When working with unrestricted orbitals, the 2PDM can be decomposed into its spin

components
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Γ(r′1ω
′
1r′2ω

′
2; r1ω1r2ω2) = Γαα;αα(r′1α

′
1r′2α

′
2; r1α1r2α2)

+ Γαβ;αβ(r′1α
′
1r′2β

′
2; r1α1r2β2)

+ Γβα;βα(r′1β
′
1r′2α

′
2; r1β1r2α2)

+ Γββ;ββ(r′1β
′
1r′2β

′
2; r1β1r2β2) (A.71)

The second and third terms correspond to the 2PDMs with off-diagonal spin coordi-

nates. A useful property of integrating over the diagonal indices (x′
1 = x1) of the

2PDM is

∫

Γ(x1x2; x1x2) dx1dx2 =
N(N − 1)

2
(A.72)

We also know that the electronic 2PDM is Hermitian and must satisfy the antisym-

metry principle. If two indices are equal (x1 = x2), the matrix will be zero427,428

(i.e. Fermi or exchange “hole”)

Γ(x1x1; x1x1) = 0 (A.73)

For the pair densities Γαα;αα and Γββ;ββ, the inner products of spin functions

σ∗(α1)σ(α1), σ∗(α2)σ(α2), σ∗(β1)σ(β1), and σ∗(β2)σ(β2) integrate to unity. In a

similar manner as the total 2PDM, integrating over the remaining spatial indices

yields:

∫

Γαα;αα(r1r2; r1r2) dr1dr2 =
Nα(Nα − 1)

2
(A.74)

and

∫

Γββ;ββ(r1r2; r1r2) dr1dr2 =
Nβ(Nβ − 1)

2
(A.75)
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We shall see that the 2PDM and its (spatial) diagonal elements are sufficient for

describing real-space expectation values for linear Hermitian operators. One may

expand an N -body operator O into the following series:

O = O0 +
N
∑

i

Oi +
1

2!

N
∑

i̸=j

Oij +
1

3!

N
∑

i̸=j ̸=k

Oijk + . . . (A.76)

Each additional index, starting at i, augments the order of O. For a two-body

operator, its expectation value for a normalized quantum state Ψ is given by:

ïOijð =

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x

′
3, . . . , N)





1

2!

N
∑

i̸=j

Oij



Ψ(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx (A.77)

Invoke the interchange theorem

ïOijð =
1

2!

N
∑

i̸=j

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x

′
3, . . . , N)OijΨ(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx (A.78)

=
1

2

N
∑

i

N−1
∑

j

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x

′
3, . . . , N)OijΨ(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx (A.79)

Let us take the example where O operates on particles with indices x1 and x2 only.

ïO12ð =
1

2
N(N − 1)

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2)O12Ψ(x1,x2) dx1dx2(dx3, . . . , dxN ) (A.80)

From our definition of the 2PDM, we can reformulate this expression

ïO12ð =

∫

O12Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) dx1dx2 (A.81)

After applying the action of operator O12, we set the primed coordinates of the

bra-space equal to those of the ket-space (x′
1 = x1,x

′
2 = x2) as we are, for
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now, concerned only the diagonal elements (in spatial coordinates) of the density

operator.

S2 is a two-body operator. It is composed of an integer term and a summation over

all unique permutations over electrons or spin labels. We will use the pairwise spin

permutation operator Pσ
ij

S2 =
−N(N − 4)

4
+

N
∑

i<j

Pσ
ij (A.82)

Its expectation value, in Dirac notation:

ïS2ð = ïΨ| S2 |Ψð (A.83)

ïS2ð =

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x

′
3, . . . , N)

[−N(N − 4)

4

]

Ψ∗(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx

+

∫

Pσ
12Γ(x1x2; x1x2)dx1dx2 (A.84)

=
−N(N − 4)

4

∫

Ψ∗(x′
1,x

′
2,x

′
3, . . . , N)Ψ∗(x1,x2,x3, . . . , N) dx

+

∫∫

Pσ
12Γ(r′1ω

′
1r′2ω

′
2; r1ω1r2ω2) dr1dω1dr2dω2 (A.85)

=
−N(N − 4)

4
+

∫∫

Γ(r1ω1r2ω2; r1ω2r2ω1) dr1dω1dr2dω2 (A.86)

The primes are dropped after applying the permutation operator which swaps the

spin labels for the ket-side coordinates. Spin is then integrated out for x1 and x2.

Since we can conveniently work in an orthogonal basis and the wavefunction Ψ is

normalized, we have ïΨ|Ψð = 1. Thus, the integer term remains. Now the total

spin-squared expectation value becomes

ïS2ð =
−N(N − 4)

4
+

∫

Γσσ;σσ(r1r2; r1r2) dr1dr2 (A.87)

Decomposition of the permuted 2PDM into its spin components gives us a clearer

interpretation of what quantities are needed for computing an S2 matrix element
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ïS2ð =
−N(N − 4)

4
+

∫

[

Γαα;αα(r1r2; r1r2) + Γαβ;βα(r1r2; r1r2) (A.88)

+ Γβα;αβ(r1r2; r1r2) + Γββ;ββ(r1r2; r1r2)
]

dr1dr2

Due to the following property of Hermitian matrices, we can show that Γαβ;βα and

Γβα;αβ are equivalent

Γ(x′
1x′

2; x1x2) = Γ∗(x1x2; x′
1x′

2) (A.89)

Recall solutions to the integrals over the pair densities Γαα;αα and Γββ;ββ . Also recall

that N = Nα +Nβ with Nα g Nβ . We will now proceed with some tedious algebra

ïS2ð =
−(Nα +Nβ)((Nα +Nβ) − 4)

4
+
Nα(Nα − 1)

2
+
Nβ(Nβ − 1)

2
(A.90)

+ 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2

Expand

ïS2ð = −N2
α

4
− 2NαNβ

4
+

4Nα

4
−
N2

β

4
+

4Nβ

4
+
N2

α −Nα

2
+
N2

β −Nβ

2
(A.91)

+ 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2

Separate terms the last two terms before the integral and find common denomina-

tors

ïS2ð = −N2
α

4
− 2NαNβ

4
+

4Nα

4
−
N2

β

4
+

4Nβ

4
+

2N2
α

4
− 2Nα

4
+

2N2
β

4
− 2Nβ

4
(A.92)

+ 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2

Simplify and group terms, leaving an extra Nβ
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ïS2ð =
N2

α

4
+
N2

β

4
− 2NαNβ

4
+
Nα

2
− Nβ

2
+Nβ + 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2

(A.93)

Notice some terms are factorable

ïS2ð =
Nα −Nβ

2

(

Nα −Nβ

2
+ 1

)

+Nβ + 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2 (A.94)

And for collinear spin

Sz =
Nα −Nβ

2
(A.95)

Rendering

ïS2ð = Sz (Sz + 1) +Nβ + 2

∫

Γαβ;βα(r1, r2; r1, r2) dr1dr2 (A.96)

This is an expression for S2 matrix elements between the same determinant. The

integrand will vary depending on orbital differences between determinants used

to calculate matrix elements—following the Slater-Condon rules for two-electron

operators.

A.4 S2 Matrix Elements

Let’s demonstrate this by defining three Slater determinants which we will use to

derive the different expressions for diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the S2

matrix. These determinants will also aid in the construction of generalized 1PDMs

and 2PDMs.
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|Ψð =
1√
N !

| · · · pq · · · | (A.97)

|Φð =
1√
N !

| · · · pr · · · | (A.98)

|Ξð =
1√
N !

| · · · rs · · · | (A.99)

MOs labeled p, q, r and s can be from the orthonormal set of α {i, k,m, o, q, s, . . .}
or β {j, l, n, p, r, t, . . .} orbitals.

Two additional items to consider. There is a phase factor related to the number of

permutations required to align the orbitals between determinants. We assume the

wavefunctions are normalized:

(−1)P ï· · ·χkχl · · ·| S2 |· · ·χkχl · · ·ð (A.100)

Also, determinants built from the exact same orthonormal basis but differ by one or

more orbitals (α or β) will lead to a determinantal overlap of zero.429

There are three main cases to consider when solving the S2 matrix elements.292 The

determinants can be the same, differ by one α or β orbital, or differ by one α and

β orbital. Matrix elements between determinants that differ by two α or β orbitals

will be zero. Also, differences of three or more orbitals will be zero.

Case I: No Difference

ïΨ| S2 |Ψð = Sz (Sz + 1) +Nβ −
Nocc
∑

ij

SjiSij (A.101)

= Sz (Sz + 1) +Nβ −
Nocc
∑

ij

|Sij |2 (A.102)

Case IIA: 1 α Difference
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ïΨ| S2 |Φð = −(−1)pi+pk

Nβ
occ
∑

j

SkjSji (A.103)

Case IIB: 1 β Difference

Same procedure as IIA. The sum will run over i to Nα
occ; orbitals common to ïΨ| and

|Φð.

Case IIIAB: 1 α and 1 β Difference

ïΨ| S2 |Ξð = −(−1)pi+pk+pj+pl SilSjk (A.104)

This is a unique element with no sum.

So far, we have assumed the electrons reside in hydrogenic orbitals where the spatial

overlaps are 0 or 1. Molecular orbitals are delocalized and the overlap integrals must

be calculated. In RHF, the α and β MO coefficients are the same, so the result is

“perfect pairing” with δij overlaps. In spin-polarized or UHF calculations, the α and β

MO coefficients are not necessarily the same and the αβ MO overlaps are not simply

zero or unity. In this case, the third term in Eq. A.101 will not cancel completely

with Nβ. This is where spin contamination in single reference UHF calculations

originates. The recoupling of angular momentum (including L and J) through spin

adapation is needed to alleviate the ambiguity in spin state assignments.

A.5 Implementation

Configuration interaction (CI) can be performed in a spin-adapted basis. To define

a data structure, we use occupation number representation430 to create α and β

string determinants that each have a leading dimension of nBasis. For both α and β

strings, we assign occupied orbitals with 1 and virtual orbitals with 0.

Molecular orbitals (MOs) with α spin are denoted as {i, k,m, o, q, s, . . .} and those

with β spin as {j, l, n, p, r, t, . . .}.
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|ψð = |110 : 100ð −→ |ikjð

Overlaps between same-spin MOs equate to δpq. For example, Sii = 1 whereas

Sik = 0. Elements of the αβ MO overlap matrix (Sαβ) will be in the range of

[−1, 1].

Full configuration interaction (FCI) effectively scales O(N !) and can quickly become

an intractable feat. Instead, a feasible truncated approximation is desired. We can

start by utilizing the CI ansatz to selectively construct a basis of singly (S) and

doubly (D) substituted determinants given a reference electronic state ψ0, such as

a converged unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) solution. The S2 matrix would then

be

S2
SD =

































































ïψ0|S2|ψ0ð ïψ0|S2|ψa
i ð · · · ïψ0|S2|ψab

ij ð · · · ïψ0|S2|ψmn
yz ð

ïψa
i |S2|ψ0ð ïψa

i |S2|ψa
i ð · · · ïψa

i |S2|ψab
ij ð · · · ïψa

i |S2|ψmn
yz ð

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

ïψab
ij |S2|ψ0ð ïψab

ij |S2|ψa
i ð · · · ïψab

ij |S2|ψab
ij ð · · · ïψab

ij |S2|ψmn
yz ð

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

ïψmn
yz |S2|ψ0ð ïψmn

yz |S2|ψa
i ð · · · · · · · · · ïψmn

yz |S2|ψmn
yz ð

































































The size of the S2 matrix depends on the number of determinants.

Singles and Doubles:

nDet =
(

Nα
occ ∗Nα

virt

)

+
(

Nβ
occ ∗Nβ

virt

)

+

((

Nα
occ

2

)

∗
(

Nα
virt

2

))

+

((

Nβ
occ

2

)

∗
(

N
β
virt

2

))

+
((

Nα
occ ∗Nα

virt

)

∗
(

Nβ
occ ∗Nβ

virt

))
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Full Space:

nDet =
Nbasis!

Nα
occ! N

α
virt!

∗ Nbasis!

N
β
occ! N

β
virt!

With the increasing amount of substituted determinants used, the time and space

complexity of the problem grows immensely with the number of electrons and basis

functions. Let us examine the simple case of the H2 molecule at 1.5 Å with a minimal

basis where a broken symmetry UHF solution is used. The S2 matrix in the space of

singles and doubles is

H2
S2

SD =

























ïψ0|S2|ψ0ð ïψ0|S2|ψk
i ð ïψ0|S2|ψl

j
ð ïψ0|S2|ψkl

ij
ð

ïψk
i |S2|ψ0ð ïψk

i |S2|ψk
i ð ïψk

i |S2|ψl
j
ð ïψk

i |S2|ψkl
ij

ð

ïψl
j
|S2|ψ0ð ïψl

j
|S2|ψk

i ð ïψl
j
|S2|ψl

j
ð ïψkl

ij
|S2|ψkl

ij
ð

ïψkl
ij

|S2|ψ0ð ïψkl
ij

|S2|ψk
i ð ïψkl

ij
|S2|ψl

j
ð ïψkl

ij
|S2|ψkl

ij
ð

























H2
S2

SD =

























1 − |Sij |2 −SkjSji −SjiSil −SilSkj

−SkjSji 1 − |Skj |2 −SijSkl −SklSkj

−SjiSil −SijSkl 1 − |Sil|
2 −SklSli

−SilSkj −SklSkj −SklSli 1 − |Skl|
2

























The αβ MO overlap is

H2
Sαβ =







Sij Sil

Skj Skl






=







0.552363547 0.833603386

0.833603386 −0.552364588







Evaluation yields
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H2
S2

SD =

























0.6948945 −0.4604521 −0.4604521 −0.6948945

−0.4604521 0.3051054 0.3051054 0.4604521

−0.4604521 0.3051054 0.3051054 0.4604521

−0.6948945 0.4604521 0.4604521 0.6948945

























Note the spin contamination reflected in the ïψ0|S2|ψ0ð matrix element. One can

find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S2 matrix with standard linear algebra

packages (e.g. LAPACK). Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied here.

Fig. A.1.: Output for a spin-adapted UHF solution: H2 at 1.5 Å
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Fig. A.2.: Permutation tree for array {1100} with sub-arrays
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